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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 Teaching and learning in urban public school districts have been marginalized by 
an institutional culture marred by random acts of improvement and a propensity for 
maintaining the status quo.  The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB, Public Law 
107-110) will affect almost every elementary and secondary public school student in the 
United States.  Researchers of organizational design and public policy have frequently 
found that failed efforts to increase effectiveness can be traced back to ineffective 
planning processes for program implementation.  This exploratory research study 
examines the NCLB policy implementation in high-poverty schools, as it relates to 
planning and program fidelity in the delivery of Title I services for disadvantaged 
children in an urban district.  This study examines the need for cogent, detailed planning 
and closely monitored execution of NCLB planning and program implementation 
strategies.   
 
 
 xi
  
CHAPTER ONE 
Context of the Study 
 
On January 8, 2002, President George W. Bush signed into law H.R. 1: the No 
Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB Public Law 107-110), approving 
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA).  The purpose 
of this exploratory case study is to examine NCLB policy in selected high poverty 
schools and its impact on planning processes with respect to the fidelity of program 
implementation in an urban public school district.  NCLB has substantially changed 
the business of public education as we know it and redefined the federal role in K-12 
education.  The stated purpose of the law is to raise education standards for all 
children, eliminate achievement gaps, and help districts meet standards based on four 
components:  accountability for results, local control and flexibility, expanded parental 
choice, and the use of proven successful researched-based interventions.   
The NCLB policies have placed increased responsibility on local schools for 
strategic use of federal funds.  Such a shift in policy responsibility necessitates new 
levels of capabilities for school planning teams.  Questions have emerged related to 
the type of capabilities of planning teams to respond to the dynamic changes in policy, 
new student performance timelines and expectations for increased service delivery.  
This study will examine the historical context of compensatory education and the 
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current focus of NCLB, need for the study, a review of the relevant concepts, the study 
design, and a discussion of the findings and implications. 
Background of the Study  
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act is the federal law that authorizes 
and regulates the majority of K-12 education programs.  The first part of the law, 
known as Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was originally 
enacted in 1965 (Public Law 89-10) as a cornerstone of President Lyndon B. 
Johnson’s 1960s “war on poverty.”  The act authorized grants for elementary and 
secondary school programs for children of low-income families; school library 
resources, textbooks, and other instructional materials for school children; 
supplementary education centers and services; strengthening state education agencies; 
educational research and research training.  Historically, ESEA has been referred to as 
Chapter I, Title I, and now No Child Left Behind.   
Occasional changes have been introduced to Title I since the program began in 
1965.  However, substantial changes now apply to all components of the federal 
compensatory initiatives.  The new NCLB programs fall within six of the ten federal 
education program areas:   
• Title I - Improving the Academic Achievement of the Disadvantaged;  
• Title II - Preparing, Training and Recruiting High Quality Teachers and 
Principals;  
• Title III - Language Instruction for Limited English Proficient (LEP) and 
Immigrant Students;  
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• Title IV - Safe & Drug Free Schools and Communities and 21st Century 
Schools;  
• Title V - Promoting Informed Parental Choice and Innovative Programs; 
and 
• Title VI - Flexibility and Accountability in the Use of Funds.  
Additional elements of NCLB existed prior to the 2001 ESEA reauthorization 
and continue largely unchanged to include Title VII which covers Indian, Native 
Hawaiian, and Alaska Native Education; Title VIII addresses Impact Aid; Title IX 
governs the General Provisions and Title X, Repeals, has redesignations and 
amendments to other statutes. 
The NCLB legislation and final regulations (34 CFR Part 200, 2003) provide 
guidance and funding to support high-quality school improvement initiatives.  
Through a systematic process, NCLB fosters a framework for identifying research-
based, locally appropriate strategies to support teaching and learning; using frequent 
monitoring, schools are expected to demonstrate adequate yearly progress each year.  
A timeline has been established so that all students meet or exceed the “proficient” 
level of academic achievement by the 2013-2014 school year. 
The section of NCLB that contains the provisions which specifically address 
the responsibility to ensure all children have a fair, equal, and significant opportunity 
to obtain a high-quality education and are able to achieve proficiency on challenging 
state academic assessments is referred to as Title I.  Title I focuses on the 
implementation of high-quality planning processes in addressing the necessity for a 
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comprehensive needs assessment, increased coordination and alignment with other 
school resources, greater involvement of parents, use of scientifically based teaching 
strategies, effective transitions, and highly qualified staff and paraprofessionals. This 
is the largest section of the law, authorizing a total allocation of $12.3 billion dollars in 
grants for Fiscal Year 2004 to school districts across the country (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2004).  
 Exhibit 1:  Title I Federal Funding Trends 
2000
2001
200 20 20 2005
2 03 04
USDE (billions)
10.711.1
13.914.8
17.718.8
7.9 8.8
10.411.7 12.3
13.3
0
5
10
15
20
Federal Funding
US illions)DE (b
C udy District
( )
ase St
millions
 
USDE District Case 
 (billions) (millions) 
2000 7.9 10.7 
2001 8.8 11.1 
2002 10.4 13.9 
2003 11.7 14.8 
2004 12.3 17.7 
2005 13.3 18.8 
The U.S. Department of Education computes the Title I allocation for each 
school district using census poverty and census population for children ages 5-17, 
children in neglected or delinquent institutions, and foster children.  Large districts 
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(Local 
The 2005 request of $13.3 billion represents an increase of $1 billion or 8.1 
percent over the 2004 level and is intended to help states, school districts, and schools 
meet the strong accountability provisions and teacher quality requirements of NCLB.  
The president’s 2005 request resulted in a five-year increase for Title I of $5.4 billion, 
or almost 70 percent, and an increase of $4.6 billion, or 52 percent, since the passage 
of NCL
The provisions of NCLB are administered by the state educational agency and 
implemented locally.  Under the law, school districts receive federal funds through a 
multi-step allocation process.  In turn, they distribute the funds to schools in their 
jurisdiction with above-average percentages of low-income children.  The funds are 
also intended to provide appropriate services for neglected children in local 
institutions.  Additionally, district ments to ensure private school 
children receive an equ
 
Education Agencies serving an area with a total population of 20,000 or more) 
will receive their allocation based solely on census poverty data. 
B (U.S. Department of Education, 2004). 
s must make arrange
itable share of available services. 
In general, NCLB funds can be used for a variety of purposes, including 
increased help for students performing below standard; assistance for after-school, 
summer school, or extended day programs; implementation of exemplary reading and
math programs; class size reduction; the hiring of paraprofessionals; and to provide 
professional development opportunities for teachers, administrators and 
paraprofessionals. 
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Need for the Study 
In 1962, Thomas Kuhn wrote The Structure
The purpose of this study is to examine the No Child Left Behind Act in high 
poverty schools and its impact on campus improvement planning processes with 
respect to the fidelity of program implementation in an urban public school district.  
Changes embedded in the No Child Left Behind Act have prompted the need for new 
research related to the impact of policy reform in local educational practices.  These 
changes, detailed in the review of the literature, represent more than a conglomeration 
of incremental policy and program adjustment.   
 of Scientific Revolution and 
ept of a “paradigm shift.”  Kuhn argued that scientific advancement is 
not evolutionary, but rather is a “series of peaceful interludes punctuated by 
intellectually violent revolutions,” and in those revolutions “one perceptual world 
view is replaced by another.”  A paradigm shift can be used as a metaphor to describe 
the changes in compensatory education and Title I in particular.  At the origin of 
compensatory education, policy framers possessed an overwhelming desire to provide 
equality in the distribution of education funding for disadvantaged students without a 
real regard for meaningful results in student achievement.  Three facets of the current 
policy initiative provide the context for this study. 
Accountability 
defined the conc
 
The changes in accountability provided in the No Child Left Behind Act prompt 
an increased need for the study of school-level practices.  Prior to this legislation, 
accountability was focused at multiple levels that in addition to schools included State 
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Departments of Education, Districts, Educator Preparation Programs, individual 
teachers and various Federal Programs.  Frequently, the accountability was focused 
appropriate expenditure of funding and the delivery of services.  Few of the past 
accountability practices included outcome measures, and even fewer accountability 
practices included consequences that prom
on 
pted programmatic changes.   
The current policy framework places increased emphasis on school-level 
accoun dent 
 
 that do 
accountability fosters a need to study school-level team practices as they respond to 
increased expectations for performance. 
Acceleration
tability.  Schools are held accountable with large-scale assessments of stu
performance.  Every state has adopted formulae for determining specific levels of 
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP).  Furthermore, the NCLB framework of “flexibility
with accountability” institutes a protocol of specific consequences for schools
not make adequate progress, including decreased administrative authority, rigorous 
external guidance, and eventually, school restructuring.  This increased emphasis on 
 
t 
ent 
ssing 
ned expectation for accelerated performance. 
A second facet of the No Child Left Behind Act, specific definitions for 
accelerated performance, provides a basis for the study of school planning teams.  Pas
legislation, at the State and Federal level, stressed the need for school improvem
through various avenues, including compensatory funding streams, guidance 
documents, research initiatives, and technical assistance centers.  However, mi
from these efforts was a specifically defi
 7
  
In the new legislation, acceleration is defined in terms of specific timelines for 
student performance.  The overarching expectation is that, by the 2013-2014 school 
year, all students would attain proficiency in the content areas of Reading and 
Mathematics.  Additionally, policies relating to school improvement efforts contain 
timetables for acceleration.  For example, after two consecutive years of not making 
adequate progress, schools must take specific steps to change their strategies of 
educational practice or face intensive interventions and formidable consequence
Further rese
s.  
arch is needed to understand how schools are responding to these 
accelerated timelines for improvement. 
Dynamic Adjustments 
ically 
ently examined the extent to which schools had adopted a practice of 
interest, such as cooperative learning, guided reading, or parental involvement 
activities.   
ater 
 on schools matching delivery of practices to the specific needs of 
students and parents.  For example, in the past, Algebra I teachers were required to 
A third facet of NCLB, the expectation of dynamic changes in school 
capabilities, is at the core of this exploratory research study.  The framework for past 
legislation and program policies specified levels of school participation in federal 
programs.  Studies of these programs, often referred to as “change” research, typ
focused on “diffusion of innovations.”  In studies of local school practices, this 
research frequ
The new framework for implementing effective practice requires dynamic 
adjustments in local school practice.  School planning teams are still required to 
review and select practices that have evidence of effectiveness.  However, gre
emphasis is placed
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adopt h
Schools, in the new framework, are required to identify student needs before 
selecting texts, materials, or practices.  Using the example stated above, if students 
were already proficient on some of the Algebra standards, the course and materials 
should be abbreviated and/or modified.  Similarly, if students are missing prerequisite 
skills, t
Dynamic adjustment during instruction has long been the hallmark of effective 
teachers.  However, the expect chool, as a system, should 
dynamically adjust to the needs of individual students.  Teece, Pisano and Shuen 
(1997) have used the term “dynamic capabilities” as a framework to study the process 
of dynamic adjustment at the organizational level.  They define dynamic capabilities 
as “the organization’s ability to integrate, build and reconfigure internal and external 
competencies to address rapidly changing environments.”   
 
igh-quality texts and materials to teach Algebra I.  Teachers would then 
“cover” the required chapters and concepts within the specified number of weeks in 
the course.   
he course should be adjusted to increase the student proficiency to an 
appropriate level. 
ation of NCLB is that the s
These facets of the No Child Left Behind Act highlight the need for research
that examines how school planning teams respond to the shift in expectations for 
performance.   
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St m 
 arch related to the 
formati o
systemic ap ance 
measur
implement  the primary responsibility for designing and 
implem
varying levels of skills for planning tasks.  Therefore this study examines the variable 
effects of educational policy implementation as it relates to:  Policy mandates, policy 
outcomes, capacity-building and system changing policies, within the local context 
that tra
Research Questions 
1. ing 
 decentralized approach? 
B 
3.  What changes in dynamic capabilities are evident in school planning 
teams? 
Limitations of the Study 
The study was conducted within the framework of the following limitations: 
atement of the Proble
This study sought to address the problem of a lack of rese
on f dynamic capabilities in underperforming urban schools.  The current 
proaches (e.g., school structures, key work processes, and perform
es) in high poverty schools have not accelerated the expectations for NCLB 
ation.  Planning teams hold
enting school improvement.  These school based teams have significantly 
nslates policy goals into concrete actions.  
This study addresses the following research questions:   
How does the No Child Left Behind Act prompt change in school plann
teams within an urban district, utilizing a
2. What is the role of District and State influences when implementing NCL
in Title I funded schools? 
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1. This study was conducted with a common district campus improvemen
planning process; not all districts are using a similar process. 
The data r
t 
2. elated to campus improvement plan quality represent perceptions 
riteria, not random sampling. 
3. The data collection for this study were limited to schools designated for 
implementing Title I programs 
Assumptions 
s: 
rvice 
disadvantaged students in schools with a high proportion of low-income 
students. 
2.  Dynamic capabilities can be studied by evaluating specific organizational 
routines. 
Relevant Concepts and Definitions 
vernment are held responsible 
for the achievement of students.  The term may also be applied to holding students 
responsible for a certain level of achievement for promotion or graduation. 
related to  individuals in the study and responses were from a specific 
selection c
The study was conducted within the framework of the following assumption
1.  Policies are uniformly applied to schools using Title I funds to se
Accountability:  A characteristic of an educational system whereby the 
schools, school districts, state government, or federal go
 11
  
Accountability System:  Each state sets academic standards for what every 
child should know and learn.  Student academic achievement is measured for every 
child, every year.  The results of these annual tests are reported to the public.  
Achievement Gap:  The difference between how well low-income and minority 
childre
nt. 
measures 
, 
Adequately Yearly Progress (AYP):  An individual state’s measure of yearly 
progress toward achieving state academic standards.  “Adequate Yearly Progress” is 
the min
Alignment:  Refers to the consistency of plans, processes, actions, information, 
and decisions among schools and educational support services at the central office to 
support achievement of NCLB and district goals.   
Assessment:  Another word for “test.”  Under No Child Left Behind, 
assessments are aligned with academic standards.  Beginning in the 2002-03 school 
year, schools were required to administer tests in each of three grade spans:  grades 3-
n perform on standardized tests as compared with their less-disadvantaged 
peers.  For many years, low-income and minority children have been falling behind 
their majority peers in terms of academic achieveme
Academic Performance Index (API):  The API is a numeric score that 
school site and district performance based on a variety of educational indicators (e.g.
student achievement in reading and math, high school graduation rates, and student 
attendance).  The API score range is 0 to 1500. 
imum level of improvement that states, school districts and schools must 
achieve each year. 
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5, grades 6-9, and grades 10-12 in all schools.  Beginning in the 2005-06 school yea
tests must be administered every year in grades 3 through 8 in math and reading. 
r, 
Beginning in the 2007-08 school year, science achievement must also be tested. 
 
will 
ilure 
Disaggregated Data:  “Disaggregate” means to separate a whole into its parts.  
In educ  
 
e 
and teachers can see how each student group is performing. 
 
 are 
members, locations, and/or 
constituents.  Decentralization, whether referred to by that name or by closely 
associated terms such as school-based decision making, site-based management, or 
participatory management, has been in vogue over the past decade and has been 
established in some form in every state (Neal, 1991). 
Corrective Action:  When a school or school district does not make yearly
progress, the state will place it under a “Corrective Action Plan.”  The plan 
include resources to improve teaching, administration, and/or curriculum.  If fa
continues, then the state has increased authority to make any necessary, additional 
changes to ensure improvement. 
ation, this term means that test results are sorted into groups of students who
are economically disadvantaged, students from racial and ethnic minority groups,
students with disabilities, or students with limited English fluency.  This practic
allows parents and teachers to see more than just the average score for their child’s 
school.  Instead, parents 
Decentralized Approach:  Decentralization exists when decision making
responsibilities for key organizational functions (technical or administrative)
distributed throughout organizations to various 
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 Distributive Planning Process:  A standards-based approach to program or 
policy planning in which schools are given the major responsibility for planning 
services that will achieve district goals (Kirstan, 2000 and Lauglo, 1995).  For 
example, site based management or local responsibilities in accomplishing campus 
improvement planning. 
 address rapidly changing 
environments (Teece, Pisano & Shuen, 1997). 
nd 
renamed the No Child Left Behind Act.  ESEA programs supplement state and local 
efforts to provide all children with a high-quality education. Programs target funds to 
address specific national priorities that are not being met at the state and local level. 
certification or licensure requirements waived on an emergency, temporary or 
provisional basis and has demonstrated subject area competence in each of the 
academic subjects in which the teacher teaches.  
criteria of an external policy or program (Taylor & Teddlie, 1999).  For example, the 
Dynamic Capabilities:  An organization’s ability to integrate, build and 
reconfigure internal and external competencies to
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA):  ESEA, which was first 
enacted in 1965, it has been reauthorized and renamed several times and is the 
principle federal law affecting K-12 education.  ESEA was reauthorized in 2001 a
Highly Qualified Teacher:  A teacher who holds a minimum of a bachelor’s 
degree; has obtained full state certification or licensure and has not had any 
 Implementation Fidelity:  Local implementation in compliance with the 
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extent t , 
ents. 
, The 
, 
Professional Development:  Those experiences which systematically over a 
sustained period of time, enable educators to acquire and apply knowledge, 
underst
 
Priority Academic Student Skills (PASS):  The state of Oklahoma’s academic 
content standards identified at each grade level and for each content area. 
e 
s state department of education consultants, grant-related staff, 
university professors, central office program coordinators, or comprehensive reform 
program consultants.  Technical assistance is often provided in formats such as: one-
on-one consulting, coaching, mentoring, workshops, evaluations, committee 
membership, site visits, and presentations (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978). 
o which Title I schools implement plan components such as staffing, materials
instructional innovations and programs as a part of school-based improvem
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP):  As an independent 
benchmark, NAEP is the only national representative and continuing assessment of 
what American students know and can do in various subject areas.  Since 1969
National Center for Education Statistics has conducted NAEP assessments in reading
mathematics, science, writing, U.S. history, geography, civics, and the arts. 
anding, skills, and abilities to achieve personal, professional, and 
organizational goals and to facilitate the learning of students (Garet & Porter, 2001).  
Technical Assistance (TA):  Technical assistance is the term used to describ
the supplemental expertise used by schools.  Such expertise comes from a variety of 
sources such a
 15
  
Teacher Quality:  The No Child Left Behind Act requires each state receivin
funds under Title
g 
 I, Part A, to develop a plan to ensure all teachers of core academic 
subjects in the state are “highly qualified” by the end of the 2005-06 school year.  
Core academic subjects include English, reading or language arts, mathematics, 
science, foreign languages, civics and government, economics, arts, history and 
geography.  More immediately, NCLB mandates that all new teachers working in 
programs supported by Title I, Part A, be “highly qualified” by the start of the 2002-03 
school year.   
med at 
America’s most disadvantaged students.  Title I, Part A provides assistance to improve 
the teaching and learning of children in high-poverty schools and enable those 
children to meet challenging state academic content and performance standards.  
Nationally, Title I reaches about 12.5 million students enrolled in both public and 
private schools. 
rbor:  If the achievement of students in any student group does not 
reach the required annual objective but the student group still makes significant 
progress, the law provides a “safe harbor” that allows schools and districts to make 
adequate yearly progress under alternative criteria.  Safe Harbor is achieved if the 
percentage of students in the student group who did not meet or exceed the proficient 
level for that year decreased by 10 entage from the previous year 
and the
Title I:  The first section of the ESEA, Title I refers to programs ai
Safe Ha
-percent of the perc
 student group made progress toward another academic indicator. 
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School-based Improvement:  These are the developmental efforts that focus on
the sch
 
ool, rather than the school district.  This includes, but is not limited to, 
professional development of teachers, the implementation of innovations, school-
focused curriculum development, organizational development, and incorporation of 
strategies of increased knowledge utilization in the roles of administrators, teachers 
and students.  
Chapter Summary 
This chapter introduced the historical context of compensatory education and 
the current focus of NCLB.  The discussion provided the background explanation, 
need, purpose, limitations, assumptions, and the key concepts and definitions for this 
study. 
pensatory 
education by reviewing the relevant literature related to NCLB policy, planning, and 
program implementation.  Chapter three describes the research design used in this 
study including the selection of participants, the development and description of the 
instruments, data collection procedures, and the related analysis procedures.  Chapter 
four presents the findings from the study.  Chapter five contains a synthesis of the 
evidence that supports the study’s conclusions.  
Scientifically-based Research:  Research that involves the application of 
rigorous, systematic, and objective procedures to obtain reliable and valid knowledge 
relevant to education activities and programs. 
The following chapters describe the proposed study in further detail.  Chapter 
two extends the introductory concepts about the historical context of com
 17
  
CHAPTER TWO 
Chapter two presents relevant concepts and theory related to this study.  The 
literature was searched by computer using key terms and by examining the
Introduction 
 
Comprehensive Dissertation Indexes, the Education Index, Current Index to Journals 
in Education, and the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC). 
Effective policy implementation is a key characteristic of successful 
organizations.  Implementation is the stage of the policy process in which a policy 
formally adopted by a governmental body is put into practice.  It is “the process of 
carrying out authoritative  & Smallwood, 1980, 
p.1).  However, most districts, schools and teachers do not view themselves as 
implementers of federal policy; they view themselves as professional educators that 
work within policy guidelines.  The practices of teaching and learning are complex, 
and educators resist any notion that they are “bureaucratic functionaries” who exist to 
implement policies.  Policies are public “agreements” that are adopted as standards of 
“what” is the common good.  Implementation studies are the “how,” the context and 
process in which the policy is implemented.  Thus, chapter two reviews the historical 
origins of one set of policies, compensatory education.  It then examines research 
related to the implementation of policy within schools.  Finally, this chapter concludes 
with a current framework for studying the No Child Left Behind Act implementation in 
schools within an urban district, utilizing a decentralized approach.  
public policy directives” (Nakamura
 18
  
Origin of Compensatory Education 
th
The United States Supreme Court decision in Brown v. the Board of Education 
is one of the most significant court decisions in the development of our country (347 
U.S. 483, 74S. Ct 686, 1954).  The Supreme Court ruled that segregation of children 
by race in public schools was a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the 14  
Amendment.  It recognized education as a civil right.  As such, the ruling gave rise to 
the national debate about the quality of education being provided to disadvantaged 
students (particularly African American students) and eventually led to a broader 
inquiry about the needs of all children who had other disadvantages and were at risk.  
The Su
Following the Brown decision, President John F. Kennedy proposed various 
education initiatives.  These init s to assist schools in 
construction and to provide added resources to help pay teachers’ salaries.  The 
Kennedy administration was seeking ways to improve education including improved 
educational opportunities for those who were disadvantaged and most at risk.  At the 
time, African American children made up 13% of enrolled children in public 
elementary and secondary schools.  As a group, African American children 
represented 65% of the nation’s poor compared to 20% for the Caucasian children 
who were living in similar poverty situations (Synder & Shafer, 1996). 
preme Court’s landmark decision helped provide the impetus for compensatory 
education that originally emphasized equality in the nation’s distribution of 
governmental resources.  
iatives included program
 19
  
Few would argue that the promise of the Brown v. Board of Education decision 
has been fully realized.  The No Child Left Behind Act offers the public education 
system an unprecedented opportunity to make good on the promise of the Brown 
ruling. 
The Title 
The Need for Change 
I program is the largest compensatory education program that 
provides extra help and make up services for disadvantaged students.  A considerable 
portion of NCLB funding is under the Title I program area, which is aimed at schools 
unding under other 
titled progra is not necessarily b , Preparing, 
Train Qualified T nguage 
Ins icient a  Drug 
Free 
sized ucation 
i  t g the 
racial p
 private and 
al 
 
serving a disproportionate number of students living in poverty.  F
ms, however, ased on income criteria (e.g.
ing, and Recruiting Highly eachers and Administrators, La
truction for Limited English Prof nd Immigrant Students, Safe and
Schools and Communities). 
The earlier reformers empha equality as the tool to demand that ed
nterventions be neutral and uniform in he treatment of all children.  Addressin
rejudice that existed before Brown required that the courts not only redress 
state centered segregation but also intervene in institutionalized forms of
social discrimination over which states had indirect influence.  To do this, both feder
constitutional and statutory law have been employed to overcome the vestiges of past 
discrimination.   
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Table 1:  Comparison of Expectations for Early Title I and NCLB 
Early Title I No Child Left Behind Act 
Prescriptive Interventions Flexibility and Accountability 
Independent Parallel Programs Coordination and Collaboration 
U Unit of Focus is School-wide nit of Focus was Students Processes 
Delivery and Service Models  
Focused on Equality of Opportunity 
Expectations for Equity of Results  
(Proficiency for All Student Groups) 
The No Child Left Behind Act seeks to address the student “proficiency” issue 
through an effective implementation planning process which includes a 
comprehensive needs assessment, use of research-based practices and alignment of 
resources with an added em
 the 
of today results in a compelling impact in two key areas:  school 
capac
proce
affect
imple
components of high quality planning. 
An effective planning process allows schools to develop a strategic and 
continuous plan that focuses on quality interventions and high levels of student 
achievement.  High quality planning strategies also afford educational practitioners an 
opportunity to exhibit leadership as they create solutions and demonstrate success.   
phasis on measurement of student achievement in grades 3 
through 8, and at least once in high school.  The implications of this shift in
education policy 
ity (e.g., delivery of Title I services and measures of performance) and planning 
sses which represents the substance for demonstrating school intentions that 
 skills to execute local implementation of NCLB.  In short, successful 
mentation of NCLB as an education policy illuminates from the requisite 
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Conceptual Framework of NCLB Programs 
A clear understanding of the purposes underlying many of the standards-ba
reform policies is necessary to effectively implement and evaluate progress.  The 
National Research Council highlights the basic framework, which is fairly 
The centerpiece of the system is a set of challenging standards.  By se
standards for all students, states would hold high expectations for performance; th
expectations would be the same regardless of students’ backgrounds or where t
attended school.  Aligned 
and teachers to monit
sed 
straightforward: 
tting these 
ese 
hey 
assessments to the standards would allow students, parents, 
or student performance against the standards.  Providing flexibility 
to schools would permit them to make the instructional and structural changes needed 
for their students to reach the standards.  And holding schools accountable for meeting 
nd 
provide appropriate assistance to schools that need extra help  
. 
those 
998).  
 quality professional development and technical 
assistance to
lex 
 
the standards would create incentives to redesign instruction toward the standards a
(National Research Council, 1999, pp. 2-3)
These policies, however, are unlikely to affect student learning unless they are 
linked directly to efforts to build both teacher and school capacity.  It has long been 
recognized that meaningful change cannot take place without changes in the core 
technology of teaching and learning (Gamoran et al., 1995; Oakes et al., 1992).  
However, there is now a greater understanding that clear standards and strong 
incentives by themselves are not sufficient to change teaching and learning.  Instead, 
there is a need to focus on “building dynamic capacity”—that is, building 
elements that are needed to systemically support effective instruction (Massell, 1
These efforts include providing
 improve teachers’ knowledge and skills, providing curriculum 
frameworks and materials, and organizing and allocating resources through school 
improvement planning.   
Yet, the process of these changes to improve student achievement is comp
and difficult, requiring the coordination and alignment of a variety of factors to make
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it work.  The process of school change is heavily dependent upon the attributes of the
change itself in terms of need and relevance of the change, clarity, complexity, and 
quality and practicality; characteristics at the school district level, including suppor
and stability; characteristics of the school, including leadership, school climate, and 
poverty; characteristics of teachers themselves, peer relationships, and orientations; 
characteristics of the stu
 
t 
dents in terms of poverty, race/ethnicity, home environment, 
readiness and motivation to learn, and prior achievement; and finally, the 
characteristics external to the local system, such as role of the district and state, 
external assistance, and so on. 
 
he linkages among these, instructional practice, and student 
chievement. The U.S. Department of Education published the following graphic to 
lustrate the components in No Child Left Behind legislation and the relationship of 
e policies and programs.  This graphic demonstrates the intent of NCLB policies—
at is, the alignment of federal programs and grants with state and local policies.  
These policies should support clear goals within schools so that all students are able to 
demonstrate mastery of high standards, regardless of race or ethnicity, language, or 
socio-economic status. 
Additionally, Exhibit 2 describes how federal resources support continuous 
improvement in the services that are delivered through schools.  The central tenet is 
that if standards-based reform is adopted, supported, and fully implemented, then 
Thus, any framework for understanding federal educational programs needs to 
take into account the perspectives of a variety of actors and environments throughout
the system – at the federal, state, district, school, classroom, and student levels—and 
explicitly specify t
a
il
th
th
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instructional practice will change, thereby improving students’ educational outcomes.  
Federal, state, and district policies and practices define and support standards-based 
schools and classrooms, as shown in the box labeled “School Culture, Strategies, and 
Implementation.” 
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 Expectations for Schools 
Standards-based schools are characterized by clear, shared goals/mission; a 
comp
 
anization, 
s is 
eachers 
nder 
s Reform (CSR) program, schools adopt 
whole  foster 
n 
, Purkey & Smith, 1983; 
Newmann & Associates, 1996 Coleman & Hoffer, 1987).  
The strategies and interventions that a school adopts as part of federal reform efforts are 
expected to streng
rehensive planning process (including needs assessment and data-based decision 
making); and coordination of resources from several sources.  Further, these schools
adopt and implement content and performance standards; align their school org
governance, and use of time to further implement standards; and attempt to involve 
parents through effective parental involvement strategies.  At the core of these school
an aligned curriculum, high-quality professional development aimed at helping t
teach to high standards and use effective strategies for teaching special populations, 
support for teachers in terms of collaborative planning, and use of teacher aides.  Also, 
standards-based reform schools emphasize increasing the amount of learning time, 
whether with extended-day or after-school programs or tutors.  In some instances, u
programs such as the Comprehensive School
-school models to further the implementation of standards-based reform and
school improvement. 
School culture is a key element of school effectiveness.  The research literature o
effective schools has consistently identified four factors that describe the culture of high-
performing schools: clear, shared goals; strong leadership; a safe and orderly 
environment; and a professional learning community (e.g.
; Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993; 
then school culture.  In turn, a positive school culture may contribute to 
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 the school’s capacity to successfully implement high-quality reform strategies and 
interventions (Berends & Kirby et al., 2001; Sebring & Bryk, 2000). 
In addition, there are three underlying assumptions in this theory of action.  First, 
the strategies and interventions are to be high quality in that they are based on best 
practices as reflected in the research literature.  Secondly, these strategies and 
interventions are to be well implemented in that school staff is committed to translating 
them into practice, and they are widespread throughout the school.  Third, standards-
based reform legislation encourages school improvement efforts to be coherent 
throughout the school and with state and local improvement plans—to reduce curricular 
and instructional fragmentation in order to develop a more coherent instructional strategy 
within and across grades.  These school interventions and strategies—provided they are 
high
Standards-based classrooms should be characterized by high standards and 
expectations, curriculum content that is aligned with standards and assessments, and 
pedagogy that is consistent with best practice as identified in the research literature on 
effective instructional strategies, particularly in mathematics and reading.  In addition, the 
set of interventions and strategies adopted by standards-based schools and classrooms 
should be coherent and consistent throughout the school. 
Accountability Requirements 
Since its inception, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) has 
provided basic funding to schools based on the assumption of local capacity to implement 
-quality, well-implemented, and coherent—should lead to improved teaching 
practices and change at the classroom level. 
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 effective strategies in response to student needs.  However, over the past several decades, 
guidelines for restructuring (IASA, 1994; NCLB, 2001) have adopted a framework of 
“flexibility with accountability”.  Schools that consistently make adequate yearly 
progress in student performance maintain increased levels of flexibility.  Schools that 
consistently do not make adequate yearly progress enter a path of decreased flexibility, 
lustrated in the exhibit below.  No Child Left Behind specifies that if a school continues 
to fail to make adequate yearly d for school improvement, 
distric
hool 
essment. 
 
n and/or underlying staffing, 
ecutive years of not making 
a ar e ict epa n an  nec rran  
t se altern g ce n  p ho n
supplem ices ilies estr  req ts of
Child Left Beh re e m us nti itive  eve
imposed under federal law. 
il
 progress after being identifie
ts must take corrective actions meeting the requirements of §1116.  Corrective 
actions are designed to increase substantially the likelihood that each of the four student 
groups (major racial/ethnic groups, disabled, low-income, and LEP) enrolled in a sc
will meet or exceed the state’s proficient level of achievement on the state ass
Corrective actions must substantially and directly respond to the consistent academic
failure of a school that required the district to take actio
curriculum, or other problems in the school.  After five cons
dequate ye ly progr ss, distr s must pr re a pla d make essary a gement
o impo ative overnan , while co tinuing to rovide sc ol e achoic d 
ental educational serv  to fam .  The r ucturing uiremen  No 
ind rep sent th ost serio  and pote ally pun  actions r 
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xhibit 3:  Continuum of Flexibility with Accountability 
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 Table 2:  Example—
AYP Stage  
School Year 2001-0
AYP No 
Status Bas
Choice No 
Option 
Supplemental 
Services 
No 
Planners Schoo
Interventions PlanninIncreased Performance / 
Increased Flexibility  29
Sequence for Improvement 
f flexibility with accountability is translated into a specific, year-by-
at have the most 
g increased student performance.   
Makes 
AYP 
Needs 
Improvement 
Corrective 
Action 
Restructure 
provement activities.  The table below provides an example of stages 
rventions required of schools that do not make adequate yearly 
dentified for improvement must demonstrate a deliberate 
ble educational options and must select strategies th
A School Not Making AYP from 2001 
 1 2 3 4 5 
2 2002-03 20003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
No No No No No No 
ic Program Formal Renewed Corrective Plan Restructure 
Designation Emphasis Action Restructure 
No School School School School School 
Transfer Transfer Transfer Transfer Transfer 
No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
l School School/TA School/TA External / 
School 
External External 
Additional 
Outside 
Extend year 
Additional 
Outside 
Extend year 
ve 
Restructure 
Re-staffing 
e 
Extend day 
g Process Additional 
TA 
Additional 
TA 
Intensive 
Interventions 
TA 
Re-staffing 
Expert 
Extend day 
Intensive 
Interventions 
TA 
Re-staffing 
Expert 
Extend day 
Alternati
Governance 
Additional 
TA 
Outsid
Expert 
Extend year 
 (Table based on USDE Guidance Documents 
http://www.ed.gov/admins/lead/account/saa.html#ayp) 
 Schools must plan for making adequate yearly progress (AYP) based upon each 
state’s single system of accountability.  The following scenario was developed to 
illustrate the differences in school increases in Academic Performance Index (api) scores.  
The state accountability systems determined api target scores for student performance.  
for the areas of Reading and 
Mathematics through the year 2014.  Three schools are then charted (bar lines) using 
current api scores and projected api scores.  Projected scores are calculated using a 10% 
increase annually. 
The first school (1. AYP) was designated for improvement for the 2004 school year 
(based upon 2003 scores).  If the school improvement plan yields the projected 10% 
increase, the school would “catch up” to the api targets by the end of 2004, and with two 
years of improvement would no longer be identified for improvement. 
The scenario for the second School (2. Safe Harbor) also identified for 
improvement, also projects a 10% improvement rate per year.  In the year 2007, the 
school scores (673) and also surpasses the api baseline scores (648, 622), however the 
required scores have increased (932, 914) leaving the school to be designated for 
improvement. 
Finally, scores for the third Example School (3. Non-AYP), show the need for 
improvement similar to the previous examples.  Projecting a 10% growth in api scores, 
the improvement strategies do not provide enough change in student scores to meet 
standards for adequate progress.  If identified for improvement in 2002, the school would 
be identified for Corrective Action in 2005 followed by planned restructuring in 2006-07. 
The chart plots (lines) the increases in api target scores 
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Exhibit 4:  AYP Scenario Based On 10% Gain 
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Exhibit 4: AYP Scenario Based On 10% Gain (continued) 
  
     
Projected cores 
    
 Baseline 
2
2 5 0 20 200  2012 01 2014 
00
2003 2004 200  20 6 07 8 2009 2010 2011 2 3 
A rgPI Ta ets               
32 932 1074 12  1358 M pi  0 79  9  1074 16 1500 ath  a 648 648 790 79  0 932
Reading pi  8 76  9  1060 06 1500 a 622 622 768 76  8 914 14 914 1060 12  1352 
1  S l . AYP choo 494 359 645 71  0 780 858 944 1039 1143 1257 13  83 1 21 5 1673 
Gain 0 5 7  104 4 26 152 -135 286 6  1 78 86 94 11  1  138 
api Gap -  -123 9 1   7 77 173 128 -263 -5  2 -56 30 125 83 19  1  169 
2  H r . Safe arbo 629 287 506 55  7 612 673 741 815 896 986 10  85 1 93 1 1312 
Gain 0 1 5   0-342 219 5  6 61 67 74 81 9  99 108 119 
api Gap   1 15 -  -1  21 -1 -187 -335 -262 -21  - 6 241 73 -99 -164 -74 -1  59 8 
3 -A. Non YP  641 322 439 48  3 531 584 643 707 778 855 9  41 1 35 0 1139 
Gain 0 4 4   8 86 94 104 -319 117 4  8 53 58 64 71 7  
api Gap   5 23 -  -2 -  5 65 -3 -3671 207 -282 -20  -2  17 19 -300 -329 -28  - 7 330 1 
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 The current NCLB policy reflects the roots of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act and provides an unprecedented opportunity to make good on the intent of 
the Brown ruling.  This national education policy recognizes continuing challenges in 
public schools and provides the impetus for change. 
Implementation Research  
y 
1997).  
 support structures that increase the likelihood of achieving policy intent.  
Federal compensatory educational programs have addressed policy 
implementation in many ways since inception in the 1960s.  The following sections will 
In addition to the descriptions of the current federal policy designs for 
compensatory education, the literature contained examinations related to how policy 
designs were implemented in local educational systems.  The area of traditional policy 
evaluation contained studies measuring the extent to which a given policy configuration 
was present, or “implemented” in the target population.  This initial type of policy 
evaluation could be described as the extent or level to which policy components are 
operationalized as program components across a decentralized system.   
A second portion of the literature contained studies examining the process b
which policies were implemented in systems and examined from a variety of perspectives 
(Murphy, 1971; Berman and McLaughlin, 1978; Fullan 1991; and Puma et al, 
The literature suggests that successful implementation depends upon developing and 
maintaining both the will and the capacity of those directly taking action described in the 
policy.  These implementation studies and the focus of this research, examine systems of 
influence or
 33
 review the main approaches for implementation of these programs.  While some 
approaches identified in the literature were more prominent during specific time peri
it was found that several approaches could be present concurrently within a single time 
ods, 
period and even within a single policy. 
Policy Implementation as “Opportunity” 
 Many policies have been implemented in ways that are designed to provide 
increased access to services.  This approach, a keystone of Great Society policies, 
provided significant funding to schools which target at specific student groups or 
demographic characteristics.  Programs aimed at providing increased access to equal 
education for students living in poverty, such as Chapter I entitlement funds, provided 
pullout programs, additional materials, and staff development for teachers. 
 While this approach to implementation often addressed equality of opportunity, 
difficulties often surfaced over time with equity of results.  For example, long-term 
studies (e.g., RAND Change Agent Study and Prospects) indicated that education 
proficiency did not significantly increase when disadvantaged students received increased
opportunity from compensatory funding that equaled and often exceeded non-
disadvantaged per student funding.  Student performance, however, frequently declined 
when provided 
 
less educational opportunity.  Thus, policy as “opportunity” is often found 
to be n
n 
expected achievement levels in language arts, math, and/or reading.  Compensatory 
ecessary, but not sufficient as an approach for policies to reach the intended policy 
objectives. 
 As a policy, compensatory education is a program of supplementary instructio
designed to meet the individual needs of students performing significantly below 
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 education allocations provide equal access for disadvantaged students identified as 
poverty, special education, and/or English language lea
in 
rners.  The early researchers 
argued that while this was necessary it was not sufficient due to the low levels of results.   
For example, in his influential book The Culture of the School and the Problem of 
Change, first published in 1971 and reissued in 1996, Seymour Sarason argued that most 
education reforms fail because reformers often marginalize the impact of school culture.  
At the real core of schools is the process of teaching and learning which has proven more 
resistant to change (Elmore, 1996, 1997; Tyack & Cuban, 1995).   Adopting a change in 
educational practice or policy requires large groups of practitioners to unlearn the beliefs, 
values, and assumptions that underlie their current work (Dede, 2000).  Such unlearning 
requires a significant commitment of time and energy that is difficult for policymakers or 
school system leaders to mandate.  As a result, change is a “problem of the smallest unit,” 
requiring the engagement and commitment of those at the local level (McLaughlin, 
1991). 
k & 
seen 
xpectations, interim progress measures, and 
 These challenges are to some degree built into the very structures of public 
education.  This challenge is further compounded by the reality that many teachers teach 
in self-contained classes and  those who do not necessarily agree with a particular reform 
effort are able to shut their doors and go on doing what they have always done (Tyac
Cuban, 1995). 
Studies of organizational change provide insight into the lack of results often 
in “opportunity” approaches to implementation.  This approach while addressing issues 
targeted through written policy, doesn’t address the organization and local culture of 
work manifested through work routines, e
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Policy Implementation as “Prescriptions”
entation processes.  Clearly, it takes more than opportunities to effectively 
implement policies for robust policy implementation. 
 
en 
criptive 
approac
 
 or 
this type was the RAND Change Agent Study, 
whose n
researc s 93 
federal pro
negative co innovations funded by federal seed money had 
not tak r  some 
success o
In the literature, policies that simply provide opportunities are, over time, oft
revised in ways that may address the intended policy outcome, yet approach 
implementation through highly prescribed roles, methods and practices.  This pres
h often has the effect of clear evidence of programmatic implementation at 
targeted sites.  One such example is in the implementation of Chapter I, as an early 
federal program implemented as policy with very specific programmatic prescriptions to
include:  identification of students, high quality materials, consistent assessments, 
training, and national “blue ribbon” awards, but not necessarily with a common benefit
coordinated effort.    
Recent research studies looked at successful and unsuccessful implementations 
and attempted to determine why some policies are fully implemented and others are not.  
One of the best-known research studies of 
pri cipal investigators were Paul Berman and Milbrey McLaughlin.  RAND 
her  embarked upon a multiyear investigation of the implementation of 2
jects in 18 states.  Like early researchers, the RAND team drew a largely 
nclusion:  “In most cases, the 
en oot,” (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978, p.12).  Nonetheless, they did find
 st ries among the 293 projects.   
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 In the official report, Berman and McLaughlin sought to explain the differences in
their findings among the projects.  They found that successful implementation was
mechanical process of following recipes from a policy “cookbook.”  Rather, a process of
“mutual adaptation” had occurred in the successful projects.  Mutual adaptation involved
changes in both the implementers’ behavior and in the details for the policy design, 
which was modified to fit local circumstances (McLaughlin, 1976).  The RAND
Agent Study clearly found that implementation, although difficult, was possible. 
Data from Prospects: The Congressionally-
 
 not a 
 
 
 Change 
Mandated Study of Educational 
Growth and Opportunity provided a unique opportunity to examine student outcomes 
over time.  The primary purpose of the Prospects study was to estimate the longitudinal 
impact
time 
ts) 
students) 
 of the effects of Chapter 1 (now Title I) on limited-English proficient (LEP) 
students.   In addition to providing detailed information for a nationally representative 
sample of students, their classrooms, and their schools, these data were collected at a 
when federal policy initiatives were actively encouraging structural reforms.  The 
implications of the study provided much needed evidence to better understand the nature 
and extent of: 
• High quality educational assessments for all students (including LEP studen
• Improved staff development for both new and current teachers and 
paraprofessionals to effectively teach LEP students for higher achievement 
throughout the core curricula 
• Improved program coordination at state, local and school levels, and 
• Better technical assistance (including areas that serve relatively few LEP 
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 The Prospects study found that Chapter I assistance was, on average, insuff
to close the gap
icient 
 in academic achievement between advantaged and disadvantaged 
students (Puma et al., 1997).  The early Chapter I implementation is but one example of 
where policy implementation without sufficient systems of support often do not achieve 
the intended results; other implementation challenges include special education programs 
and services for limited-English proficient students. Even with a high-level of 
prescriptive approaches, the over emphasis on prescribed roles, methods, and practices 
failed to adequately address the intended results.   
Policy Implementation as “Standards” 
fluence, 
lly 
ll 
The Improving America's Schools Act (IASA), as signed into law by President 
Clinton on October 20, 1994, fundamentally restructured the Elementary and Secondary 
Educat ed on 
o 
A third approach to implementation utilizes standards to communicate, in
and support implementation at distributed sites.  Standards are descriptions of specifica
intended policy outcomes, but are not usually prescriptive in design.  For example, a 
policy may state, “schools will frequently monitor student progress”.  This example 
describes “what” schools will do, but the policy does not prescribe “how” the school wi
accomplish the outcome.   
ion Act of 1965.  Within IASA was the Goals 2000 policy framework focus
revising practices to support comprehensive state and local reforms to improve teaching 
and learning for all students.  This policy included a standard for Goals 2000 grantees t
“plan for schoolwide reforms and improvements.” The emphasis was on high academic 
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 content standards with an aligned curriculum, state assessments, and profession
development. 
al 
Because the legislation was non-prescriptive, describing only generally-stated and 
ultimate expectations, school programs were implemented in a variety of ways and 
incorporated a range of components (Schenck & Beckstrom, 1993).  While there was 
option, low fidelity, 
and insignificant change in results. 
 
 the 
xisting 
 quantitative increases” (Murphy, 1990, p. 35).  These 
landmark studies and many others conducted during the 1980s and 1990s provided a 
solid foundation for furthering the understanding of policy implementation.  
lt 
 is 
ble, thus, implementation is heavily influenced by 
agreement about the standards approach, there was a slow rate of ad
In 1990, Joseph Murphy reported on the implementation of a different set of 
education policies:  the reforms of the 1980s (e.g., increased graduation requirements).  
Murphy concluded the policies had been implemented quickly and were already 
influencing schools in the United States and attributed this success to the result of the 
design of the policies.  Moreover, the policies of the 1980s were viewed as regulatory in
nature; therefore they were perceived to be easier to implement than the policies in
1960s and 1970s had been.  Additionally, Murphy argued the policies built on e
school structures and “emphasized
In his description of early implementation research studies, Fowler (2000) 
articulated three major lessons.  First, he concluded that policy implementation is difficu
and emphasizes the point that we can’t assume that when people receive authoritative 
policy directives they will automatically follow them.  Fowler emphasized that change
difficult and the status quo comforta
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Policy Implementation as “Standards, Models, and Consequences”
tendencies and individual needs.  Secondly, Fowler argued that policy 
implementation requires a high-level of planning and organizational ability and, as such, 
researchers found intermediary implementers (administrators and teachers) lacked the 
knowledge and skill to effectively implement policy.  The third lesson Fowler found was
the criticality of resources in the implementation process (e.g., time and materials).  
 
A fourth approach to policy implementation builds upon the “standards” approach 
by adding evidence-based models of practice and consequences. In this approach, as in 
the No Child Left Behind Act, the school is the unit of implementation.  The approach to 
policy implementation in NCLB is based on the idea that there is a “syntax” or model of 
implementation that is appropriate for each specific school population.  The task of the 
school is to identify, and implement with fidelity, a model that addresses school needs 
such as learner characteristics of specific student groups, the sequence for service 
delivery, learning issues related to culture and language and the impact of staff 
charact
Along with the requirement for adoption of appropriate models of 
implementation, this approach adds a framework of incremental consequences.  These 
consequences are primarily focused on clear indicators of results for the policy.  For 
example, NCLB has the same basic focus as the IASA, however, it has added emphasis 
for state, district, and school-level accountability through consequences linked to results.  
Previously, the major consequences were primarily at the federal level and were only 
linked to program implementation. 
eristics and competencies. 
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 This type of model began with Comprehensive School Reform (CSR) as an 
approach to improving schools—focusing on reorganizing and revitalizing entire schools,
rather than on isolated piecemeal efforts to raise student achievement. In the words o
July 2002 guidance from the Department of Education, “The [CSR] program is built on 
the premise that unified, coherent, and integrated strategies for improvement, knitte
together into a comprehensive design, will work better than the same strategies 
implemented in isolation from each other.”  
 
f the 
d 
This comprehensive approach has been supported by three congressional 
initiativ
 to 
The current CSR federal legislation specifies eleven components of practice and 
school organization that must be addressed in a comprehensive school reform plan. Many 
schools
 
cts 
itle I 
es: the 1994 Title I reauthorization that created “Title I Schoolwide,” the 1998 
Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration (CSRD) program, and the No Child Left 
Behind Act of 2001. The purpose of this federal initiative is to provide financial 
incentives for schools to develop comprehensive school reforms that have been shown
be effective through scientifically based research, so that all children can meet 
challenging state content and performance goals.  
 choose to base these plans on one or other established comprehensive designs 
that have previously been found effective elsewhere. Under this federal program, funds
are allocated to individual states, which make competitive awards to schools and distri
to implement CSR plans. The largest portions of these funds are specifically for T
schools, but all schools are eligible for the competition. 
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 Public schools do not operate in a vacuum.  Most schools are part of school 
districts and are subject to policies generated at the state and federal level.  As a result, a 
great deal of research indicates difficulty in changing school-level practice without 
changing the environment in which schools work (Hassel & Steiner, 2000).  All policies 
are therefore mediated through the context in which they are implemented and are 
changed in the process.  These changes may take the form of minor adjustment or major 
transformations, but policies are always altered during implementation (Mazemanian & 
Sabatier, 1989). 
tablished bureaucracies by making changes such 
as reassigning teachers, reorganizing time, establishing new academic priorities, and 
redefining roles.  Therefore, once a program goes to scale those interested in maintaining 
the status quo or in avoiding conflict, implementation is marginalized by ensuring the 
reform is under funded, water-downed, and/or altered (Huberman & Miles, 1984; 
McDermott, 2000; Slavin & Madden, 1999). 
a 
 to achieve successful outcomes (Bodilly, et al., 
1998; Odden, 2000a, 2000b).  Training is a particular challenge because existing 
professional development programs often do not meet the needs of practitioners engaged 
in comprehensive reform.  Most districts offer one-time workshops on in-service days 
Policy implementation and education reforms can be hindered by the nature of 
bureaucracy itself.  As Schorr indicates in her book Common Purpose (1997), effective 
programs have attributes threatening es
The allocation of resources and training are another avenue for implementing 
reform in schools.  New programs and policies often require additional funds and/or 
reallocation of existing funds in order
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 rather than ongoing, targeted help with new practices (Fullen, 1991; Hawley Miles &
Hornbeck, 2000). 
 
Education practitioners operate under increased public pressure for results.  
Therefore, intense public pressure on school officials to get results quickly that precludes 
supporting long-term reform (McDermott, 2000).  This pressure often leads school 
officials to adopt reforms in order to gain access to much needed resources, rather than 
addressing identified needs (Huberman & Miles, 1984; Slavin & Madden, 1999).  In 
addition to the bureaucracy, resource and training issues, policy implementation is also 
impeded by a dissatisfied public that is largely undecided about how educational goals 
should be achieved, creating challenges for policymakers who try to adopt measures with 
broad public support (Schorr, 1997).   
Researchers have concluded that individuals and agencies must cooperate (Ring 
& Van de Ven, 1994) in order to implement a policy and must have reasons for doing 
so—in other words, they must be willing.  Although motivation can be encouraged in 
many ways, formal implementers should not take it for granted.  In short, motivation is 
necessary for good implementation, but it is not sufficient in and of itself.  All the will in 
the world cannot overcome a lack of capacity—the ability to do what the policy requires.  
As with will, formal implementers must constantly keep in mind the capacity of the 
intermediaries (McLaughlin, 1987). 
eral education policies and in the approaches in which 
these policies were studied.  During this time period, longstanding views of policy 
From this review, it is clear that the period from the 1960s bore witness to 
acceleration in the number of fed
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 implem
 
s 
that adopted a prescriptive view of policy implementation did not improve performance.  
Even when policies and mandated programs were implemented with high levels of 
fidelity
Many elements of the No Child Left Behind Act (2001), designed within the 
framework of “flexibility with accountability”, require schools to construct school-based 
organizational and service delivery responses in order to reach high levels of student 
proficie
making transition ing 
entation as a “receptive” process—a process of receiving or reproducing the 
functions set in written policy—have been challenged due in large part to the resulting 
incoherent implementation (Newmann et. al. 2001).  While many policies are still 
evaluated using earlier paradigms of receptive implementation, increasingly policy 
implementation is studied using a constructivist view (Vygotsky, 1978; Brown & 
Duguid, 1991).  This view differs from the traditional implicit model of implementation 
that school staffs are “blank slates” that are unable to make significant decisions without
explicit direction from policy (Adler, 1996).  Research from this period indicates school
, services were designed to focus on program components and not on student 
needs for learning. 
ncy.  Instead of prescriptive implementation of policies, NCLB requires schools 
to demonstrate capabilities that lead to increased student proficiency— such as 
capabilities to make instructional decisions based upon data; capabilities to adopt and 
deliver teaching strategies that are matched to local student needs; capabilities to assess 
progress toward mastery of challenging standards; capabilities to assist students in 
s from one level to the next; capabilities to engage students in learn
and address barriers to learning. 
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 Thus, current implementation research examines how organizations (in this case 
schools) create, adapt or adopt routines or practices (Zollo & Winter, 2002) that allow 
progress toward meeting the expectations for which they are accountable.  Policies take 
on the function of interorganizational cooperative relationships and agreements (Ring & 
Van de Ven, 1994). In this current view of implementation, effectiveness is not measured 
by the extent to which schools can uniformly replicate components of the policy.  Instead, 
effective schools are those able to adjust their local capabilities—increasing or at times 
decreasing certain activities—in a model that is sufficiently robust to meet local needs. 
Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) have used the term “dynamic capabilities” as a 
framework to study the process of dynamic adjustment at the organizational level.  They 
define dynamic capabilities as “the organization’s ability to integrate, build and 
reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly changing 
environ
Schools with strong dynamic capabilities are able to intentionally adapt in ways 
that accelerate their progress year by year.  In this process, Zollo and Winter (2002) 
propose that organizations in relatively static environments can incrementally adapt by 
adjusting the use of known procedures.  The development of dynamic capabilities can be 
viewed as burdensome to the organization when operating in a calm environment.   
ardous.  Schools unable to make Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP), or unable 
Dynamic Capabilities 
ments.”   
Conversely, when the organization is in a competitive, complex, or rapidly 
changing environment, persistence of the incremental approach to learning quickly 
becomes haz
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 to make AYP at the expected pace, will face increased local, state and federal sanctions.  
he graphic below (adapted from Zollo & Winter, 1994) represents the school’s “ability 
 integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly 
hanging environments”. 
Dynamic capabilities are the drivers behind the creation, evolution, and 
bination of other resources into new sources of competitive advantage (Brown and 
Eisenhardt, 1997; Teece et al., 1997).  One of the first considerations is dynamic change 
and the need to build consensus among common goals, expectations and team leadership 
to integ
 
ds in student performance and to answer 
questions that explain why students are performing at the assessed levels. 
Internal selection requires the use of scientifically based research, mentioned 
prominently throughout NCLB.  According to the assistant secretary for elementary and 
secondary education, the term appears 116 times in the act.  This holds long-term 
implications for states, districts, and schools in the use of federal funds and quality of 
reform in general.  Schools that use a systemic process to examine data tend to increase 
the rate and commitments to specialized resources.  Lastly, rethinking the relationship 
between monitoring practices and school effectiveness is essential to retention in this era 
of increased accountability.  Thus, periodic monitoring builds upon the NCLB School 
planning strategies to strengthen routines, evaluate key work processes, and capture 
knowledge. 
T
to
c
recom
rate identifiable routines and resources to focus on reconfiguration.  Second, 
schools must conduct a comprehensive needs assessment (34 CFR Section 200.26) as a
prerequisite to the development of Title I plans.  The first task of planning committee 
members is to collect data that describes tren
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  Exhibit 5:  Dynamic Capabilities Learning Process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Few schools, however, have established a sy
capabilities.  Schools that evidence patterns of these
staff focus, increased plan quality, alignment of tech
indication of increased student proficiency.  
Chapter Summa
In conclusion, it would seem governmental g
of factors have historically retarded efforts for succe
any large-scale fashion. Factors such as socio-econo
individual human perceptions and adherence to teac
with the modern student cohorts of the new millenn
broad-based referendum.  The approach for increase
NCLB policy elevates expectations for school plann
coordination of federal, state and local efforts.   It se
Needs 
Assessment 
Scanning 
Awareness 
Exploration. 
 
 
Internal 
Selection 
Make knowledge 
explicit, 
Evaluate and 
match to needs. 
 
 
Retention 
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Evaluate, 
Knowledge capture 
and codification. 
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Changes 
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Principal 
Funding 
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 47Share knowledge 
Replication 
Adaptation 
Problem solving. 
Implementationstematic process to promote dynamic 
 capabilities experience increased 
nical assistance efforts, and some 
ry 
ood will notwithstanding; a variety 
ssful implementation of NCLB in 
mic variables, cultural imperatives, 
hing modalities that are out of sync 
ium all potentially marginalize such a 
 school performance embedded in 
ing teams, requiring new types of 
ems obvious, to be successful, any 
 
 such national education policy initiative must be flexible enough to be tailored 
successfully to its local constituency. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
ns were developed and implemented.  
begins with a description of the district context from which the sample was drawn, the 
developed for the study are highlighted.  The description includes information concerning 
Study Design 
The focus of the study was to identify how schools organize through a distributed 
planning process to meet the requirements of No Child Left Behind.  A sample was 
selected from participants in an urban public school district’s campus improvement 
planning process.  Analysis of Title I Campus Improve Plans indicated large variability 
when compared to standardized criteria for plan quality.  This study selected participants 
from schools submitting plans from the extremes of the plan quality scale.  Participants 
were asked to reflect upon organizational routines in an effort to explain differences in 
the ways in which pla
The following information describes the procedures used to conduct this study.  It 
participants, and sampling plan.  Next, the survey instrument used and the questionnaire 
the organization of the instrument and how validity and reliability were determined.  The 
third section reviews the procedures used for data collection.  Finally, a description of the 
research design and data analysis is presented.  
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 Study Participants 
r t he
necessary to identify and describe a specific policy context in which the case study 
schools operate.  To identify rep e ative ls, t se
district, as a case study, that ha a e nu f sc  at w uire espond 
to sta eral p es.  Th ll wed earc o nsure cho cluded 
in the y ha rienc imilar inf ces f
None of the schools are presumed to be equivalent in student demographics, staff 
characteristics, or size.  However, by limiting the case study to a single district, the 
that was implemented within a single district context. 
In orde o study t  policy-related organizational patterns within schools, it was 
res nt  schoo he re archer selected one urban 
d a l rg mber o hools th ere req d to r
te and fed olici is a o the res her t  e  that s ols in
 case stud d expe ed s luen rom the state and federal policies. 
researcher was able to examine schools required to respond to a single policy initiative 
The District Context 
This study was conducted in an urban public school district that made significant 
efforts ll sch velop c em ns that accelerate student 
proficie  academ ndards and e requirem f No Child Left Behind.  
The po  the 
ately 
ls, and 5 alternative and supplemental programs.  Services are provided in pre-
school through grade twelve as listed in Table 1. 
to assist a ools to de ampus improv ent pla
ncy of ic sta meet th ents o
pulation for the study was composed of certified personnel who participated in
campus improvement planning processes within the district.  The following section 
describes the district characteristics from which the sample was selected.  Approxim
80 percent of the 39,740 students attending schools in the district studied are served by 
Title I programs and services.  These services are offered at 48 elementary, 13 middle, 7 
high schoo
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 Table 3: Title I Students by Grade Level 
   Targeted        School wide    Totals
Grade 2002-03 2003-04  2002-03 2003-04  2002-03 2003-04 
Pre-school 0 0  1,557 2066  1,557 2066 
Kindergarten 0 0  2,823 3700  2,823 3700 
Transition 127 1  324 314  451 315 
 Grade 1 703 12  2,697 3553  3,400 3565 
 Grade 2 410 58  2,550 3083  2,960 3141 
 Grade 3 395 234  2,603 2929  2,998 3163 
 Grade 4 440 247  2,541 2893  2,981 3140 
 Grade 5 465 242  2,465 2816  2,930 3058 
 Grade 6 537 511  2,041 2109  2,578 2620 
 Grade 7 657 494  1,706 2000  2,363 2494 
 Grade 8 689 543  1,630 1801  2,319 2344 
 Grade 9 2,071 169  224 2386  2,295 2555 
 Grade 10 1,385 157  144 1915  1,529 2072 
 Grade 11 541 62  57 1575  598 1637 
 Grade 12 49 14  4 1390  53 1404 
Totals 8,469 2,744  23,366 34,530  31,835 37,274 
Title I services are distributed in an equitable manner throughout the district.  
ost students are served in schoolwide programs through the eighth grade.  In ninth 
arily offered in a targeted approach.  Distribution of 
services is also equitably distributed between males and females, as displayed in Table 4. 
Gender Targeted School wide Total 
Female 1,373 17,002 18,375 
M
grade and beyond, services are prim
Table 4: Title I Students by Gender 
Male 1,371 17,528 18,899 
Totals 2,744 34,530 37,274 
Over time, a pattern of changing demogr  the racial/ethnic 
composition of the district student popula xhibit 6 in
ber casian stu while the n of African ican students has 
remain
aphics has affected
tion.  E dicates a steady decline in the 
num  of Cau dents umber -Amer
ed fairly constant.  Steady increases are noted in the number of American Indian 
and Asian students, but most notable are the increases in the number of Hispanic 
students. 
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Trends
 Exhibit 6: District Demographic Trends 
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Current statistics reveal that the overall demographic changes are mirrored in th
current Title I enrollment, displayed in Table 5.  The second and third columns list the 
disaggregated enrollment count by targeted and schoolwide models of implementation
Race/Ethnicity Targeted School wide Total 
e 
. 
Table 5: Title I Students by Race/Ethnicity 
Asian 39 961 1,000 
Black 1,025 11,829 12,854 
Hispanic 931 10,599 11,530 
Native Am. 171 1,845 2,016 
White 578 9,296 12,040 
Totals 2,744 34,530 37,274 
 
Table 6 lists the number of Title I students identified for additional services due to 
mited English language skills or needs for special services.  Close to half of the Title I 
udents are identified for one of these additional services. 
 
li
st
 T le 6: Title I Students by Co-enrollment in Spab ecial Programs 
Se
Limited 
English 
1,952 25,171 27,123 
rvice Targeted School wide Total 
Special 
Services 
716 5,487 6,203 
Totals 4,009 10,116 33,326 
 
Analysis of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) indi s that, at this time, low 
socio-economic students (SES) participating in the current school curriculum score lower 
than mid-SES students across all assessed grade levels.  This finding aligns with the 
purpose for Title I services, which are designed to supplement such schools b  
system
One of the core purposes of Title I is to provide an equitable education for 
isadvantaged students.  The following analysis uses data from the Iowa Test of Basic 
Skills (ITBS), a large-scale assessment.  While this assessment is not completely aligned 
to the Oklahoma Core Curriculum Test (OCCT), studies have benchmarked national 
standards for Reading and Mathematics.  The ITBS also is the only assessment that 
provides the district long-term data trends over decade-long administration. 
In the following graph, Math scores are compared for two years, and are 
displayed by “low” and “mid” socio-economic status (SES) across grades two through 
ten. 
 
 
 
 
 
cate
y providing
atic approaches to improve teaching and learning for all students, including 
students coming from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
d
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  Exhibit 7:  Trends in ITBS Math Scores 
Percent of Students Scoring At or Above the 50th Percentile by Grade 
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Grade M Low-SES 03 M Low-SES 04 M Mid-SES 03 M Mid-SES 04
2 51 47 75 63 
3 51 42 73 45 
4 45 37 73 62 
5 45 40 73 57 
6 33 30 68 51 
7 29 24 64 51 
52 
41 
(Source: PRE) 
e m the ITBS for the same 
grade le l paring Low-SES 
student o
 
 
 
8 33 26 62 
9 23 20 41 
10 24 20 45 35 
Th  following graph displays scores for Reading fro
ve s and student groups.  Data are displayed for reading com
 sc res and Mid-SES student scores for two consecutive years. 
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  Exhibit 8:  Trends in ITBS Reading Scores 
Percent of Students Scoring At or Above the 50th Percentile by Grade 
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Grade R Low-SES 03 R Low-SES 04 R Mid-SES 03 R Mid-SES 04
2 58 45 83 66 
7 27 20 64 53 
9 25 19 47 41 
r. 
• Scores have declined across both content areas. 
• The “achievement gap” is consistent across the district. 
• Fewer students are proficient the longer they are in the curriculum. 
• Achievement gaps are also evident when data is disaggregated by racial 
groups.  The following chart indicates that the achievement gap continues to 
exist between groups of students attending schools served by Title I. 
3 51 35 77 50 
4 40 31 80 58 
5 40 27 71 55 
6 34 26 72 54 
8 29 21 60 53 
10 33 27 58 53 
(Source: PRE) 
Analysis of these two sets of data can be summarized as follows: 
• Scores have declined from last yea
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  Exhibit 9:  2004 Reading Scores 
Percent of Regular Students Below and Above 50th Percentile by Race 
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 Exhibit 10:  2004 Math Scores 
(Source: PRE) 
Percent of Regular Students Below and Above 50th Percentile by Race 
70.70
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51.10
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e
ent of Students At or Above 50th PercentilePerc
 
e 
This project was designed to help Title I school teams to better understand the specific 
(Source: PRE) 
The analysis of these data indicates a continued need for Title I services across th
district.  Primarily, the analysis shows a high priority for schools to strengthen 
instructional approaches that will close the performance gaps for disadvantaged students.  
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 needs of their students and then to plan aligned instructional strategies, services, and staff
development to address the identified
 
 needs. 
Case Study Approach 
n exploratory investigation, this research was conducted using a case study 
method n 
s, 
 
 
he theoretical and 
hool implementation of distributed planning processes for 
large-sca
The first step in identifying participants for this research project was to select 
schools from which to draw a study sample.  Schools were selected based upon the 
As a
ology.  Case study methodologies are appropriate in complex situations whe
broad types of knowledge must be integrated into an in-depth investigation (Feagin, 
Orum, & Sjoberg, 1991).  Case studies have been widely used in organizational studie
sociological contexts, and in instruction.  Such studies are designed to articulate rich 
understandings of the context that impact a specific research topic.  The study used 
multiple sources of evidence; including survey instruments, interviews, and physical 
artifacts.  
This study examined the case of an urban school district as it implements new, 
far-reaching federal education policy.  The study documented the larger policy context of
schools since they operate in a framework of federal, state, and district rules and 
regulations.  Additionally, the study included responses from individuals as they work in
the school.  However, these data will be used in order to add to t
practical understanding of sc
le policy initiatives. 
Selection of Schools 
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 district
or 
site visits.  The survey was administered to school planning team members, identified 
using a stratified random sample in an urban district, rated the extent to which a sample 
NCLB school implementation plan met specified criteria.  Responses were initially 
analyzed to determine patterns of inter-rater reliability, followed by a factor analysis to 
explore differences in response patterns in low-performing (not meeting AYP) and high-
performing schools (meeting AYP). 
Site Visits
 standardized criteria for Title I campus improvement plans.  For the purpose of 
this study, the criteria used to select schools were based on the average total score from 
the seven plan quality domains of the campus improvement plans from each school site.  
This research study targeted 31 schools from a total of 73 Title I eligible campuses f
Data Collection 
 
The primary source of data for  derived from semi-structured 
interviews of participating school planning team members.  Interviewers scheduled 30-40 
minute interviews with the planning team members.  A site visit protocol was used to 
document field notes for each interview.  Using a systematic qualitative approach, a 
narrative analysis was accomplished from the field notes using a coding procedure to 
make interpretations.  The protocol was structured around questions identified in the 
literature related to distributed planning and decision-making processes.   
Data from the interviews were analyzed using the constant comparative method 
(Bogden & Bicklen, 1990).  Patterns were identified within each construct related to the 
guiding questions.  Additional organizational data was compiled for each school in the 
the study was
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 study to create and describe the “dynamic capabilities” related to the production 
quality plans and plans that were rated as lacking key qualities. 
of high 
State Policy and Practices 
existing ate Department of Education, the U.S. 
Departm unications for policy guidance.  Primarily, 
this inform uidance and the school accountability system. 
w 
 have the greatest likelihood of increasing student levels of proficiency.   
District
The study collected extant data related to the current state implementation of 
federal policy as applied to the schools identified in this study.  Data collection included 
 publications from the Oklahoma St
ent of Education, and district comm
ation focused on the program g
The second type of information to be analyzed was derived from the systems of 
support to assist schools with increasing student performance.  States are required by la
to provide appropriate types of assistance, especially to low-performing schools, in ways 
that would
 Policy and Practices 
Schools are the primary unit of accountability and policy focus in the No Child 
Left Behind legislation. Schools, however, operate as organizations within the context 
district structures and district school board policy.   Thus, this study collected descriptiv
data related to the policies and practices implemented by the school district that could 
have an impact on school-level implementation.  Using the constant compa
of 
e 
rative analysis 
identified that describe the policy context in which schools 
perated. 
process, patterns were 
o
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 Procedures 
 This section describes the timeframe and measurement format used to collect data 
for the study.  The format used for eliciting accurate data is described in consideration of 
recommendations for survey design (Dillman’s, 1991; Fox, Crask & Kim, 1988; Hippler 
& Schwarz, 1987; Jensen, 1985).  This is followed by a description of the strategies used 
to ensure an adequate response rate to the Campus Visit Interview Protocol and Survey. 
Timeframe  
This stu urban 
public school district from the spring of 2002 through the 2004-2005 school year.  Extant 
data, de ibin  
themes through ical artifacts in this study included 
docume tion  which 
included schoo pus improvement planning documents, 
2. Create a case study database  
3. Maintain a chain of evidence  
The rationale for using multiple sources of data is the triangulation of evidence. 
ity of the data and the process of gathering it. In the 
 
dy examined the affects of NCLB policy implementation in an 
scr g district and state sources, were analyzed and summarized as policy
out this timeframe.  The phys
nta  evidence that might be gathered during a site visit, some of
l improvement tools such as, cam
data notebooks, computer generated output products, and other such physical evidence.  
Yin (1994) suggested three principles of data collection for case studies: 
1. Use multiple sources of data  
Triangulation increases the reliabil
context of data collection, triangulation serves to corroborate the data gathered from other
sources.  
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 School-level data was collected during the 2004-2005 school year. It was 
important to collect data at this point since it represented a reasonable timeframe
policies to have an impact on school processes.  It would be inappropriate to res
large-scale policies during the first year of implementation due to the scope of impa
The schools included as participants in this study have had extensive policy orientation, 
planning activities, training, and time to formulate school-level responses. 
 for the 
earch 
ct. 
Measurement Format 
 
 Jensen (1985) emphasized the importance of using response strategies that 
increase respondents’ ability to provide accurate information when using self-
administered surveys.  Specifically noted were measurement formats that provided 
respondents’ assurance of confidentiality, ease of response, clear and attractive visual 
formats, and use of instructional cues.  To that end, each respondent was approached with 
the following procedures:  
1. School principals were contacted with information about the 
purpose of the study and how information would be used. 
2. School principals were requested to select staff participants 
including: two (2) campus planning team members, and two (2) 
instructional staff who were not a part of the campus planning 
team. 
3. A cover letter explaining the purpose of the study and instructions 
for responding to the survey. 
4. Principals received a copy of the survey for Campus Visit 
Interview Protocol and Survey.  
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  In addition to basic instructions, the cover letter explained the importance of the 
respondent’s contribution to the research study and gave an assurance of confidentiality
The survey was printed with high contrast and black text.  Survey text included clearly
marked sections with concise ins
.  
 
tructions for marking responses.   
Instrumentation 
 
Purpose of the Survey Instrument 
 Perceptions of supportive campus improvement planning practices were assessed 
using the Campus Visit Interview Protocol and Survey that was developed by this 
researc len, 1992; Holsti, 1969; Krippendorf, 
: 1) 
 supportive administrative 
practice gories were seen as important during the 
implem
her from a content analysis (Bogden & Bik
1980) of materials from three sources: a) research about organizational designs, 
administration, and decentralized systems, b) literature related to school-based 
improvement, and c) comprehensive school improvement program materials.  The 
analysis of these materials yielded four content categories of administrative practices
campus planning, 2) data utilization, 3) leadership for planning, and 4) technical 
assistance.  The Campus Visit Interview Protocol and Survey were developed as 
exploratory instruments to determine the degree to which
s within these four content cate
entation of the No Child Left Behind Act.   
Instrument Design 
 The instrument format selected for the study was a semi-structured interview.  
This type of instrument is often used in exploratory research to focus on specific domains 
of interest to the researcher.  The semi-structured format allowed the researcher to collect 
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 data with consistency across sites and research subjects.  Stake (1995) stated that the 
protocols that are used to ensure accuracy and alternative explanations are called 
triangulation. The need for triangulation arises from the ethical need to confirm the 
validity of the processes. In case studies, this could be done by using multiple sources of
data (Yin, 1984). The problem in case studies is to establish meaning rather than location.
Utilization of several response formats allowed for triangulation of responses within the 
interview. The instrument included interview tasks, designed to elicit thoughtful 
responses from participants, in the f
 
 
orm of a) open-ended questions b) scaled items c) 
classifi on and e) prioritizing. The specific type of survey 
Organi
cation d) graphic representati
technique was a self-administered questionnaire (Dillman, 1991).  This method of data 
collection is used extensively and has been deemed appropriate for situations in which 
researchers seek to collect original data from populations resulting in nominal scaling 
(Babbie, 1989; Dillman, 1991). 
 
zation of the Instrument 
 The Campus Visit Interview Protocol was organized into five parts. Responden
were asked to identify their roles in the district and indicate the extent of their 
involvement in the Campus Improvement Planning process.  A detailed description o
sections of the Campus Visit Interview Protocol and Survey follows: 
ts 
f the 
Site Visit Plan Demographic Information 
 estions that asked for demographic information 
rs 
The first part consisted of four qu
which enabled the researcher to describe respondents in the sample.  Personal descripto
of the respondents included: role in the district, school, time and date of the structured 
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 interview, and the feeder pattern (learning community) of the school assigned. This 
information was important in describing respondents since the study focused on the 
analysis of perceptions of planning survey participants having confirmed levels of 
experience in the implementation of campus planning.   
Section 1:  Campus Planning  
This section was divided into two sub-sections.  Section A  contained four open-
ended questions related to campus planning asking participants to describe how their 
school approached the campus improvement planning process to increase the number of 
proficient students (e.g., organizing staff, gaining school-wide commitment, main 
barrier  
 
 
s, and the extent of change).  Section B included a five-point Likert magnitude
rating scale (Bass, 1974) to measure the likelihood of successful implementation and 
impact on the effectiveness of campus planning standards.  Respondents were asked to 
indicate the level of importance each of the standards had during the implementation of 
the campus improvement planning process.  Practices perceived as “not important” were
to be marked one (1) on the left side of the scale.  Practices perceived as “very important” 
were to be marked five (5) on the right side of the scale.  Numbers, equally spaced, were
printed between the two extremes. 
Section 2: Data Utilization  
 This section of the Campus Visit Interview Protocol described practices used by 
the planning team participants to facilitate data utilization in the campus improvement
planning process.  The practices were grouped into the following areas with a focus on 
assessments: (1) type, (2) frequency, (3) assessment name, and (4) specific assessment 
 
training of planning team participants.     
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 Section 3:  Leadership for Planning 
 Survey participants were asked to draw a graphic representation for how their 
school organized the leadership for planning the development  of an effective campus 
improvement plan.  The instrument included an example of such a graphic. Further, 
planning team participants were asked to explain what their graphic meant and to list the 
basic sequence of events used to develop their campus improvement plan. 
Section 4:  Technical Assistance 
   There were two primary areas used to gather data related to the perceptions of 
planning survey participants involving technical assistance:  roles or organizations for 
technical assistance providers and consideration for the professional development in 
which the educators participated in over the last 12 months.  
 The Campus Visit Interview Survey was scored by recording the number selected 
by the respondent for each item.  Responses were considered continuous data.  Since the 
study focused on exploring patterns within the data, items within each category were 
initially assumed to be independent of each other.  Thus, a total score for each item was 
calculated, but category scores were not computed for the survey results. 
Chapter Summary 
This chapter described the specific procedures that were used to conduct the 
study.  Following policy researchers such as Yin (1994), this exploratory case study used 
multiple sources of evidence to ensure construct validity. Not all sources are essential in 
every case study, but the importance of multiple sources of data to the reliability of the 
study is well established (Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994). This study used multiple sources of 
evidence: survey instruments, interviews, student achievement data and physical artifacts. 
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 The specification of the school as the unit of analysis also provided the internal validity 
as the theories were developed and data collection and analysis tested those theories.   
A brief description was provided of the district context from which the sample 
as drawn, including the participa erview of the sampling plan.  
ext, the survey instrument used and the questionnaire developed for the study were 
highlighted.  The description included oncerning the organization of the 
instrum nt and how validity and reliability were determined.  The next section reviewed 
the pro and 
w nts, followed by an ov
N
 information c
e
cedures used for data collection.  Finally, a description of the research design 
data analysis was presented.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
e and district level serves as the 
primary sources of influence for change in local schools.  This new approach to 
implementation (“school-level flexibility with accountability”) departs from past 
approaches that emphasized accountability for specific program implementation without 
accountability for school-level results.  Thus, the approaches to NCLB implementation, 
adopted by states and districts, serve as a source of dynamic change to which schools 
must respond with adaptations in organization and delivery of services.   
Schools with strong dynamic capabilities are able to intentionally adapt in ways 
that accelerate their progress year by year ( Senge, 2000; DuFour & Eaker, 1998).  
Elaborating on the notion of adaptation, Zollo and Winter (2002) propose that 
organizations in relatively static environments can incrementally adapt by adjusting the 
use of known procedures.  Conversely, the researchers observe that when the 
organization is in a competitive, complex, or rapidly changing environments, persistence 
of the incremental approach to learning quickly becomes hazardous.  
For example, schools that are unable to make adequate yearly progress (AYP), or 
that are unable to make AYP at the expected pace, face increased local, state and federal 
Findings of the Study 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Implementation of NCLB policies at the stat
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 sanctions.  These outside influences serve as signals for the organization to restructure in 
ways that are more comprehensive and have an impact on fundamental work processes. 
Exhibit 11 represents the [simplified] conceptual relationship of NCLB policy 
fluence (National Research Council, 1999; refer to Chapter 2) to the dynamic 
apabilities (adapted from Zollo & Winter, 2002) in local schools. In their framework, 
ollo & Winter (2002) posit a set of theoretical categories through which their concept of 
ynamic capabilities may be observed.  These categories include needs assessment, 
ternal selection, implementation, and retention.   
in
c
Z
d
in
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 Exhibit 11:  Influence upon the Dynamic Capabilities Learning Process in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
e 
alysis 
will make use of the framework advanced by Zollo & Winter (1994), describing the 
school’s “ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies to 
address rapidly changing environments.” 
Indicators of Influence 
Schools function within a context representing a variety of influence that shape 
the quality and effectiveness of educational services.  However, two primary entities, 
Schools 
 
 
 
NCLB Influence School Dynamic Capabilities 
 
 
 
This graphic provides the framework for reporting the findings from this 
qualitative study.  The first section will describe the state and district-level approaches 
experienced by schools in the selected case study.  The second analysis will address th
responses of the school to the implementation of NCLB policy.  Findings for this an
Dynamic 
Changes 
Expectations 
Leadership 
Requirements… 
Needs 
Scanning 
Awareness 
Exploration 
 
Internal 
Make knowledge 
explicit, 
Evaluate, 
Match to needs 
State 
Implementation Assessment Selection 
Policy 
Staff 
Students 
Principal 
Funding 
  
Implementation 
Share knowledge 
Problem solving 
Replication 
Adaptation 
Retention 
Build routines, 
and codification. 
Evaluate, 
Knowledge capture 
District 
Implementation 
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 School Districts and State Education Agencies, are recognized as the primary institutions 
of public trust for common education.  To demonstrate c his role of trust, 
these institutions are expected to act in w
outcomes that benefit the public—in this ca
procedu e viewed as instrum ll 
students. 
ion Agencies, as purveyors of the common good, adopt 
various mechanisms of influence, identified d 
policy instruments that serve to translate the intention of policy into concrete actions.   
In the case of NCLB policy, Districts and State Education Agencies (SEA) are 
provided with regulations, guidance, and outcome criteria that must be adopted if the 
institution is able to use federal funding sources.  In turn, the District and State agencies 
adopt specific approaches of influence toward local schools.  McDonnell and Elmore 
propose that four major categories of influence are evidenced in the implementation of 
educational policy.  T ents, capacity 
building, and system researchers. 
redibility in t
ays that ensures efficient and equitable 
se, these institutions adopt policy and 
res that will b ental in promoting quality education for a
District and State Educat
 by McDonnell and Elmore (1987), calle
able 7 lists these categories—mandates, inducem
 change—along with definitions proposed by the 
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 Table 7: Defining Instruments of influence 
and agencies that are intended to 
Strategy of Influence Definitions 
Mandates Rules governing the action of individuals 
produce compliance. 
Inducements Transfer of money (recognition, rewards) 
to individuals or agencies in return for 
certain actions. 
human resources toward specific goals. 
System-change Transfer of authority, adjustment in process 
or other system by which public goods 
and services are delive
Capacity-building Investment in material, intellectual, or 
red. 
 
State-level Approach to NCLB Implementation 
t 
rent No Child Left 
Behind Act.  The implications of the school improvement designation have changed 
through the NCLB accountability system.   
The following section provides descriptive data and analysis of the strategies of 
influence evidenced by the District and State Education Agency in the case study.  
Following this description, a summary table will be used to discuss the approaches 
identified in the case study. 
Adoption of Adequate Yearly Progress Criteria 
Schools have been identified for improvement since the Hawkins-Stafford Ac
(P.L. 100-297), which was the 1988 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act.  This reauthorization was the first attempt Congress made to tie 
accountability to student performance, a dominant theme of the cur
 71
 Prior to the introduction of the NCLB accountability framework, the participating 
schools experienced multiple accountability systems.  One example is illustrated under 
the old framework used by the State Department of Education with oversight for the 
urban district in this study, both national and state percentiles of the Iowa Tests of Basic 
Skills (ITBS) Composite scores for grades 3 and 7 to evaluate each school and assign it a 
performance status.  If either of the grades had an average achievement level below the 
50th percentile nationally and at or below the 25th percentile for the State, that school was 
classified as “low-performing.”  Any school that met the low performing criteria in any 
three consecutive years was also classified as “high challenge.”    
ss 
ts in grades 3 
through 8 and at least once in high school along with additional factors such as student 
tion rates, and/or high school 
gradua
Under section 11  was required to establish a 
definition of adequate yearly progress, based primarily on the State' nt 
system, that is used to measure the progress of its Title I schools and districts.  That 
definition must result in continuous and substantial yearly improvem
and ool su ent to ach e the goa ll childre rved und itle I  
State's proficient and advanced levels of performance by 2013-14. 
The new framework in NCLB provides a more comprehensive review of 
improvement and a small level of continuity in gauging adequate yearly progress acro
states and between Title I and non-Title I schools., to include assessmen
attendance, number of students testing or participa
tion rates. 
11(b)(2) of NCLB, the State
s final assessme
ent of each district 
sch ffici iev l of a n se er T meeting the
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 Section 1116(a) of Title I requires each district receiving Title I funds to use each 
State’s f
to meet the State's improvement criteria for two consecutive years. The district was then 
ious scenarios.  
 
 Exhibit 12: School Improvement Timeline 
inal assessment or transitional assessment and any additional local measures to 
review annually the performance of each school served under Title I. Following PL 107-
110 section 1116(c), the SEA introduced a process requiring each district to identify for 
school improvement any school that has not made adequate yearly progress or has failed 
required to take corrective action for any school that has been in school improvement for 
three years. Section 1116(d) contains similar requirements for States to annually review 
and identify districts needing improvement. 
The implementation of NCLB policy by the State was, in large measure, simply 
an adoption of Federal regulations.  The following chart from the U.S. Department of 
Education (2005) illustrates this requirement under var
YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
Identification for School Improvement In School Improvement Corrective 
 Action? 
Making Adequate Yearly Progress?  
1 No No No No No Yes 
2 No No No No Yes Yes 
3 No No No Yes No Yes 
4 No No No Yes Yes Out of School 
Improvement 
5 No No Yes No Yes Out of School 
Improve
ment 
6 No No Yes Yes Out of school 
improve
ment 
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Examination of the SEA process showed that the state process was exactly in line 
with al  
s 
eeding improvement. Thus, they did not exit improvement status; rather, 
they were identified as needing corrective action. If a school has made adequate progress 
for two of three years, it may exit school improvement like the schools in scenarios 4, 5, 
and 6. N
School Improvement Designations 
rly 
s:  advanced, 
satisfactory, limited knowledge, and unsatisfactory.   
ch 
l the scenarios from the federal timelines listed above.  A school that has failed to
make adequate progress for two consecutive years and thus was identified as needing 
improvement. Once identified for improvement, a school must make adequate progres
for at least two out of three years to exit improvement status. Each of the schools in 
scenarios 1, 2 and 3 did not make adequate progress for two out of three years after being 
identified as n
ote that, in scenario 5, the school did not need to make adequate yearly progress 
in two consecutive years to exit school improvement. 
The schools participating in this case study were provided NCLB adequate yea
progress designation annually, beginning in 2002-03 school year in which eight schools 
were identified as not making AYP (baselines were established for the 2001-02 school 
year).  AYP was assessed separately for reading/language arts and mathematics and the 
results of which are reported in four student achievement proficiency level
Notification to schools followed a sequence of events beginning with the State 
Department of Education’s notification to the district’s superintendent (at the start of ea
school year) who in-turn coordinated with the district’s Planning, Research and 
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 Evaluation Department to verify the data used in the designations and to start of t
appeal process (where appropriate).   
he 
Ultimately, school principals and staffs were notified by the State of their AYP 
designa
District-leve ementation 
 
y 
 For 
tc)?  NCLB builds on this question, and extends the question 
to "How y 
ed 
In the traditional departmental approach, schools are responsible for increasing 
scores in reading, yet the researcher found the district’s central office is organized into 
separat
tion through the District and their school’s respective directors which included a 
formal report of disaggregated student data for each of the student groups assessed, a 
summary of the other performance factors considered (e.g., student attendance, test 
participation rates, and graduation rates) and an overall score to gauge the progress of 
each school.  
l Approach to NCLB Impl
The case study School District maintained a relatively traditional approach to the
administration of federal programs and accountability systems.  In the past, responsibilit
for student achievement was primarily spread across various levels of accountability. 
example, prior to NCLB, a general type of question of central office programs was:  is 
there high-quality professional development provided (current topics, good facilities, 
participants’ satisfaction, e
 do central office services result in increased school effectiveness (mainly qualit
of instruction and student proficiency)?”  This shift in accountability prompts a need
shift in the purpose, roles, and the organization of central office services. 
e departments.  For example, Reading strategies could be provided through the 
deployment of services from Title I, Reading First, Curriculum and Instruction, Staff 
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 Development, Secondary Language Arts, GEAR UP Curriculum Coaches, Lead 
Instructional Facilitators, and/or Language and Cultural Services which potent
contribute to an environment for fragmented interventions or duplicate services. 
ially 
A high-quality professional development plan should include a focus on learning 
to build
 1999). 
ict Planning Process 
the case study district w how to initiate NCLB concepts in a 
large n ut a fragmented approach.  Challenges within the district 
entified a history of fad initiatives, changing leadership (e.g., five superintendents, 
including interims in the last six years), an over emphasis on site-based management, and 
traditional orientation of schools serving the central office programs instead of programs 
serving the school needs.  
In an effort to address the unique needs of each school yet increase the focus on 
key NCLB requirements, the District began a process of distributed planning.  This 
process included a rigorous needs assessment process, identification of evidence-based 
strategies that matched school needs, a set of planning templates and tools, peer review of 
plans for quality, and a firm submission date. 
The following section reports the district analysis of Campus Improvement Plans 
submitted in May 2003.  The ratings from each plan yielded nominal score data for each 
 school capacity through a combination of external support and a cadre of campus 
reading leaders; is coordinated with district and state professional development; and 
provides teachers with a variety of aligned continuous learning opportunities (National 
Staff Development Council,
Distr
The challenge in as 
umber of schools witho
id
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 domain
re 
Planning teams were notified at the training sessions that the peer review process 
would e
indicates th
only minor modifications.   
Table 8: Pla
 
Designation Frequency Percent 
Rea 4 6% 
.  On this seven-point scale, “5” was selected as the point representing a “basic” 
level of implementation.  This meant that, based on the analysis of the NCLB 
implementation in selected schools, the requisite components of the Title I program we
evident in the plan. 
det rmine if the plan was approved or would require modifications.  Table 8 
at less than one-third (27%) of the plans were ready for approval or needed 
n Approval Designation 
dy for Approval 
Nee  14 21% ds Minor Modifications
Needs Major Modifications 45 66% 
No Submission 5 7% 
To als 68 100% t
 
Tab rage 
total score ed 
scores of the two reviewers for each of the seven plan quality domains.  This analysis 
provide  
completed,
School pla
improveme
NCLB nee e campus improvement plans was 
commu a
le 9 lists a summary of all Peer Review campus plan scores ranked by ave
based on the two peer reviews.  The following columns list the averag
s a baseline measure of planning quality.  After the Peer Review process was 
 principals were formally notified as to the status of their school’s plan.  
nning teams were then provided additional technical assistance for the 
nt of all plans.  A target score of “5”, representing the basic elements of 
ded to accomplish comprehensiv
nic ted as the expected goal for the revisions.   
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 The first column in Table 9 identifies the plan status, the second column identif
 schools examined as a part of this exploratory case study (by numbers 1-68) 
spective category, the third category identifies each school’s average total 
ies 
each of the
and their re
score fo h  
for each of
• Process (PL 107-110 § 1114.a.1): Does the plan show how 
the component parts will effectively upgrade the entire educational program of 
the school? 
• Needs Assessment (34 CFR Section 200.26): Does the needs assessment use 
available data to identify proficiency and program gaps to address the 
identified needs? 
• Budget Planning (PL 107-110 § 1112.e): Are available resources strategically 
allocated in ways that are aligned to needs, appropriate, and sufficient to 
improve the levels of proficiency of all students within the specified 
timelines? 
• Core Academic Program (34 CFR Section 200.27): Does the plan strengthen 
the school’s core academic program so that by 2013-2014 all students (in 
aggregate and for each subgroup) will demonstrate academic skills at the 
“proficient” level or above on the State’s assessment and be engaged in high 
quality teaching and learning? 
• Transition Strategies (PL 107-110 § 1112.B): Does the plan describe effective 
strategies for students to make transitions into the school and facilitate their 
success upon leaving the school? 
r t eir overall plan quality, and the final columns summarizes the average score
 the seven Plan Quality Domains: 
NCLB Planning 
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 • Parental Involvement (34 CFR Section 200.28.c): To what extent does the 
plan ncl de pare ts in col aboration f ased level  of mastery of 
igh st ds l en  te a i
• hly- lified aff (PL 107-110 § 1119.a.1): Is the plan for staffing and 
f development sufficient to implement the strategies for increasing le ls 
rofi cy? 
 i u n l ocused on incre s
h andar  eand d ivery of gaging aching nd learn ng experiences? 
Hig qua  St
staf ve
of p cien
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 Table 9: Peer Review Results 
    Plan Quality Domains 
            
School 
 Av age 
 
Planning 
 
Needs 
ent 
Budget 
g 
emic 
 
Transition 
s 
Parental 
en
Highly-qualified 
ES  
er
Total 
Score Process Assessm
6 
Plannin
6 
Core 
Acad
Program
6 
Strategie
6.5 
Involvem
6 
t Staff 
61 6.14 6.5 
2 ALT 5.86 5 6  5 7 7 6 5 
3 ES 5.43 4.5 5 6 .5  6 5 5. 5 5 5.
Ap
pr
ov
ed
 
5 5 4 ES 5.29 5 6 5 5.5 5.5 
5 ES 5.14 5 5 5 7 5 6 3 
6 ES 5.07 5 6 3 6 5 5 5. 5 
7 MS 5.07 6 5 5 6 3.5 5 5 
8 ES 5.07 5.5 5 4 .5 .5 .5 4. 5 5 5 5 
9 HS 4.86 5 5 5 6 5 5 3 
10 ES 4.71 5 5  5 2 5 5. 5 5. 5 
11 ES 4.64 5 5 4 5 4.5 4 5 
12 ES 4.36 5 2.5 4 5 5 4.5 4.5 
13 ES 4.29 5 3 5 5 4 3 5 
14 ALT 4.14 5 5 5 2 5 2 5 
15 ES 4.14 4 4.5  5 5 4 3 4. 4. 4.5 
16 ES 4.00 4 3.5 5 4 4 4 4. 4 
17 ES 3.93 4 4 3 4.5 4 4 4 
Mi
no
r M
od
ific
ati
on
s 
 4 4 4 4 18 ES 3.93 4 3.5 4 
19 MS 3.79 3 4.5 3 3 4 5 4 
20 ES 3.79 5 5 3 3 4 3 5 3.
21 ES 3.71 4 3.5 3 4 4.5 3.5 3.5 
22 ES 3.64 4 5.5 5 3 2.5 3 3. 4 
23 ES 3.64 3 5 .5 4 4.5 3.5 3. 2 4.5 
24 ES 3.43 4.5 3 4 4 3 2 3.5 
25 ES 3.36 2.5 3.5 2 3.5 4 3.5 4.5 
26 ES 3.29 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 
27 ES 3.21 3 2 3 5 3 4 2.5 
28 ES 3.21 4 3 2 3 3 4 3.5 
29 ES 3.21 .5 1.5 4 4 3 2.5 3.5 3.5 
30 ES 3.21 3 3 4 4.5 2.5 2.5 3 
31 ES 3.14 3 .5 4 4 2.5 3 3 2
32 ALT 3.07 4 4 1 4 2 3 3.5 
No
t A
33 ES 3.00 4 3 2.5 3 2 3.5 3 
pp
ro
ve
d 
4 4 3 2 2 3 34 ES 3.00 3 
 35 ES 3.00 3 2.5 2.5 3 3 3.5 3.5 
 ES 3.00 2.5 36 4 1 3.5 4 3 3 
 37 ES 3.00 4.5 3.5 3 3 2.5 2 2.5 
 
Legend:  S—High School 
 MS—Middle School 
 ES—Elementary School 
 LT—Alternative Education School 
H
A
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Table 9: Peer Review Results (continued) 
 
    Plan Quality Domains 
            
School 
 Average 
Total 
Score 
Planning 
Process 
Needs 
Assessment 
Budget 
Planning 
Academic 
Program 
Transition 
Strategies 
Parental 
Involvement 
Highly-quali
Staff 
ES 3.00 
Core 
fied 
38 3 3.5 3 2.5 3 3 3 
39 ES 3.00 4 1 4 3 3.5 3 2.5 
40 ES 3.00 4 4 3 3 2 3 2 
41 ES 2.86 2 1 4.5 3 2 3.5 4 
42 2.5 2.5 5 3 1.5 3 2.5 ES 2.86 
43 ES 2.71 2 1 3 4 2 5 2 
44 ES 2.71 3 2 4 3 2 2.5 2.5 
45 HS 2.64 5 1 3 2 3 3 1.5 
46 ES 2.57 2 1 3.5 2.5 3 2.5 3.5 
47 2 1 2 4 2.5 3.5 2.5 ES 2.50 
48 ES 2.50 3.5 2 3 3 2 2 2 
49 1 3 3 1 4 3 2 MS 2.43 
50 ES 2.36 3 5.5 4 1 1 1 1 
51 2.5 2 2 2.5 2.5 3 2 HS 2.36 
52 ES 2.14 2 4.5 4.5 1 1 1 1 
53 1.5 2.5 2.5 2 1.5 1.5 3.5 ES 2.14 
54 HS 2.07 1 4.5 1 2 1 2 3 
No
t A
pp
ro
v
55 1 1.5 3 2 1 2.5 1.5 ES 1.79 
56 ES 1.71 1.5 1 2 2 1 2 2.5 
57 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 ES 1.57 
58 MS 1.29 1 1 1.5 1.5 1 2 1 
59 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 MS 1.29 
60 MS 1.07 1 1.5 1 1 1 1 1 
61 MS 1.00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
62 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 MS 1.00 
ed
 
63 ES 1.00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
64         ALT 
65 HS         
66         ALT 
67 ALT         
No
t S
ub
mi
tte
d 
68         HS 
 
 MS—Middle School 
 ES—Elementary School 
 
 
Legend:  HS—High School 
 ALT—Alternative Education School 
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 Summary of Influences 
State and District entities serve as key influences in the overall context of school 
improv
or 
 
Capacity-building strategies for schools were limited primarily to statewide forms 
of infor he 
chnical assistance 
has declined over the past ten years, virtually eliminating services such as professional 
development centers, field-based consultants, or regional training resources. 
The case study District seemed to use a wider rage of influence strategies.  These 
strategies were implemented in a phased sequence, beginning with the District Office for 
Federal Programs.  All federal programs were required to implement changes in program 
structure during the first year of NCLB policy.  The district made specific changes in 
allowable expenses, teacher and paraprofessional hiring qualifications, and accountability 
structures.  These practical operational procedures affected day-to-day operations, 
however did not address the fundamental improvement processes at each school.  Issues 
ement.  The study found that the State used primarily changes in mandates to 
communicate compliance with the NCLB act.  For example, standard state forms f
funding programs were revised to reflect the NCLB criteria.  Additionally, many of the
informational publications from the State Department of Education related to topics 
contained in NCLB or were simply re-publications of federal topics. 
mation dissemination.  These strategies offered information about NCLB in t
form of publications, conference topics, videoconference presentations, and public 
television broadcasts.  Technical assistance interactions were also limited to occasional 
workshops, telephone calls and e-mails.  State funding for additional te
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 such as program coordination at schools and leadership for consolidated planning could 
not be addressed by revision of for  budgets. 
Table 10 des f chang im e District to 
foster change in scho or the Distr  i f 
inducement (recognition ) as part of th rocess.  
Instead, the District v raining for the school planning teams in topical 
areas onduc g stand g g 
disaggregated data to m
District adopted the n ools, reg d tate designation 
status for school improvement.  These actions seemed to represent a significant change in 
l improvement within the District.  
ms and
cribes the additional types o es plemented by th
ols.  Neither the State n ict mplemented forms o
, rewards, awards e NCLB compliance p
pro ided extensive t
 such as c tin  a needs assessment, under in  large-scale data, and usin
ake instructional decisions. 
After an extensive program of school planning and technical assistance, the 
pla ning process for all sch ar less of their s
the systems used to promote schoo
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 Table 10: Case Study Instruments of Influence 
Influence State District 
• 
• s rict monitoring 
• Plan approval process 
• Plan monitoring 
• Planning standards 
Mandates • Grant approval process 
Expenditure approvals 
Di t
Inducements • School: 
• Individual: none 
• Program: no
 none 
• Individual: none 
• gram: none 
Capacity-
building 
Information dissemination 
Limited technical staffing 
Video conference sessions 
• Needs assessment training 
• Leadership development 
• Team structures 
 assistance 
• Continuous training 
System-change • Additional web information 
• Allowed consolidated 
• trict planning 
• Peer review 
• Aligned plan expectations 
• Instructional coaches 
 
atterns of Dynam
limited 
ne 
• School:
Pro
• 
• 
• 
 • School
planning option. 
Dis
P ic Capabilities  
 This study at were 
evidenced in a Federal program planning process in a large, urban public school district.  
Interviews and data analysis from the sample of high-performing and low-performing 
schools allowed the researcher to observe patterns of dynamic capability within the 
school improvement team planning process. 
 Winter (2003) discusses these patterns dynamic capability as “a higher-level 
routine (or collection of routines) that, together with its implementing input flows, 
confers upon an organization’s management team a set of decision options for producing 
significant outputs of a particular type.”  The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation’s 
accountability system provided these public schools with specific expectations for 
 sought to explore the qualities of dynamic capability th
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 performance over time.  Exhibit 13 illustrates the patterns of dynamic capability observed
in the sample of schools.   
 Exhibit 13: Patterns of Dynamic Capability 
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17 Schools 
A 
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  Low High 
  Dynamic Capability
 
Pattern A: Low Performance, Low Dynamic Capacity 
he type of school having a history of low 
These 
 
lanning routines 
or team structures.  Respondents from the same school would often provide quite 
different responses to describe the structure of school improvement planning and goal 
t the 
 The first pattern represented t
performance, which is the primary focus of NCLB school improvement efforts.  
schools have adopted few dynamic capacity routines that will assist in the process of
meeting required proficiency expectations for their students. 
 Interview data indicated that these schools do not have effective p
development.  For example, one school team leader drew an elaborate diagram of an 
inclusive team structure.  Planning team members from the same school indicated tha
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 team leader had written the plan, with input from several additional staff.  Such scho
have been notified of the need for improvement, however, have not overcome the barrier
that impede the adoption of effect improvement routines. 
 The second dynamic capacity pattern occurred in schools that had a h
ols 
s 
Pattern B: High Performance, Low Dynamic Capacity 
istory of 
high performance.  These schools were frequently characterized by fairly stable 
demographic trends in the student population.  The schools often had a lower percentage 
and 
r 
e benchmark assessments, and did 
B accountability system 
 
Pattern C: High Performance, High Dynamic Capacity 
of students identified under criteria for low socio-economic status, fewer language 
racial minorities, few migrant students. 
 These schools, with higher performance, may not see a need to adopt dynamic 
capacities.  Interviews revealed that this type of school did not make use of training fo
the District planning process, did not adopt performanc
not organize to strategically plan for implementing research-based strategies.  The 
planning team leader stated, “I am using the (deleted) planning process that we have 
been using for the last five years.”   
 According to District demographic trends, this type of school has a high 
likelihood of experiencing shifts in the future.  As the NCL
identifies schools for improvement by student subgroup, this school may see the need to
adopt dynamic capacities that will address these needs and expectations. 
 Schools with high performance and high dynamic capacity have adopted routines 
to meet the challenges of diverse student populations.  These schools also are keenly 
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 aware of increased performance expectations from State and Federal accountabilit
systems.  Upon identifying a challenge, the school determines the practical imp
upon current practices.  Staff members are organized to study and understand the issues 
and to create solutions for effective pract
y 
lications 
ices.  Unlike schools with low dynamic capacity 
rnally imposed assistance, these schools 
seek technical assistance and use external resource with great effectiveness. 
 The final pattern of schools could be described as “on the way up.”  These 
schools, at the time of the study, had one or more areas in which student scores did not 
meet Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP).  Student performance in these schools was low 
for many years, and often was 500 points or more below the Academic Performance 
Index (API) in multiple academic performance areas. 
 Team leaders in these schools had often taken extraordinary steps to adopt new 
dynamic capacity routines.  Planning teams were maintained a continuous schedule of 
meetings throughout the school year.  The team designated for writing school 
improvement plans frequently coordinated with sub-teams (grade-level teams or content 
area teams) to identify strategies, activities and resources. 
 These schools were clearly the most effective managers of technical assistance 
resourc
 or 
y 
er 
that have mismatched technical assistance or exte
Pattern D: Low Performance, High Dynamic Capacity 
es.  The planning teams, after committing to a strategy, would schedule training, 
consultant visits, and collaboration efforts toward meeting specific goals.  If training
meetings did not clearly help with progress, the team or staff would withdraw their 
participation.  District efforts to “simplify” the needs assessment and planning process b
decreasing planning requirement were viewed as unprofessional.  A planning team lead
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 stated, “Are they (central office) trying to make us wander in the dark?  We need 
comprehensive plans, in depth needs assessment, and high-quality benchmark 
assessments.  They never even asked us about the changes.  We need these to show our 
progress, not just rely on guesswork.”   
Leadership Influence and Dynamic Capabilities 
g Guide, Frequently Asked 
uestions, program examples, and team consultations.   
 Over the last decade the District was confronted with economic shortfalls, 
multiple changes in senior leadership, significant shifts in student demographics and 
declinin er
 
This study found that the Title I program played an important role in the District 
restructuring.  Traditionally, Title I services have been implemented as a “parallel” 
program in schools.  Instead, Title I services delivered required components through 
collaboration with district-level and school-level improvement efforts.  Title I services 
focused on: improved instructional services, financial support aligned to improvement 
Effective planning is given special emphasis in the NCLB legislation, since site 
plans provide one source of school accountability.  The Title I staff’s leadership in the 
planning process accelerated growth of dynamic capabilities.  Campus planning teams 
expressed appreciation for Title I staffs support through changes in the planning process.  
Specifically, schools found great use for the Plannin
Q
g student p formance levels.  Under the leadership of the new superintendent, 
the district has taken significant steps to refine key work processes and address the
increasing proficiency expectations. This year, 58 of the 62 elementary schools made 
gains in at least one subject area.  Schools targeted for restructuring under NCLB 
mandates increased scores in reading and math. 
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 goals, and accountability for implem e practices and for student 
performance.   
e 
the 
coring 
main.  
 
 Exhibit 14: Level of Implementation by Percent 
entation of effectiv
Although the instructional leadership at sites made implementation “real,” som
schools did not take advantage of opportunities to attend training sessions or allocate 
time required to develop a high quality plan within the required time frame.   The chart 
below summarizes the results after the first full year (2002-03) of adaptive changes in the 
District during implementation across all campus plans by domain.  The dark red line 
denotes the percent of plans meeting the “basic” level of plan implementation, as scored 
“5” by campus reviewers and identifies the percent of implementation for schools s
below basic use and the average score by do
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Although the overall scores were fairly consistent across domains, a small am
tion was noticed between domains.  Planning teams had greater difficulty 
ount 
2 1 
of varia
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 develop ff 
than wi  
plannin als.  
In the d s, plans often contained statements about facilitating 
student ansiti
provided technical assistance for planning teams to better identify the needs of their 
student
 the contrary, 
a resear
Arriving a few minutes before the scheduled interview time, the 
e building.  This 
any changes in the district.  She smiles 
out the process of winning a community 
the last six years. 
ing plans for a) Budgets, b) Transition strategies, and c) Highly qualified sta
th other areas.  In reviewing the content of the plans, difficulties with budget
g often came with planning resources that were not aligned with identified go
omain of Transition Strategie
 tr ons; however, few plans had data to support their strategies.  
Needs Assessment 
In addition to the efforts to adopt a unified planning framework, the District 
s.  One of the key challenges in turning around low-performing schools and a 
critical aspect of NCLB implementation is gaining consensus on the key areas of school 
needs and what should be changed.  While the state accountability system provides clear 
definitions for success, most schools needing improvement were not chaotic, run down 
buildings where teachers lack materials and principal have lost control.  On
ch visit to one elementary school provided an example of the pleasant and 
engaging experience of visitors to schools. 
Field Notes: 
Principal greets me warmly and offers a tour of th
principal started in the district as a teacher in the district more than 20 
years ago, serving at six different schools.  When I comment on her 
tenure, she recounts some of the m
proudly as she comments ab
partnership award and how she has even outlasted five superintendents in 
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  As we walk through the halls, students walk briskly and quietly 
briefly with the teacher that follows the last student who struggles with 
 reading activities.  Many schools use similar lesson formats.  In a 
90-minute period focused on reading and writing, students rotate through a 
 As we walk through the halls student artwork and writing are 
eem to be orderly and behavior 
 
 
school was identified as “low-performing.”   
 
ol.  Schools and districts 
can bring about student achievement and sustain that achievement if they are willing to 
examine their practices that impact student learning and embrace change. 
As a means of prompting the close examination of practices, needs assessment 
quest
toward the cafeteria.  A teacher is waiting at the cafeteria door and chats 
untied shoes. 
 We visit several classes, which are completing their morning 
literacy block.  A teacher is working with a group of students conducting 
guided
structured set of activities with the teacher.  The remaining students work 
independently on related activities.  In the back of the classroom, a reading 
specialist is working with three students that are struggling with phonics 
skills and word recognition. 
displayed on the walls.  Classrooms s
problems are resolved quickly.  The teaching staff is a veteran group,
averaging eleven years district experience.  There are five new teachers in 
the building.  To the casual observer, it might be difficult to see why this
Schools included in the study, both high performing and those designated as in 
need of improvement, were often able to provide verbal examples of success that would
lead the visitor to conclude that the school was an effective scho
ions and processes were developed for use by planning teams.  Teams were 
instructed to provide discussion sessions related to the following needs assessment 
activity. 
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 Exhibit 15: Needs Assessment Questions for School Programs 
Instructions: The school planning team will review the campus improvement plan and additional available 
 
data.  Answer the following questions, providing a complete discussion of data used to make decisions 
about school improvement plan changes. 
 
School Accountability Designation 
 
data and other relevant large-scale assessment gathered in the needs assessment process.  
Summarize the major changes needed related to school improvement in the areas of 
 
essment information, discuss the needs of students based 
of the subgroups?  What strategies are 
included in your plan to address these needs?  What are your goals for proficiency for 
each 
 
d 
, 
 of contact. 
 
External E
How will ex nt staff 
devel
strategies
 
Briefly discuss your school’s current API and AYP data, Organizational Health Inventory
 
Improvement of Academic Content and Instruction 
academic content and instructional strategies. 
 Strategies for Closing Achievement Gaps (Student Subgroups) 
After reviewing your needs ass
upon disaggregated data.  What are the needs 
group?  
Teacher Support System 
Based on your needs assessment, identify the priorities for professional development.  
Discuss how ongoing support strategies will be used to implement effective methods an
practices.  Include reference to your Campus Plan strategies (for example: peer to peer
electronic support system, expertise model), who will provide the strategy (instructional 
facilitators, CSR model, teachers, etc.) and the frequency
xpertise and Technical Assistance 
ternal expertise be utilized in ways that will promote significa
opment, organizational change, and professional support for improvement 
?  In your discussion, include who will provide the technical assistance (CSR 
provider, contracted vendor, online learning, etc.); what are the approach and the 
expected outcomes. 
 
Revised Resources 
Use the School Budget template and the staffing request to submit resource revisions. 
Please ensure that budget requests align to the priorities identified in your needs 
assessment and campus improvement plan.  Sufficient resources should be allocated to 
make significant improvement in levels of student proficiency. 
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 Internal Selection 
Leadership 
In the book Good to Great, author Jim Collins describes leadership in organiz
that have achieved dramatically increased levels of performance.  He notes that effective 
leadership is not a “genius with a thousand helpers.”  Instead, he reports a distinct patte
for effective organizations.  He states, “Those
Effective leadership is a key characteristic of successful organizations.  One 
component of such leadership is the ability to organize processes and resources into plans 
that coordinate efforts to reach intended results.  Implementation planning sets a strategic 
direction for teachers, students, administrators, and parents.  High quality plans allow 
each person to demonstrate leadership as they create solutions and demonstrate success. 
ations 
rn 
 who build great organizations understand 
that the ultimate throttle on growth for any great company is not markets, or technology, 
or competition, or products.  It is one thing above all others:  the ability to get and keep 
Collins’ study of successful organizations characterized leaders as “humble 
people… with an incurable need to produce results.”  Responding to this sense of 
urgency helps to focus the organization, and it energizes staff members with a similar 
vision of success.  In the transition toward increased effectiveness, organizations and 
individuals must make tough decisions.  Collins quotes: 
“ There are going to be times when we can’t wait for somebody. 
enough of the right people.”   
Now, you’re either on the bus or off the bus.” --Ken Kesey 
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 T ut 
 
ators, 
  
Teacher Leadership 
 Strong teacher leadership was apparent in each of the sample schools with 
stronger dynamic capabilities.  Teacher leadership appeared to develop when three 
d 
rs with 
 
ird, 
g, 
h 
Principal Leadership 
 The value of the instructional leadership skills of principals at the building level 
cannot be over emphasized.  Principals at schools with stronger dynamic capabilities 
were more likely to make time for teachers to collaborate and to provide them with 
he implementation and successful completion of a planning process should p
students at the center of all school and district services.  Education practitioners are asked
to use the highest level of professional skill to understand the needs of students, and to 
plan appropriate strategies supported by a clear understanding of what works best for 
their students.   A clearly articulated planning process empowers teachers, administr
and school partnerships to maximize resources to achieve high levels of learning.
conditions were present.  First, teachers had ample opportunities to provide input an
make decisions about teaching and learning.  Successful schools provided teache
time to meet as grade-level or subject matter teams.  Second, teachers engaged in various
forms of informal action research. They used the results of their students’ embedded, 
benchmark, large-scale assessments to allow the team to affirm successes and make 
appropriate adjustments to maximize their impact on student achievement.  Th
teachers developed their own internal leadership structures.  For example, team teachin
mentoring new teachers and collaborating to share lesson designs that supported eac
other to help improve student achievement.   
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 structured support.  This included the principal’s frequent attendance at grade-level or 
department meetings and the expectation that teachers provide frequent feedback on the 
meetings to let the principal know what they could do to help.  As a result, the feedback 
from staff at successful schools indicated student work was regularly reviewed; including 
the use of rubrics and embedded assessments, modeled lessons, and monitoring to ensure 
professional development was integrated in the classroom.    
, principals from schools with stronger dynamic capabilities identified 
specific programs, interventions, and embedded professional development strategies that 
contributed to accomplishing the goal.  These principals were also comfortable using data 
and making changes when the data demonstrated that student achievement had not 
improved.  Principals from schools with less dynamic capabilities exhibited less 
knowledge in using data and seemed far more compelled to maintain the status quo out of 
exasperation.   
 Although there were a m elopment opportunities 
throughout the year for the schools examined in this study, the overall dynamic 
capabilities of schools were hindered by a lack of a focused and integrated district-wide 
professional development plan that emphasized pedagogy.  There needs to be a more 
aligned professional development opportunity for all teachers (new hires and career 
teachers alike) to learn or re-learn proven research-based teaching strategies.  
Furthermore, schools that received training and fully understood disaggregated 
 When queried about what they did to improve student achievement at their 
respective schools
Central Office Leadership 
ultitude of professional dev
 95
 assessment data by teacher and by individual student reveled a better likelihood of 
achieving the intended goals of successfully implementing their campus improvement 
plan.   
 An observation of principal assignments appeared not to match the individual 
s of candidates to the individual needs of a specific school, but 
see school directors as a 
result o ithin a large bureaucracy.   
 lace to identify and 
develop potential candidates to fill critical principal vacancies. Processes varied 
sig
form
con  help the most will 
continue to exist. 
 Principal assignments should afford opportunities for more successful and proven 
candidates to be assigned where the needs are greatest (e.g., specifically those schools 
designated for corrective actio CLB).  Previous experience 
in successful schools helps principals hold higher expectations for students and their 
staffs in schools with less dynamic capabilities.  The assignment actions of the district in 
this study appeared to be hindered by a collective bargaining agreement that favored 
eeds of underperforming schools.    
strengths and weaknesse
med to focus more on personality traits and compatibility with 
f internal politics w
There were no formally organized or structured processes in p
nificantly between learning communities and individual school directors.  Without a 
alized process and strategy to identify, develop, and select principal candidates 
sistently, the potential for adverse impact on schools that need
ns and/or restructuring under N
tenure and seniority over the unique n
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 Campus Planning Process 
One of the vital coordinating tools for effectively implementing and monitoring 
Title I programs and services is the Campus Improvement Plan.  This document provides 
a systematic process for integration of Title I services at each school.  Effective planning 
is given  Left Behind legislation, since site plans provide 
ne source of school accountability.  Additionally, plans provide a source of information 
r continuous improvement.  While plans do not ensure effective implementation, 
rogram-funding agencies seem to agree that it would be foolhardy to rely on haphazard 
lanning in order to achieve significant levels of improvement.  The NCLB legislation 
provides guidance for school plans:  
 Exhibit 16: NCLB School Guidance for School Planning  
 special emphasis in the No Child
o
fo
p
p
 
Citation:  §1116(b)(3)(A) states that each school identified for improvement must develop or 
revise a school plan that: 
 
1. Incorporates strategies based on scientifically based research;   
2. reatest likelihood of ensuring that all students 
3. Provides an assurance that the school will spend not less than 10 percent of its Title I, 
Part A funds for high quality professional development;  
4. Specifies how Title I, Part A funds will be used to remove the school from improvement 
status;  
5. Establishes specific annual measurable objectives;  
6. Describes how the school will provide written notice about the identification to parents;  
7.  
10. Incorporates a teacher-mentoring program.  
 
Adopts policies and practices with the g
become proficient;  
Specifies the responsibilities of the school, the LEA including the technical assistance to
be provided;  
8. Includes strategies to promote effective parental involvement;  
9. The summer and during any extension of the school year; and  
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 Implementation 
Organizing for Improvement 
plan and 
 
xisting 
structure of the school.  These teams tended to involve all staff members from a grade 
level on the team.  This team structure was frequently used to create ad hoc teams for 
compon
In order for schools to develop dynamic capabilities they must organize in a 
manner to address the content of NCLB.  Many organizing arrangements are possible; 
however, they must adopt a form that will accommodate the volume/diversity of 
decisions. 
Building level teams are charged with the task of conducting campus 
improvement planning.  The structure of the teams and the process for teamwork is 
developed as a building level capacity.  Teams tended to organize themselves in one of 
two basic patterns.  First, some teams focused on the major content goals of the 
organized teams around those goals.  Team members were frequently selected as 
representatives who collected information from other staff members. 
 
Team Pattern 1: Content Focus 1
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 A second pattern that is evident in school planning teams focused on the e
ents that were perceived not to be the domain of a specific grade level.   
                                                 
1 T=Teacher, P=Principal, TI=Title I office staff, IF=Instructional Facilitator, CO=Central Office [specify], U=University partne
PI=parent involvement, C=Counselor, GU=GEAR UP, NSF=National Science Foundation Grant. 
r, 
Reading Team 
T, T, T, T 
Math Team 
T, T, NSF 
Schoolwide Team 
P, T, CSR 
Barriers to 
Learning 
Transitions
T, C, PI 
 
GU, T, C 
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Team Patten 2: Grade-levels Focus 
 
 
 
 
 
 Both team structures seemed to provide a means to reach a majority of the staff 
who were responsible for teaching and learning.  Some schools were at an emergent stage 
of team development, others had sophisticated and multifaceted team structures.  Key 
differences in the effectiveness, related to establishment of dynamic capabilities, seemed 
to lie in how teams were implemented. 
 Schools having higher-quality plans adopted the planning process and training 
into year-long routines of the school.  At one middle school, for example, the schedule 
was changed to include tasks leading up to the annual planning requirements.  Data were 
collecte ts 
 
hus 
 
g was an ‘assignment’ like in a class, and was finished 
s about the planning 
Schoolwide Team 
P, T, T, T 
Grade 6 
Transitions 
T, T, T, T 
Grade 7  
 
T, T, NSF 
T, C, PI 
Grade 8 
GU, T, C 
d in advance, assessments were identified, and additional teachers and paren
were included.  The “language” used in the Campus Plan training was adopted and 
modeled with staff so that the entire building would begin using similar concepts related 
to planning, assessment, and resources.  At another school, the principal worked with
technical assistance providers to model these activities in preparation for planning, t
extending the knowledge of those working with teachers throughout the year.   
 Schools having lower-quality plans tended to view the planning process as an
activity that was outside the domain of established routines.  One such planning team 
leader noted that “this plannin
when it was turned in.”  Several team leaders offered complaint
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 process, claiming that it was “to hard and complex” or “to simple and narrow in scope”.  
ne team leader added that she “didn’t think teachers would understand it, so, since she 
ad a Master’s degree, she would write it herself.”  In such situations, the team leader 
learly had made no attempt to adopt or establish routines of effective planning. 
Technical Assistance 
Schools have a wide variety of support structures and funding available for 
plementing improvement strategies. Technical assistance is defined in as “expertise 
that is e
much assistance as schools with more focus.  However, staff in schools with lower 
selected training.  These schools often did not have a plan for implanting research-based 
 external sources rather than the school 
plannin
  These schools often used a combination of 
O
h
c
im
xternal to the school staff or teaching team” to support implementation of the 
campus improvement plan.  Technical assistance includes various types of consultation, 
workshops, facilitators, web-based resources and coaching processes.   
Interviews revealed that every school was using a wide range of technical 
assistance services.  Schools with weaker plans and dynamic capabilities often used as 
quality plans frequently listed a combination large-group workshops and individually 
strategies across a team or school-wide focus.  Additionally, when asked about “who 
makes decisions about technical assistance”, respondents would attribute decisions to the 
principal, the central office, a vendor, or the state department.  In other words, these 
schools took more direction for change from
g team. 
Schools with stronger dynamic capabilities approached technical assistance 
decisions from a very different perspective.
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 external assistance in combination with local staff.  Often, principals set high expectation 
for staff professionalism, problem identification, and decision-making.  Teams were 
expected to select technical assistance based on data to support staff development.  
Instead of external direction, instructional leaders expected teams and groups to 
understand and articulate problems and solutions. External expertise (CSR technical 
assistance providers, vendors, and central office program staff) was then used to address 
specifically identified needs. 
 Exhibit 17:  Technical Assistance for Team Decisions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The inner circle in the g
selecting Technical Assistance;
r
i
S f the more prominent ro
central office administrators, di
instructional facilitator resource
11%
%10
9% 6%
6%
 
 
49%
14%
18%
17%
5%
6%
 
Note: n = 132 
ing reflects the 3rd choice.  The
nfluence that planning teams re
ome o
 raph represents the first choice of survey respondents in 
 the second ring denotes the second choice, and the third 
dy shows the patterns/co ration of 
eful in Technical Assistance for te ecisions.  
les of technical assistance providers included building and 
strict/grant program coordinators, building based 
s, and other school staffs within the district.  Schools use 
12%
8%
3%
11%
3%
9%
10%
20%
2%
2%
1%
0%
21%
2%
20% 25% A. District Grant / Program
B. School Grant / Program
C. State Dept. of Education
D. University
E. Instructional Facilitator / Coach
F. Another School
G. Vendor
H. Administrators
I. Others
 analysis of this stu nfigu
port as us am d
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 multiple roles for technical assistance in  campus improvement planning and 
implementation issues and there is not a “one source” approach to the diverse challenges 
in an urban public school environment.  Furthermore, data from the respondents suggest 
technic , 
The planning process serves to align and focus the delivery of technical assistance 
provided to schools in support of NCLB policy implementation by enhancing the 
dynamic capabilities of planning teams. 
 Exhibit 18:  Technical Assistance that Builds Dynamic Capacity of Teams 
 addressing
al assistance roles serve different purposes (e.g., administrative approval, content
knowledge, and pedagogical expertise).   
 
 
   Note: n = 132  
Table 11:  Rank Order Frequency Selecting Technical Assistance Providers 
 
Rank Technical Assistance Role Percent
1 
2 
4 F. Another School 13 
6 I. Others 9 
8 C. State Dept. of Education 4 
H. Administrators 25 
A. District/Grant Program 19 
3 E. Instructional Facilitator/Coach 17 
5 B. School Grant / Program 3 
7 D. University 6 
9 G. Vendor 4 
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 Table 1
Respondents Summary of Assessment Training Percent 
2: Campus Visit Survey Results—Assessment Training Summary 
Using assessments to diagnosis individual student needs/plan instruction.  88% 
District-level assessments. 91% 
Data Analysis using class, grade-level or school level data. 67% 
Coaching/Dialoguing with colleagues. …. 28% 
Intervention Strategies based on assessments. 44% 
Other. 16% 
Note: n = 132  
ing 
ols 
r district reforms, such as the Organizational Health Indicators (OHI) 
in a s rdinated planning.   
School Monitoring 
Retention 
Monitoring Progress  
The monitoring process was conducted quarterly and annually.  The monitor
process was designed to support the District’s Strategic AIMS for continuous 
improvement through the efforts of the school Directors in each of the six respective 
learning communities.  Additionally, the monitoring process was aligned to help scho
address other majo
rea  relating to goal focus, communication, and coo
 
As a part of these ongoing improvement activities, School Planning teams met 
and rep
d 
 
 
research, and comprehensive school reform.  A copy of the completed report was 
submitted to the school directors and to the Federal Programs Department. 
orted the current status of student performance and the implementation of 
effective educational practices, as adopted in the Campus Plan.  Schools have adapte
this activity to their school organizational needs, including structures such as advisory
councils, content area teams, parent/teacher organizations, learning communities, action
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 Federal Programs Monitoring  
Rethinking the relationship between monitoring practices and school effectiveness 
is essen
ation is 
Research informs us that students make long-term success only when they want to 
ucceed and when they feel capable of doing so.  Similarly, research on school 
erformance indicates that school staff can increase academic performance significantly 
hen they feel capable and supported.  These schools are characterized by results-based 
lanning, open and effective strategies for using data, and a coherent and systematic 
rocess for technical assistance and professional development. 
eams and District Staff are emphasizing a 
system  
ic standards.  There was evidence to describe how the 
plans w e e most recent school year.  The Campus 
Improv e acilitate data collection for the 
following areas:  
1. 
3. Technical Assistance Documentation 
tial to the success of students and schools in this era of increased accountability.  
This reevaluation must focus on both how we assess students and how we use data to 
improve programs and services.  Key to the process of effective knowledge utiliz
the practices of monitoring of implementation plans and effective use of assessment. 
s
p
w
p
p
This study found that Site Planning T
atic implementation process to align educational efforts to the requirements of No
Child Left Behind legislation.  These plans were designed to implement and support the 
implementation of effective educational practices and to show continuous progress 
toward proficiency of high academ
er  monitored across the district for th
em nt Plan monitoring process was used to f
Interim Progress Reports of Student Proficiency 
2. Level of Campus Improvement Plan Implementation 
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Student Proficiency Benchmarks 
The No Child Left Behind Act (2001) emphasizes the use of data to provide 
effective feedback for making timely decisions.  The Campus Plan builds upon this 
concept of data-based decisions by requiring schools to identify the specific needs of 
students in each school.  Although not consistently implemented, school staff matched 
the most effective instructional stra  specific needs of students.  After 
a period of instruction, progress was being assessed formatively. 
-
ctional program. 
Exhibit
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
District benchmark assessments are ad
toward performance standards.  In contrast to e
sub-skills or units, standards benchmarks shou
the CRT/EOI performance tasks. 
tegies to address the
Academic Content and Performance Standards were being attempted to be used to 
assess and monitor academic progress.  Effective design and implementation of school
level and district –level assessments must be aligned to the state standards.  The 
following illustration shows how a school should use State standards to monitor and 
adjust their instru
 19: Example of Reading Grade 5 Communication Format 
 
 
 
 Content Standards  Performance Standards CRT / EOI (50 item
 
s) 
L
VBlueprint (50 items)Literature (L2-3 / 16%) 
 lid
 /R
eli
ab
le 
Ite
m 
Sa
mp
le 
Fo
rm
at 
De
sc
rip
tio
n Vocabulary (L2 / 
24%) 
 
iterature (L2-3 / 16%) 
) 
ocabulary (L2 / 24%)  
 
Vocabulary
Literacy 
Critical 
 
  
 
Vocabulary 
Literacy 
Critical 
 
 ministered periodically to 
mbedded assessments tha
ld follow the same design 
VaCritical Literacy  
(L1-3 / 48%) Research (L2 / 12%)Critical Literacy 
(L1-3 / 48%) Research (L2 / 12%show progress 
t test mastery of 
specifications as 
  Same number of items per standard. 
 Same percent of total content. 
 Same depth of knowledge / cognitive level. 
 S tions and modifica
 
ata can accurately affirm cesses and m  
al strategies and programs in order to maximize 
ment.  Another part of the study asked school staff to 
n the planning process:  The survey item included 
d asked for respondents to list the names of 
g the assessments, respondents were asked to 
essments by one of the three defined types. 
s 
examine how 
 to 
k 
ame testing condi tions. 
Schools that use this type of d suc ake
appropriate adjustments to instruction
their impact on student achieve
report the types of assessments used i
definitions of the three types of data, an
assessments that were used.  After listin
classify ass
Utilizing Feedback 
 A dynamic capabilities framework assumes that there is some sort of basi
(routines and/or ongoing processes) for making an informed response or needed change.  
NCLB calls this “data-based decision making.”  Thus, it is important to 
data are used in dynamic adaptation processes.  The main framework for assessments 
contains three main categories; large-scale, benchmark, embedded assessment aligned
State standards.  
The No Child Left Behind Act (2001) emphasizes the use of data to provide 
effective feedback for making timely decisions.  The campus improvement framewor
included three major types of student proficiency feedback.     
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 Table 13: Campus Visit Survey Results—Data Utilization 
 
Responses 
Large-scale Assessments: Assessments with large-
scale score comparability (norms) such as ITBS, 
SAT-9, Supera, Terra Nova, PPVT, etc... 
92% 2 3% 
Assessment Type  Percent Median. Misclassifications 
Benchmark Assessments: Any local assessments 
that are a) administered at regular intervals 
[quarterly] and b) are aligned to the content (%) and 
cognitive levels of the Oklahoma PASS 
assessments.   
1% 0 78% 
Embedded Assessments: Any assessment that is 
embedded into the instructional process.  These 97% 4 
assessments should be aligned to standards and 
should provide feedback about learning to teachers, 
students, 
assessme
exemplar notebooks, self-scoring rubrics, and 
17% 
and parents.  Examples of embedded 
nt activities include: portfolios, checklists, 
student-led conferences 
Note: n = 132  
All planning team interviewees indicated extensive use of large-scale 
assessments.  These data were provided by the state and have become important 
indicators in determining if schools have made Adequate Yearly Progress.  One 
participant noted about large scale assessments, “the state CRT data is useful for tracking 
our progress in the past, however it is not practical for planning for the 
future…requirements to use this as the only source of data in our plans is like trying to 
drive your car by only looking in your rear-view mirror.  We need data that provides 
dashboard gauges and a front windshield.”  Interview participants listed many types of 
embedded assessments.  Throughout the participating schools, these forms of assessment 
were primarily used in relationship to textbooks, computer programs, or stand alone 
lessons, with only a few respondents discussing the relationship to standards (content and 
cognitive level). 
The information in Table 14 is a description of the campus planning standards 
that were scored by the respondents (e.g., campus planning team committee members to 
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 include teachers, building principals and instructional facilitators).  This is important note 
ecause it served to help triangulate the information results from multiple roles and 
erspectives. The respondents were asked to what exten here usi g 
ective school site he results fr
 in their r nses to the 
dards had oth ata that sup d the 
 interview onses.   
he campu nning stand  in the 
 in Table 1 ms 6 and 10) and Table 
itions provi n earlier tra s only 
use of benchmark assessments.   
b
p t their teams w n
standards as planning routines for their resp s.  T om 
respondents are indicators of the degree of variation espo campus 
planning standards.  Most of these planning stan er d porte
results and could be substantiated through specific  resp
However, there was a clear discrepancy in t s pla ards
areas related to the use of benchmark assessments 4 (ite
13, Data Utilization where according to the defin ded i ining
one percent of the respondents indicated a 
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 Table 14: Campus Visit Survey Results—Planning Standards 
 
Low                      High 
Campus Planning Standards  Implementation 
 1    2    3    4    5 
Mean
 
SD
1. Student Needs are clearly identified. Staff members 
understand major underlying reasons for student groups. 
4.30 0.95 
2. Staff Development Needs are clearly identified.  Specific staff 
learning goals are established and prioritized. 
4.01 1.02 
ea. Documents showing research basis are on file. 
3.49 3. Evidence-based strategies are identified for each content 
ar
1.42 
4. Accurate annual proficiency targets are identified for each 
content area.  
4.22 1.00 
5. A
stand
f
4.19   Rigorous Curriculum is planned based upon content 
ards, performance standards, and assessment blueprints 
or each content area. 
 1.14
6. Benc 4.07 hmark assessments, aligned to content emphasis and 
cognitive levels, are adopted for each content area. 
1.22 
7. T
Comm
3.7eams [content area, grade levels] identify and implement a 
on Approach for improvement strategies and activities. 
8 1.22 
8. Aligned Resources and partnerships demonstrate 
a opppr riate support for each goal 
3.73 1.22 
9. S o
im em
3.5  cho l teams Monitor Strategies Quarterly for level of 
entation. pl
4 1.36
10. S o 3.7cho l teams Monitor Student Proficiency Quarterly using 
a standards benchmark assessment. 
2 1.37 
11. C r 
(e.g. N
3.9  lea understanding of Reading/Language Arts Content 
ational Reading Panel, NCTE, AP English) 
1 1.45
12. Clear understanding of Mathematics Content (e.g. National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, TIMMS) 
3.77 1.50 
13. Clea
Scien
Teac
3.45 1.39 r understanding of Science Content (e.g. National 
ce Education Standards, Mathematical Education of 
hers) 
14. Team actices are widely used and can  Data Analysis Pr
predict performance on Large-scale assessments. 
3.33 1.39 
15. Rese
Lear
3.17  
Not
 
 
 
 
arch-based strategies for Parental Support for 
ning are identified, adopted, and implemented. 
1.40
e: n = 132  
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 Conclusions 
 This chapter presented the study’s findings resulting from the analysis of data.  
The purpose of study was to examine the affects of NCLB policy implementation in an 
urban public school district from th ough the 2004-2005 school year.   
 Source of Data2
e spring of 2002 thr
Table 15: Matrix of Findings and Sources for Data Triangulation 
 I O Q D 
Category 1: State influence to Build Dynamic Capabilities 
a. State Department of Education influences were 
primarily in the form of mandates and information.   X X 
b. The State Department of Education was not 
identified as serving a primary role in the 
development of dynamic capability. 
X X   
c. The State accountability system called attention to 
the need for changes in dynamic capability. X X   
Category 2: District influence to Build Dynamic Capabilities 
• X X X X The District influences were a combination of 
mandates, capacity-building, and system change. 
• District capacity-building strategies had the greatest 
role in the development of dynamic capacity. 
X X X X 
• District strategies for improvement resulted in 
growth in dynamic capacities in schools. 
X X X  
Category 3: Growth in Dynamic Capabilities 
a. District,
awareness of differences between schools—
 State and School staff initially showed low 
particularly between “low performance/low dynamic 
capability” and “low performance/high dynamic 
capabilities.” 
X X  X 
b. School planning teams were able to adapt current 
routines when provided feedback such as the peer 
review process and technical assistance. 
X  X X 
c. School-level instructional leadership was a key 
factor for growth in dynamic capabilities. X  X  
d. Primary roles in facilitating growth in dynamic 
capabilities were: administrators, federal program 
staff, academic facilitators and other schools. 
  X  
 
 
                                                 
2 Note: I=Interview, O=Observation, Q=Questionnaire, D=Document 
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 Table 15 describes a summary of the findings from the various qualitative sources of data 
that were identified in the study.  Major findings are listed in the left-hand column 
followed by a mark, indicating the data sources in which key information was found.   
Chapter Summary 
 This chapter presented the study’s findings resulting from the analysis of data.  
The purpose of study was to examine the aff plementation in an 
urban p
es 
e results of the analysis of data, relating the findings to 
the development of dynamic capab y in fostering dynamic 
capabilities, Systems that support dynamic capabilities and propose recommendations for 
further 
ects of NCLB policy im
ublic school district from the spring of 2002 through the 2004-2005 school year.  
Extant data, describing the district and state sources of information related to policy, 
planning and program implementation, was analyzed and summarized as policy them
throughout the timeframe of this exploratory case study. 
 The next chapter, Chapter five, will present a summary of the study and will 
discuss conclusions based on th
ilities, the role of Polic
study. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  
 
 
 
 
 
from the analysis of the data.  Conclusions and implications about the study’s findings 
are then presented along with their relationship to the professional literature.  Next, 
implica
ng 
tudy then 
identified a variety of factors impacting the implementation of NCLB in any large-scale 
fashion using dynam
variables, cultural imperatives, individual human perceptions and adherence to teaching 
Summary, Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations 
This chapter presents a review of the study and a summary of the major findings 
tions are proposed for practitioners who would find the results of this study useful 
in extending their understanding of dynamic capabilities and education policy, planni
and program implementation. 
Review of the Study  
The purpose of this study was to examine the No Child Left Behind Act in high 
poverty schools and the impact of a decentralized approach on campus improvement 
planning processes with respect to the fidelity of program implementation in a large 
urban public school district.  The study first introduced the historical context of 
compensatory education and the current focus of No Child Left Behind.  The s
ic capabilities.   This includes factors such as socio-economic 
modalities that are out of sync with the modern student cohorts of the new millennium. 
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This study explored the following research questions that were addressed 
descriptively and analytically:   
1.  How does the No Child Left Behind Act prompt change in school planning 
Research Questions 
teams within an urban district, utilizing a decentralized approach? 
Title I funded schools? 
 
ns of dynamic capabilities 
within 
r 
hat 
 
om 
2. What is the role of District and State influences when implementing NCLB in 
3. What changes in dynamic capabilities are evident in school planning teams?
In order to study the policy-related organizational patter
schools, it was necessary to identify and describe a specific policy context in 
which the case study schools operated.  To identify representative schools, the researche
selected one large urban district, as a case study, that had a large number of schools t
were required to respond to state and federal policies.  This allowed the researcher to
ensure that schools included in the case study had experienced similar influences fr
the state and federal policies. None of the schools were presumed to be equivalent in 
student demographics, staff characteristics, or size.  However, by limiting the case study 
to a single district, the researcher was able to examine schools required to respond to a 
single policy initiative that was implemented within a single district context. 
This study was conducted in a large-urban public school district that made 
significant efforts to assist all schools developing campus improvement plans to 
accelerate student proficiency of academic standards and meet the requirements of No 
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 Child Left Behind.  The population for the study was composed of certified personnel 
who participated in the campus improvement planning processes within the distri
Approximatel
ct.  
y 80 percent of the 39,740 students attending schools in the district studied 
are served by Title I programs and services.  These services were offered at 48 
elementary, 13 middle, 7 high schools, and 5 alternative and supplemental programs. 
f 
nt 
ake 
re 
ublic school district from the spring of 2002 through the 2004-2005 school year using 
 of information related to policy, 
ce.  
 
ns of supportive campus improvement planning practices were assessed 
y 
The primary source of data for the study came from semi-structured interviews o
participating school planning team members.  A site visit protocol was used to docume
field notes for each interview.  Using a systematic qualitative approach, a narrative 
analysis was accomplished from the field notes using a coding procedure to m
interpretations.  The protocol was structured around questions identified in the literatu
related to distributed planning and decision-making processes. 
This study examined the affects of NCLB policy implementation in an urban 
p
extant data to describe the district and state sources
planning and program implementation.  The physical artifacts in this study included 
documentation evidence that might be gathered during a site visit. Some of which 
included school improvement tools such as, campus improvement planning documents, 
data notebooks, computer generated output products, and other such physical eviden
School-level data was collected during the 2004-2005 school year since it represented a
reasonable timeframe for the policies to have an impact on school processes. 
Perceptio
using The Campus Visit Interview Protocol and Survey was developed as explorator
instruments to determine the degree to which supportive administrative practices within 
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 four content categories during the implementation of the No Child Left Behind Act:  1)
campus planning, 2) data utilization, 3) leadership for planning, and 4) technical 
assistance.    
 
Findings 
 district, 
r 
ies
 This section presents the major findings for the overarching research question:  
How is the No Child Left Behind Act implemented in schools within an urban
utilizing a decentralized approach?  The discussion of the major findings is presented fo
each of the research sub-questions and is organized around the influence of a 
decentralized approach to planning processes and dynamic capabilities.  The finding 
focused on campus improvement planning processes, Title I programs, and technical 
assistance offered through the educational support services of the District and the State.   
 
Role of Policy in Fostering Dynamic Capabilit  
 
l 
ice 
e to 
some extent since the initial start of NCLB in 2001-2002 there is clear evidence of 
 The requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act places increased expectations
for student proficiency in every school.  These requirements, found in State and Federa
program policy, are based on four keystone principles: accountability, choice, parental 
involvement, and the use of scientifically based research.  Local implementation of 
NCLB components requires schools to increase their planning capabilities and serv
delivery so that all students will demonstrate proficiency in core academic standards by 
the 2013-2014. 
 However, a policy with measures and consequences does not automatically 
prompt changes in practices that necessarily facilitate the intent of the policy.  Whil
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 im entations in schools, there are still vestiges of institutional cultures within the 
district and the state departments of education where barriers to effective implementat
still exist.  For example, the spirit and intent of the policy are not always congruent 
the realities of the challenges at hand.    
 More specifically, the NCLB Federal Programs Consolidated Application 
approval process at the state level is archaic in regards to timeliness and appears to be
unrespon
plem
ion 
with 
 
sive to the cash flow impediments imposed by an “outdated claims 
eimbu
 
 
has 
hat should 
 
nerating tension and external influence to 
hallenge organizational cultures that far too often were unwilling or unable to change.  
 averages of student performance and safe 
 
the 
disguise real gaps that exist in student achievement for the various student groups. 
r rsement mechanism” that has failed to factor in the district’s fiscal constraints.  
What this means is that the State Department of Education is now exploring ways to 
streamline approval processes that expedite NCLB allocation resources to the district
before the start of the school year so that districts and campuses would have the benefit of
a full-year to implement strategies.  Conversely, because of its fiscal woes the district 
become far too reliant on federal resources to accomplish educational services t
be funded through the General Fund revenue. 
 NCLB policy has provided the “pressure” for improvement for states, districts,
and schools in changing the status quo by ge
c
Initially, schools wanted to “hide” behind the
harbor instead of setting goals for improvement or proactive routines to ensure all 
students are proficient as required in No Child Left Behind.  As a district, what this means
is that the language used to communicate student achievement must move beyond 
rhetoric of averages which are often aggregated and unintentionally or intentionally 
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  The district and schools have been challenged by NCLB policy implementation
with respect to the sequence for accessing additional NCLB resources from the State
Department of Education.  As a coping mechanism it was evident the district used 
campus improvement plan addendums to tie together planning and documentation 
requirements to minimize the redundancy of the State’s application sequence for sch
improvement designations and Comprehensive School Reform resources for eligible 
schools. 
 Finally, the role of policy in fostering dynamic capabilities must include changes 
at the State and District level that h
 
 
ool 
elp schools to move beyond business as usual in 
 of 
00 
ys m
teaching and learning outcomes.  We must rethink the manner in which educational 
support services are provided to ensure there is efficiency in timeliness and alignment
activities that are not fragmented, duplicative, and unresponsive to the campuses that 
need help the most.  There was little or no indication at this time that the State 
Department of Education was able or willing to restructure its staff from the practices of 
the past to fully support 95 schools designated for improvement or the more than 5
public school districts throughout the State. 
 
S te s that Support Dynamic Capabilities 
 With the increasing demands on school staff, the rapid rise of technology-oriented 
support strategies is rapidly becoming the focus of many technical assistance providers.  
Districts and campuses simply do not have the resources of time, travel funds and 
substitute staffing to totally rely on traditional training and human support systems.  
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nd 
 Such 
, embedded in context, required fewer repetitions 
than “out of context” experiences. 
 School planning team ders might, for example, 
identify a need to increase tea ge in tegi  
fluency, engaging parents living in poverty, or in the use of benchmark s.  
Tr ional develop ften recommends workshops, conferences and 
advanced certifications to addres  learning need n plotted on a continuum of 
support (Raybould, 2003), it is clear that these strateg e teachers t
Research on situated learning (Clancey, 1995; Brown, Collins, Duguid, 1989) 
suggests that alternatives to traditional professional development programs may be 
needed to supplement strategies that address today’s performance issues.  Situated 
learning is learning that occurs while doing—typically in short, recurring cycles.   Other 
researchers (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Brown, 1989) found that relevant contexts a
interaction with others provide meaningful and integrated learning experiences. 
learning occurs quickly and deeply because knowledge must be integrated in a context of 
interpersonal accountability.  Learning
s and technical assistance provi
cher knowled  areas such as stra es for teaching
a tssessmen
aditional profess ment o
s such s e.  Wh
ies tak o external 
contexts and may be the most time and cost-intensive strategies. 
 
  Exhibit 20:  Continuum of Support Services 
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 The continuum of support expands the range of options that could be included
support system.  Options that can be embedded in the classroom allow the shortest 
implementation timeframe.  For exam
 in a 
ple, adoption of a standards-based lesson planning 
staff development opportunities 
Table 16: Type of Training compared with Teacher Effectiveness 
software could decrease the time and cost of sending staff members to workshops on the 
same topic.  More notably, the legislation compels practitioners to refocus their 
perspectives and, in some cases, to completely revise their efforts in the school-
improvement process to embed on-the-job application of 
with respect to teacher effectiveness. 
Teacher Effectiveness 
Training Steps Knowledge 
Mastery 
Skill Acquisition On-the-Job 
Application 
Theory Middle to High 
85% 
Low 
15% 
Very Low 
5 – 10% 
Theory and 
Demonstration 
High 
85% 
Low to Middle 
18% 
Very Low 
5 – 10 % 
Theory, Demo 
Practice/Feedback 
High 
85% 
High 
80% 
Very Low 
50 – 15% 
T
P
& Coaching 
High 
80 – 90% 
heory, Demo 
ractice/Feedback 
High 
90% 
High 
90% 
Adapted from Bruce Joyce, Beverly Showers & Michael Fullan (2002) Student Achievement through staff 
development (3rd Ed) 
 
 
 Evidence exists that schools with stronger dynamic capabilities approached 
technical assistance decisions from a very different perspective.  These schools often 
sed a combination of external assistance in combination with local staff.  Often, 
principals set high expectation for staff professionalism, problem identification, and 
decision making.  Teams were expected to select technical assistance based on data staff 
development.  Instead of external direction, instructional leaders expected teams and 
u
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Doing Learning 
Referencing 
Collaboration 
District 
Staff
School-level 
Planning  
Partners 
External 
Assistance 
 
groups to understand and articulate pro utions. External expertise (CSR 
technical assistance providers, vendors, and central office program staff) was then used to 
address specifically identified needs. 
 With the increasing demands on school staff, the rapid rise of technology-oriented 
support strategies is rapidly becoming the focus of many technical assistance providers.  
Schools simply do not have the resources of time, travel funds and substitute staffing to 
rely on traditional training and human support systems.  
 The design of a support system results in a set of strategies that will provide 
practical approaches to increase per he support system should give 
ongoing assistance to the staff as they do their job (see Exhibit 21).  Learning strategies 
should complem
availab e 
team works interd
 
 Exhibit 21:  Model of Si
 
 
blems and sol
formance.  Ideally, t
ent the goals and team plans.  Effective ways of working should be 
le for reference.  Finally, the support processes should foster collaboration as th
ependently toward goals.   
te-level System of Support 
 
 
 
 
 Implications 
 The information gleaned through this study appears to have many implications for 
practice.  This section presents two audiences for which the findings have particular 
relevance.  The first group includes public school districts that are in the midst of NCLB 
policy, planning and program implementation in high poverty schools.  The second group 
includes practitioners who are responsible for developing training programs for 
administrators.  These implications will be discussed in the section. 
District-level Staff 
Planners 
 The findings and conclusions of this study have primary relevance for 
school districts that have embarked on a multi-site (decentralized) approach to 
school improvement or are considering a similar approach to education refor
Such districts could use this information to gather data from their own educational 
support staff and central office administrators, principals, and teachers to ass
the extent to which these important practices are being used to support policy, 
planning, and program implementation in districts.  This information could then 
serve as a basis for the d
m.  
ess 
istrict planners to examine and develop new roles and 
nt 
s 
new testing requirements on states and sets demanding accountability standards 
planning processes to address capacity in their district. 
 The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 promises to have a significa
impact on assessment and instructional practices to include training for campus 
planning teams, needs assessment, and aligned staff development. NCLB impose
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 for schools, districts, and states with measurable yearly progress objectives for all 
students.   
  
Superintendents 
 The superintendent and those who participate in district planning are 
responsible for an overall coherent strategy for deployment of personnel and the
utilization of resources that will accomplish organizational goals.  In addition to 
strategies for instruction, districts must take into consideration staffing 
configurations, contracts, hiring timelines, community relations, and many other 
 
ore structures comprising school services.   
e of the greatest challenges to superintendents and district 
 
s, 
, the task of simplifying the improvement process often rests on the 
e 
 the 
c
 Thus, on
planning teams is to adopt simplistic solutions instead of simple and effective 
strategies.  The great scientist, Albert Einstein, was noted as saying “every
process should be as simple as possible, but not simpler!”  Simplistic solution
while easy to accomplish, actually foster complexity and chaos in schools.  
Conversely
utilization for approaches that have widespread support of research and effectiv
practice. 
 Superintendents must be politically astute and skilled at sustaining a 
coherent strategy for reform in pursuing a range of specific school-based 
improvements while tending to a number of competing local priorities.  Kilgore 
(2005) points out that superintendents must find the proper balance between
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 efficiencies and idiocies of standardization and its’ impact on capacity building 
school reform implementa
in 
tion.   
o 
 the 
n 
en or 
.   
 The results of this study suggest important information for the 
superintendents and the senior staff in setting up conditions within the district t
implement coherent school-improvement strategies.  Particularly important is
articulation of an overall strategic direction for the district.  This strategic pla
should not be one that dictates what schools should improve (e.g., event driv
an over reliance on processes); instead, the plan should identify how school 
improvement will happen, for what purpose, and with what structural changes
 
School Boards 
 The No Child Left Behind Act requires that if a school district accepts an
uses “Title I” federal funds, it must meet several new requirem
d 
ents of the 
ask, 
 on 
le 
 are 
varied and wide, as starting points included are:  discipline, facilities, homeless 
students, LEP (Limited English Proficient Students), Paraprofessional and 
legislation.  The results of this study also suggest that school boards must be 
knowledgeable with the basic framework of NCLB and local implementation 
efforts.     
 Deciphering which policies may be affected will be a challenging t
complicated by the fact that not all districts will be equally affected depending
which federal funds they receive and/or the federal programs they may be eligib
for.  While the NCLB policy implications for school boards and districts
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 Teacher Qualifications, student records, special education students, and school 
prov
olicies formulated for supportive 
dmini
, 
 
 
im ement planning.   
 As with any major federal legislation impacting school districts, local 
school boards must address not only their legal responsibilities inherent in the 
law, but also recognize that implementing NCLB will require changes in the 
strategic building blocks of the district.  Some examples include vision and 
mission, the adoption of coherent goals, p
a strative practices, gap analysis, benchmarking, strategic programming and 
oversight with a focus to support the achievement of all students (K. Ballard
personal communication, March 31, 2005). School board members might begin
by examining principal and teacher transfer policies, recruitment and retention 
initiatives, curriculum design, and school improvement strategies to ensure 
districts are aligned with the federal requirements of NCLB. 
 Through a continuous process of collaboration among and between the 
board, superintendent, parents, teachers, and community, schools should be able
to reach the highest possible levels of staff and student performance.  Since school 
board members have extensive interaction with the community, it will be 
important for school board members to be able to communicate results of the 
NCLB policy implementation locally to patrons while seeking their support to 
build consensus and a community-wide commitment for improvement. 
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 Campus Planning Teams 
look at school-
la
with the educatio f the most 
relevant areas to er are related to team structures for mobilizing, managing 
linkin and 
communicating w
 Planning teams could also use this research to develop clear expectations 
ring an mpus 
improvement pla rt 
hievemen nts. 
 Effective planning requires the ability to organize processes and resources 
ns that co rve as a means 
of communicating high expectations for each part of the organization.  Campus 
plans set the stra  parents.  
The cam ds 
ssessment that focuses primarily on the identification of gaps in student learning 
els to 
, school 
 School staffs could use this research as a framework to 
improvement p nning and implementation practices that involve collaboration 
nal support services staff at the central office.   Some o
consid
resources, g staff development to campus improvement plan goals, 
ith key stakeholders.   
for monito d evaluating the level of implementation for their ca
n interventions.  The planning teams and educational suppo
staff at the central office should have a 
with ac
clearly articulated system for working 
t data that helps improve teaching and learning for all stude
into pla ordinate efforts to reach intended results.  Plans se
tegic direction for teachers, students, administrators, and
pus improvement planning process starts with a comprehensive nee
a
and in school services.  Plan implementation should be organized at three lev
provide effective coordination of activities and services:  district-level
services, and partnerships.   
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 Exhibit 22:  Campus Improvement Plan Components 
form Strategies Curriculum choices and instructional approaches that provide 
research and provide effective means of increasing student 
achievement.  They increase the amount and quality of learning 
 
Re
learning opportunities for all students.  They are based on 
time. 
 
Pr ession
Developm
individualized initiatives. 
of al 
ent 
In-service and other opportunities for teachers, principals, 
teaching assistants, pupil services personnel, and other staff 
members, as well as parents to acquire knowledge and skills.  
These may include whole school, special group, or 
 
Parent 
Inv
Opportunities for parents (guardians) to be an active part of and 
students to work together on academic and school related 
activities.  Opportunities for parents to play a constructive part 
in developing and implementing the school improvement plan. 
olvement supportive of the school.  Opportunities for parents and 
 
Tr si
Strategies to kindergarten or first grade, as well as assistance for students 
moving from elementary to middle, or junior high to high 
school. 
 
an tion Program and activities that provide assistance for preschoolers 
Teachers in 
Decision  
Making 
Opportunities for teachers to be included in the planning 
processes that address selection of program changes, 
instructional materials and especially student assessments. 
 
Safety Net Programs and activities designed to provide additional and 
timely interventions for all students not succeeding in their 
designated program. 
Source:  Adapted from:  Implementing School-wide Programs, An Idea Book on 
Planning.  U.S. Department of Education, 1998. 
Evidenced based education (Exhibit 13) is closely linked to the local 
f 
 used 
 
 
application of dynamic capabilities for campus planning teams in the 
identification and selection of strategies that have the greatest potential for 
effective implementation   Evidenced based education involves the integration o
professional wisdom with the best available empirical evidence in making 
decisions about how to deliver instruction.  Empirical data on performance is
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 to compare, evaluate and monitor progress.  Professional wisdom involves the 
judgment acquired through experience and consensus (Whitehurst, 2002).  Used 
 the framework for 
increasing dynamic capabilities affecting classroom practices and student 
outcomes. 
Without professional wisdom education practitioners are hindered from 
dapting to local circumstances or operating effectively in areas where empirical 
evidence is unavailable.  Without empirical evidence campus planning teams are 
effective at resolving competing interventions, avoiding fads and eliminating 
ersonal bias.  
 Exhibit 23:  Evidence-based Education 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Campus improvement planning requires collaboration with planning team 
embers and the central office staff for technical assistance to build capacity and 
rengthen sustainability.  The critical components of the campus improvement 
planning process are identified in Exhibit 24.  School plan monitoring occurs 
throughout the year at the school-and district-level for making adjustments.  
together, professional wisdom and empirical evidence form
 
a
in
p
 
 
 
m
st
Evidence-based 
Education 
Professional 
Wisdom 
Empirical 
Evidence 
Individual 
Experience 
Consensus Scientifically-
base Research 
Empirical 
Information 
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 Campus planning team processes must be rooted in accountability and data driven 
  
 
 
 
 
continuous improvement. 
Exhibit 24:  Campus Improvement Planning Process 
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Conti
 tudents?) 
 
 Technical Assistance (Research-based technical assistance; How can we extend/enhance what is working?) 
 Plan Addendum: Plan Updates, School Improvement Status; Corrective Action; Restructuring. 
 Document/Reward/Celebrate Successes! 
nuous Improvement 
External Evaluation / Consultation (What did we do? How do we organize to have an impact on our s
Student Proficiency (What did we get? School and District patterns) 
Monitoring
Central Offic
 Monito
-  Identify progress; plan assistance 
 
  
e 
r progress in feeder patterns 
Assist sites with monitoring 
Coordinate district-level initiatives
- Utilize monitoring data to adjust 
Site  
 Ongoing Action Team monitoring  
 Campus Planning Team  
- Quarterly: review levels of proficiency, 
implementation, technical assistance 
- Focus: Student work, embedded assessments 
 
Systems of Support  
Central
 
-    SEA programs, grants, regulations  
 Office 
Implementation plan for Support Services 
-    USDE programs, grants, regulations 
-    District Aims and initiatives 
-    Coordinated professional development  
Site Technical Assistance 
 Develop strategic partnerships  
- Focus: strengthen strategy implementation 
- Mus
- Mus
- SEA, Contracts, Supplemental Services. 
t align to needs in site plan 
t demonstrate increased capacity 
 
Site I
 
 Site ass
 Action t
 Adjust or amend implementation plan as needed   
 
mplementation 
Campus Planning Team (facilitates needs assessment, implementation plan, monitoring) 
essment strategy (Focus: Large-scale, Standards benchmarks, Embedded assessments) 
eams (review student work, share successful activities, assess level implementation) 
Celebrate success! 
Implementation Plan 
 
 Link current data to decisions (Rational for strategies) 
 
 
 
Needs
 
 
 
 Assessment 
Strategy Implementation (What did we do? How do we organize to have an impact on our students?) 
Student Proficiency (What did we get?) 
Technical Assistance (How are we supporting and strengthening our design?) 
Address content areas (NCLB unifying goals and related objectives) 
Research-based strategies (Building and classroom implementation?) 
Alignment: Results—Strategy—Activities—Resources  (Specific and measurable) 
Peer Review Process (Ensure quality, share strategies, align professional development, maximize resources) 
  
 NCLB requires regular assessments to mark progress and identify stu
weaknesses in core academic subjects.  These assessment results
dent 
 must be reported 
ps 
achers understand the 
porta  then 
 at all 
in the aggregate as well as disaggregated (separated) by individual student grou
(socio-economic variables or disability status, gender, race and ethnicity).  
Campus planning teams should use assessment information to help teachers 
inform classroom decisions and provide the best possible instruction for student 
learning so that all students succeed.  Effective te
im nce of discerning which students are learning and which are not, and
modifying instruction to meet the individual learning needs of students. 
 While testing is an important part of measuring progress, the results of this 
study affirms the importance of using data from test results by practitioners
levels to drive instruction.  Campus planning team members and instructional 
leaders must seek opportunities to use data from assessments as a tool for 
monitoring and modifying instructional strategies to assist teachers in identifying 
weaknesses to improve the quality of instruction.  
 
Staff Development 
 The next implication relates to those who are responsible for developing 
and implementing teaching and learning training interventions in the district.  In 
order to support school-based improvement it is very important to first provide 
aining to the role of various groups within the district that would enable 
practitioners to successfully implement programs and interventions that 
tr
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 strengthen the dynamic capabilities of a school.  These role groups should include 
he 
re 
ssist 
training a 
ent 
pport implementing new practices. 
s 
rd of 
; (3) 
th 
ers 
re skilled as consumers of research information and at using 
 Reform 
new teachers and administrators, principals, educational support staff at t
central office, and school board members, as well as teachers.   
 It is also important to work with administrators to ensure that there a
adequate personnel at each school who have the competencies to guide and a
the school through the school-improvement process.  This may include 
cadre of instructional facilitators, principal peer mentors, or school–improvem
coaches to su
 Due to the fact that educators have not always made wise decision
regarding the content and format of staff development, the NCLB legislation 
requires that only those strategies and methods proven effective by the standa
evidenced based research should be included in school reform programs.  
Furthermore, NCLB specifically defines scientific, research-based programs (or 
empirical evidence) as: (1) grounded in theory; (2) evaluated by third parties
published in peer-reviewed journals; (4) sustainable; (5) replicable in schools wi
diverse settings; and (6) able to demonstrate evidence of effectiveness (U.S. 
Department of Education, 2002).  Consequently, staff development practition
must become mo
research tools such as the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), a 
clearinghouse which provides information and the Comprehensive School
Clearinghouse on education related topics.   
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 Unions 
 As a result of NCLB, public schools face increased scrutiny and 
accoun
ationships in the past have often been 
 
B.  Some 
xamples found in this research study included combative deliberations and the 
placement of teachers in positions based on seniority rather than on teaching 
qualifications.   
e 
tability as all students are expected to demonstrate proficiency on state 
tests while teachers are required to take teacher test to qualify for teaching 
positions and principals are held individually accountable for their schools’ 
performance.  Contract constraints on hiring, firing, transfers, salaries, 
performance evaluation, and other issues are set by the collective bargaining 
agreement.   
 Labor and management rel
adversarial with interests at competing ends of the spectrum.  As such, too often
the outcomes of negotiated agreements are impeded by a lack of flexibility.  
Although negotiated agreements have brought contract provisions that provide 
much needed professional gains for teachers, such as higher wages and benefits, 
protections against administrative abuse and discrimination, they have been 
particularly challenging for urban districts seeking to implement NCL
e
 No Child Left Behind requires improved performance from public schools 
and mandates consequences for schools officially designated for “school 
improvement” which can potentially create challenges between the letter of th
law and the letter of the local contract.    NCLB has forced labor and management 
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 representatives to work closer together and find common ground for the mutual 
benefit of all concerned.   
The negotiated agreement is not a “one way deal” with winners and losers
the agreement is intended to spell out both labor and management responsibilities 
to each entity.  Although the local American Federation of Teachers Preside
hasn’t been particularly supportive of NCLB because of perceived shortfalls in 
funding, he spoke candidly about the added benefit of co
, 
nt 
mpelling all parties to 
nal 
w 
State Departments of Education 
n training sessions and yearly in-service for 
, 
ed 
work collaboratively with an emphasis on student achievement (E. Allen, perso
communication, April 11, 2005). 
 If No Child Left Behind is to succeed as a national education reform in 
urban, rural and suburban districts alike, then the adversarial relationship of the 
past among union leaders, teachers and administrators must be based on a ne
social framework that focuses on mutual effort, respect, and teamwork to affirm 
the labor—management relationship in earnestly addressing negotiated teaching 
and learning practices that positively impacts student achievement.   
 
 Many states conduct orientatio
new superintendents, central office educational support services staff, principals
and school board members.  As such, this research could be used to acquaint 
decision makers with newly validated practices designed to support school-bas
improvements and national education policy implementation.  State agencies 
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 could also use this information as a platform for dialogue to improve competen
requirements and certification criteria for school administrators. 
cy 
 
nse 
s designated for improvement; nor have they re-aligned 
 of federal resources in any significant difference from the 
practices of the past.  Using the patterns of dynamic capabilities as a gauge, 
schools designated for improvement have a wide variety of unique needs that can 
 
icts 
 the school year to be used effectively for instructional purposes.  High-
stak
accoun ts 
 More specifically, this research study assumes that huge gains in student 
performance can be made with a coordinated strategy between state agencies and 
local schools. However, there is not a “one size fits all” model of technical 
assistance that is needed as evident in the findings of this study with the patterns 
of dynamic capabilities discussed earlier in this study.   
 NCLB brings major changes in two ways.  First, the agenda for school 
improvement has been intensified with greater regulatory control over school 
accountability processes.  Second, the center of influence appears to have shifted
from the local level.  State agencies, districts, and schools are now under imme
pressure to respond to federal mandates.  However, state agencies have not 
necessarily restructured or organized themselves to manage the increased demand 
for services from school
the distribution
not be addressed effectively through desk top monitoring, video conferencing, and
infrequent technical assistance visits. 
 The researcher found that State assessment data comes back to distr
too late in
es accountability systems should be modified with the idea of distributing 
tability throughout the system.  If more resources were directed to distric
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 to help 
student
 e 
promis g 
educati  equity 
with cl
and min s 
sufficie
be m
Third, s
the ove
every l ortunities 
for con prove 
teachin
 
Suggestions for Further Research 
 
to incre
plannin on in urban districts with high poverty 
sch
1. fied 
planning teams.  However, scholars and practitioners would benefit from 
provide ongoing, student-level diagnostic and formative assessments, 
s could receive the extra help they need before they fall further behind. 
Nonetheless, under each State’s single system of accountability there ar
ing features of NCLB that can serve to address common challenges facin
onal practitioners at the local and state level.  First, the problems of
ear provisions for careful scrutiny of student achievement for low income 
ority children.  As such, school-wide averages are no longer acceptable a
nt evidence of successful performance.  Second, educational leaders must 
ore attentive to the recruiting and retention challenges for qualified teachers.  
chool improvement can no longer be random acts that are not aligned to 
rarching improvement aims and goals of the district.  School leaders at 
evel must redefine school improvement processes as ongoing opp
tinuous improvement of current conditions and as actions plans to im
g and learning.  
 
The results of this study suggest other research which could be conducted 
ase the understanding of dynamic capabilities in education policy, 
g and program implementati
ools. 
This study was designed as an qualitative exploratory study and identi
implications for changes in school, district, and state level practices for 
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 similar knowledge gleaned from a wider variety of schools and districts.  
A large-scale study could be conducted across multiple types of districts 
that might include rural, suburban and huge urban districts in different
parts of the nation.  The purpose of the study could be used to measure 
statistically, the growth in dynamic capabilities and the impact of 
education policy, program implementation and supportive administrative 
practices.  Contrasting populations might include districts designate
improvement under NCLB, charter schools, an
 
d for 
d/or incorporated schools. 
2. Given the reauthorization of NCLB, the issue of dynamic capabilities will 
continue to increase in importance for campus level planning teams.  In 
the current study, the researcher found that district and state planners made 
little distinction between schools with high versus low dynamic 
capabilities.  This lack of distinction could produce inefficiencies in 
funding expenditures and focus toward policy implementation.  Future 
studies should gather more specific information that would distinguish 
variables between low dynamic capabilities and low performing schools, 
but particularly the impact of education policy instruments in urban 
schools.  These studies would result in finding key practices to determine 
the most effective design of technical assistance, support services and 
education policy sanctions. 
3. The current study builds on previous research indicating that central office 
staff plays a key role in successful policy implementation and school 
improvement processes.  Additional studies should focus on the specific 
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 roles within the central office.  This study could examine the central office 
administrator’s responsibility for such roles as curriculum and instruction, 
ponent of this study could 
t. 
f different policy instruments. 
financial services, instructional technology, and special education, to 
determine the impact of their role in supporting the implementation of 
national education policy reform.  One com
document changes as a result of implementing school-based improvemen
Another component could compare the impact of each role and the 
consequences o
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ampus Planning Team 
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  Needs Assessme  Data 
 
Core Academic Program 
Instructions: Write the Campus ac nual API or Perc age in th  be or each academic year, c are the 
State baseline (shaded cells).   
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Trend              
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Trend              
Students 
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Local Performance Measures 
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School 
Trend              
Graduation  
(Secondary) 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 
School 
Trend              
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CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN                 2005-2006  
NCLB GOAL 1: To strengthen the school’s core academic program [Reading & Mathematics] so that by 2013-2014 all students (in aggregate 
and for each subgroup) will demonstrate academic skills at the “proficient” level or above on the State’s assessment and be engaged in high 
quality teaching and learning. 
District AIM 1: Learning Focus 
Goal 1: Adhere to consistent, rigorous, relevant academic PASS standards. 
Goal 2: Provide extended, research-based learning opportunities to meet student needs for skills mastery. 
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ampus Planning Template C
1.  Reading  
Relationship of Data to Goals: Selection of goals must be based upon an identified instructional need and must be corroborated by data.  Discuss how the selected strategies 
will a) close any disparities between noted student groups, and b) increase the number and percentage of students who will score at or above the “proficient” level by academic 
year 2013-2014. 
Current data indicates… 
 
Learning Community (Feeder Pattern) Goal: 
 
Rationale for Strategies: Effective strategies are matched to the needs of learners.  In this section, discuss a) why the students are performing at the current levels on 
assessments, and b) how the selected strategies are matched to the current instructional needs and represent scientifically based teaching practices. 
Scientific research indicates… 
 
Results Intervention Strategy Activities   Resources 
School 
Goal Measure      Frequency Documentation
 
Current Data 
__ # Proficient 
__ % Proficient 
 
 Annual Target 
__ # Proficient 
__ % Proficient 
 
a.  
 
 
 
 
a.1.  
 
a.2  
 
 
 
   
  
b. 
 
b.1  
 
b.2  
   
The following areas should be included in the “Strategy” column:  Transitions   Student Engagement 
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN                 2005-2006  
NCLB GOAL 1: To strengthen the school’s core academic program [Reading & Mathematics] so that by 2013-2014 all students (in aggregate 
and for each subgroup) will demonstrate academic skills at the “proficient” level or above on the State’s assessment and be engaged in high 
quality teaching and learning. 
District AIM 1: Learning Focus 
Goal 1: Adhere to consistent, rigorous, relevant academic PASS standards. 
Goal 2: Provide extended, research-based learning opportunities to meet student needs for skills mastery. 
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2.  Mathematics  
Relationship of Data to Goals: Selection of goals must be based upon an identified instructional need and must be corroborated by data.  Discuss how the selected strategies 
will a) close any disparities between noted student groups, and b) increase the number and percentage of students who will score at or above the “proficient” level by academic 
year 2013-2014. 
Current data indicates… 
 
Learning Community (Feeder Pattern) Goal: 
 
Rationale for Strategies: Effective strategies are matched to the needs of learners.  In this section, discuss a) why the students are performing at the current levels on 
assessments, and b) how the selected strategies are matched to the current instructional needs and represent scientifically based teaching practices. 
Scientific research indicates… 
 
Results Intervention Strategy Activities   Resources 
School 
Goal     Measure Frequency Documentation 
 
 
 
 
   Current Data 
__ # Proficient 
__ % Proficient 
 
 Annual Target 
__ # Proficient 
__ % Proficient 
a.  
 
 
 
a.1.  
 
a.2  
 
 
  
b. 
 
b.1  
 
b.2  
   
The following areas should be included in the “Strategy” column:  Transitions   Student Engagement 
 
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN                 2005-2006  
NCLB GOAL 6: To extend academic success by maintaining safe, healthy and engaging learning environments. 
District AIM 5: Safe and Nurturing Learning Environment 
Goal 1 Provide safe, secure, inviting, orderly and well-maintained facilities. 
Goal 2 Expect and reinforce appropriate/positive behavior of employees and students. 
District AIM 1: Learning Focus 
Goal 3 Create and sustain and environment embracing diversity that fosters leadership and accountability for all employees and students. 
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3.  Student Engagement  
Relationship of Data to Goals: Selection of goals must be based upon an identified instructional need and must be corroborated by data.  Discuss how the selected 
strategies will a) close any disparities between noted student groups, and b) increase the number and percentage of students who will score at or above the “proficient” level 
by academic year 2013-2014. 
Current data indicates… 
 
Learning Community (Feeder Pattern) Goal: 
 
Rationale for Strategies: Effective strategies are matched to the needs of learners.  In this section, discuss a) why the students are performing at the current levels on 
assessments, and b) how the selected strategies are matched to the current instructional needs and represent scientifically based teaching practices. 
Scientific research indicates… 
 
Results Intervention Strategy Activities   Resources 
School 
Goal Measure   Frequency Documentation  
 
Current Data a.  a.1.    
__ # Proficient  
 
 
__ % Pr
 
oficient 
 An t 
__ # Proficient 
__ % Proficient 
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nual Targe
 
  
b. 
  
b.2  
   b.1  
 
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN                 2005-2006  
NCLB GOAL 4: To align staff capacities, school processes, and professional development activities to implement effective methods and 
instructional practices that are supported by scientifically based research. 
District AIM 1: Learning Focus 
Goal 2 Provide extended, research-based learning opportunities to meet student needs for skills mastery. 
District AIM 3: Organizational Health 
Goal 2 Create and sustain and organizational culture embracing collaboration and cooperation. 
Goal 3 Create and sustain and environment that fosters leadership at all levels. 
oal 4 Create and sustain high expectations for all employees and students. 
GOAL 5 CREATE AND SUSTAIN AND ENVIRONMENT THAT RECOGNIZES THE NEEDS OF ALL EMPLOYEES AND STUDENTS. 
G
G
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ment 
G
District AIM 4: Effective Workforce 
oal 1 Recruit and retain a highly effective and competent workforce. 
oal 2 Value continuous improvement and celebrate successes. 
4. Professional Develop
Relationship of Data to Goals: Selection of goals must be based upon an identified instructional need and must be corroborated by data.  Discuss how the selected strategies will a) 
specifically address any disparities between noted student groups, and b) significantly increase the number of students who will score at or above the “proficient” level by academic year 2013-
2014. 
Current data indicates… 
Learning Community (Feeder Pattern) Goal: 
Rationale for Strategies: Effective professional development supports implementation of effective strategies for teaching and learning.  In this section, discuss a) current level of strategy 
implement  b) how the selecte evelopment design is matched to t structional needs and represents sci ntifically based teachi g practices. ation, and d professional d he current in e n
Staff Development for Research Based Strategies include… 
Results Research-based Activities   Resources 
School 
Goal StrategyMeasure  Staff Development / Technical Assistance Frequency Documentation  
 
Current Data 
 
 
 
Annual Target 
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selected strategies will support increased involvement, based upon effective practices. 
Scientific research indicate
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CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN            2005-2006  
 
 
Glossary 
Tim
An annual tim y planning activities is provided for informational purposes.  
Pla
asses
 
Campus Planning Team 
Me
Imp l-
wid
epr
 or other programs as appropriate.  A high-quality 
mpus Improvement Plan.  These action teams could address 
ent Transitions, Parental 
ided by
port. 
. District Statistical Prof
ttach a copy of the report available th
eline 
eline of ke
nning teams should be aware of due dates for planning, funding allocations, and 
sments. 
mbers of the school Instructional Leadership Team must sign the Campus 
rovement Plan.  This team serves as the facilitating and coordinating team for schoo
e initiatives.  Thus, the team should be composed of instructional leaders who 
esent programs adopted by the school, such as Title I, Comprehensive School r
Reform, MAPS for Kids, GEAR UP
plan empowers staff for action and leadership at all levels. 
Many schools then organize Action Teams to help gather data and provide input into 
specific sections of the Ca
topics in the plan such as Reading, Mathematics, Stud
Involvement, or Student Engagement.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Needs Assessment: 
1. Core Academic Program
Write the scores from annual api calcu
2. Local Performance Mea
Write the school trend data, provided b
3. Oklahoma School Acco
Attach a copy of the report prov
re
4
A
 
Campus 
Improvement Plan 
• Provid
plan 
• Sets a
• Identi
• Imple
• MonitInstructional Leadership Team
• Facilitates Campus Planning Process 
• Addresses school-wide needs 
• Coordinates Technical Assistance 
• Plans for school-wide programs such as 
Title I, MAPS, technology, etc. 
• Signs Campus Improvement PlanAction Team 
• Provides input for specific area of 
plan 
• Sets annual growth targets 
• Identifies effective strategies 
• Implements Action Plan 
• Monitors Results Quarterly 
Action Team 
• Provides input for specific area of 
plan 
• Sets annual growth targets 
• Identifies effective strategies 
• Implements Action Plan Action Team 
es input for specific area of 
nnual growth targets 
fies effective strategies 
ments Action Plan 
ors Results Quarterly 156
 the State Department of Education.  Include the summary report and the disaggregated data 
ile Summary 
rough the District’s PRE Department. 
Trend Data 
 
lations in the appropriate column for each year. 
sures 
y the State Department of Education, in the appropriate column for each year. 
untability Report 
• Monitors Results Quarterly 
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Needs Assessment: School Program 
The Executive Directors for Student Performance will lead the tasks for assisting 
principals in the completion of the Needs Assessment activities for their respective 
feeder pattern.  Include a summary of these activities in the campus plan.  The needs 
assessment should:  
a. Identify gaps in student learning and gaps in levels of proficiency between student 
The
availa  
data u  
 
School A o
Briefly d u  Inventory 
data and e ssessment process.  
 
Content and Instruction 
Summa  the areas of 
academ
 
 Strategies f oups) 
After review  based 
upon disaggregated data.  What are the needs of the subgroups?  What strategies are 
included y
?  
 your needs assessment, identify the priorities for professional development.  
 
 
Ext a
How ways that will promote significant staff 
dev p
strateg  the technical assistance (CSR 
pro e
expected outcomes. 
 
 
 
 
groups,  
b. Staff development needs that will aid teachers in addressing the student learning 
gaps. 
 school planning team will review the campus improvement plan and additional 
ble data. Answer the following questions, providing a complete discussion of
d t plan changes.se  to make decisions about school improvemen
cc untability Designation 
isc ss your school’s current API and AYP data, Organizational Health
oth r relevant large-scale assessment gathered in the needs a
Improvement of Academic 
rize the major changes needed related to school improvement in
ic content and instructional strategies. 
or Closing Achievement Gaps (Student Subgr
ing your needs assessment information, discuss the needs of students
in our plan to address these needs?  What are your goals for proficiency for 
each group
 
eacher Support System T
Based on
Discuss how ongoing support strategies will be used to implement effective methods and
practices.  Include reference to your Campus Plan strategies (for example: peer to peer, 
electronic support system, expertise model), who will provide the strategy (instructional 
faci atlit ors, CSR model, teachers, etc.) and the frequency of contact. 
ern l Expertise and Technical Assistance 
will external expertise be utilized in 
elo ment, organizational change, and professional support for improvement 
ies?  In your discussion, include who will provide
vid r, contracted vendor, online learning, etc.); what are the approach and the 
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Revised Resources 
Use the School Budget template and the staffing request to submit resource revisions. 
assessment and campus improvement plan.  Sufficient resources should be allocated to 
m
 
Parental Involvement 
The Executive Directors for Student Performance will provide needs assessment 
activities for parental involvement.  Include a summary of these activities in the campus 
arents for continuous improvement 
• Provide regular feedback related to student mastery of standards 
•   Par
• gr
 
b. How will we equip pa ort 
Pro ing
• ccommodations for languag
•  w
• new
education 
• Train parents (example: Parent Exp ent Achievement [PESA]) 
 
Campus mplate 
 
1. Goals 
The key ele vant 
goals have
efforts with district and national goals.    
he No Child Left Behind Act (2001) that must be 
addressed in Campus Plans. 
 
d. .  
Please ensure that budget requests align to the priorities identified in your needs 
ake significant improvement in levels of student proficiency. 
plan.  This section should address the following two areas. 
a. How will you involve parents in the campus improvement planning process? 
The new legislation called No Child Left Behind requires schools to involve 
parents in the development and review of the Title I program.   
• Include a parent on the Title I planning team 
• Request input from p
Teacher Qualification Notices: ents Right to Know 
Include parents in the annual pro am review 
their child’s rents to supp
vide parents expectations for learn
Make a
learning? 
 in a user-friendly format 
e barriers 
Teachers communicate regularly
Ensure parents understand their 
ith home 
 role in NCLB as consumers of 
ectation Stud
 Planning Te
ment of a high-quality plan is the development of effective goals.  Rele
 been placed in the planning template to demonstrate the alignment of school 
a. NCLB Goals: Overarching goals of t
b. District AIMs: Goals adopted by the Board of Education for alignment of plans at the
district, school, and classroom level. 
rning Community (Feeder Pattern) Goal: Goals developed from the unique needs c. Lea
of students and staff within specific feeder patterns. 
School Goal: A school-level goal related to each area of the Campus Improvement Plan
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Examples: 
se the percentage of students who demonstrate proficiency in Reading. 
2. Mat
2. Intervention Strategies and Activities 
ach school has a unique population of students and a unique set of teachers that 
. 
 
Intervention Strategies Activities 
1. Reading: To increa
hematics: To increase the percentage of students who demonstrate proficiency in Mathematics. 
 
E
will provide teaching and learning opportunities.  Teams select strategies that 
match the needs of students.  These strategies are research-based, and will 
significantly increase the number of students who will become proficient in 
mastering high standards
An “approach” or research-based method. “Scheduled events or sequence of events.” 
Increased cognitive level in lessons. Thinking maps, nonlinguistic 
representations, similarities and 
differences. 
Increased time for practicing fluent 
reading. 
After school program; book buddies, 
before-school book talks, parent 
reading program. 
Students taking increased ownership Quality tools, cooperative learning, 
and self-guided learning.  100 facts charting, generating and 
conferences. 
testing hypotheses, student-led 
Increase school-to-home 
communications. 
standards by grade-level, in 
School newsletter, parent 
conferences, provide parents 
user 
s. friendly term
 
Activities are the events, or sequence of events, scheduled during the year to 
implement the corresponding strategy.   
 
3. Measures for Results and Processes 
 
Results Measures:  The measure of progress toward reaching goals.  Teams should list the 
current data (including date) for each goal.  Then a reasonable annual target should be identified.   
Examples: 
Student Mathematics: Current data—17% of student are proficient or above.  Annual 
Target—25% of the students will be proficient this year. 
 
Professional Development: Current data—25% of the Instructional Staff are 
implementing at least six “Quality Tools” in weekly lessons.  Annual Target—80% of the 
Instructional Staff will be trained and implement the six basic “Quality Tools” in weekly 
lessons. 
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Process Measures: The measure of A  Teams should identify 
documentation methods for tracking com
completion of events 
Examples: 
ght 
inking Maps Workshop”, the 
heet. 
 
4. Frequency 
eriod.  For 
example, total number of instructional minutes per week or specific number of parent conferences 
to occur ally. 
 
Resources are the people, materials, and programs who are responsible for conducting the 
uld list various 
programs. Following the program title should be a descriptor of the program such as student 
enrollm ges covered, or some other meaningful information.   
Below are listed various types of programs that might be included. Following each program is a 
Federal/State programs: Targeted Title I, Indian education, Title II, Bilingual assistants, Special Education 
 and Okalahoma SDE. 
Volunteers: PTA/PTO, Community tutors/mentors. 
 Reading First, Comprehensive School Reform, Technology Grant. 
 library, Textbook series (grades in use). 
Assessment programs: Benchmark assessments, Diagnostic assessment, Psychometric staff. 
ctivity completion. 
pletion of activities.  Documentation measures 
Student Mathematics: For the Activity of “student-led conferences”, the teachers mi
document academic progress using student portfolios and conference notes. 
 
Professional Development: For the Activity of “Th
documentation for staff development would be the event sign-in s
 
Frequency is reflected as the amount of time or number of activities in a given p
 per semester or annu
 
5. Resources 
activities detailed within the Campus Plan.  These programs should match the items listed in the 
“Resources” column on the planning form.  The first column in the table sho
ent, number of volunteers, grade ran
descriptor: 
teachers, Instructional Facilitators,
Partnerships: District or State demonstration site, Research study site, Business partnership. 
Grants:
Specialized Materials: Computer-based learning system, Leveled books
 160
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 R rces 
 
National Research Council (2003) E g S ls: fostering high school students’ 
motivation to learn. a
http://www.nap.edu/books/0309084350/htm
Web
ngagin
C
esou
choo
 W shington, D : Author. 
l/
U.S. Department of Education 
http://www.ed.gov
No Child Left Behind.  Washington, DC:  
Oklahoma State Departm tp:/ w.s te.ok.usent of Education.  ht /ww de.sta
Help for Schools School Im ation:  
http://www.helpf
prove
orscho
m
ols.com
ent Knowledgebase Inform
What Works Clearinghouse to Review NC
http://www.w-w-c.org
The Education Trust provides inform
mathematics education:  
LB Researched Based Strategies.  
ation and documentation about what works in 
http://www.edtrust.org
Eisenhower National Clearinghouse is a search
research on ef nal practices:  http://www.enc.org
able web-site that contains current 
fective math and science educatio
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NCLB GOAL 1: To strengthen the school’s core academic program [Reading & Mathematics] so that by 2013-2014 all students ( nd for each 
subgroup) will demonstrate academic skills at the “proficient” level or above on the State’s assessment and be engaged in high qu  and learning. 
District AIM 1: Learning Focus 
Goal 1: Adhere to consistent, rigorous, relevant academic PASS standards. 
Goal 2: Provide extended, research-based lear  meet student needs for skills mastery. 
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EXAMPLE: Reading 
   
in aggr
ality te
 
egate a
aching
ning opportunities to
Relationship of Data to Goals: Selecti  based upon an identified instructional need and must be corroborated by data.  Discuss how egies will a) close on of goals must be the selected strat
any disparities between noted student group he number and percentage of students who will score at or above the “proficient” level by aca -2014. s, and b) increase t demic year 2013
Current data indicat se  tests revealed that only 16% of the students were reading fluently at their respective grade lev viewed the 
reading series and les  ye ontent to the research-based content listed in the National Reading Panel findings.  The teac ency” as an area 
of the curriculum that the ssessments will be administered on a quarterly basis to track progress. 
es… The needs as ssment benchmark
son plans from last ar, comparing the c
needed to be streng ned.  Benchmark a
els.  Te
hers iden
achers re
tified “flu
Rationale for Strat rate o the needs of learners.  In this section, discuss a) why the students are performing at the current lev essments, and b) egies: Effective st gies are matched t els on ass
how the selected strat to t nal needs and represent scientifically based teaching practices. egies are matched he current instructio
Scientific research i tio NRP] (2002) cites fluency as a “gateway” skill that leads from basic word skill instruction to advanced ension skills.  
Students that do not re t often limited in their progress in understanding text passages (Adams, 2001).  These students focus o ing words so much 
that they lose part or e ies in the NRP indicate that classroom instruction in word skills should be combined with repeated pra eading at an 
independent level.  St ks vel to quickly identify books that are appropriate reading material (not too hard, not too easy). 
ndicates… The Na nal Reading Panel [
ad independently a a sufficient rate are 
all of the sentence m aning.  Several stud
udents can use boo  that are coded by le
 compreh
n decod
ctice of r
Results nInterve tion Strategy Activities   Resources 
School Goal M  Frequency Documentation  easure  
To increase 
the 
percentage of 
students who 
demonstrate 
proficiency in 
Reading. 
 
C
D
 
16
Pr
 
 A
Ta
 
22
Pr
 
ct a.1. Provide at least 20 minutes of class instruction time 
per day related to improving word skills. 
 
a.2 Provide at least four (4)  20 minute reading 
activities per week to support fluency in word skills. 
100 minutes 
per week. 
 
80 minutes 
per week 
Lesson Plans 
 
 
Lesson Plans 
Classroom 
Instruction 
 
Classroom 
Instruction 
urrent 
ata 
 % 
oficient 
nnual 
rget 
 % 
oficient 
a. Dire instruction for 
word skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
C
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NDNO CHILD LEFT BEHI  
School Name (add) 
Campus Plan Addendum: 
School Improvement 
200 04-2 05 
 
 
 
 
 
TITLE I DEPART G COMMITTEE 
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN ADDENDUM 
Designated Status: “School Improvement” 
Summary: Campus Improvement Plan Addendum 
Inst lerate and enhance the current school 
impr  campus improvement plan. Check 
each riate on the campus improvement plan. Then indicate 
whe
 
A
S
MENT: SCHOOL PLANNIN
2004-2005  
 
 
ructions: The purpose of the Plan Addendum funding is to acce
ew the Title Iovement efforts. The school planning team will revi
item as it is reviewed.  Make revisions as approp 
ther each item contained no change or was revised with an addendum. 
rea No-change Addendum 
pecific Needs Identified (Needs Assessment)1   
 Core Academic: Reading   
 Core Academic: Mathematics   
 Student engagement   
 Transitions   
 Parent inv olvement   
 Instruction al methods   
 High-quality staff    
A m ressed (Strategies and interventions)cade ic Issues add 2   
 Core Acad emic: Reading   
 C ca ore A demic: Mathematics   
 Student e ngagement   
 Transitions    
 Parent involvem ent   
 Instructional me thods   
 High-quality staff    
S ic  and Target Goals)pecif  Measurable Objectives(Current Status 3   
 Core Academic: Reading   
 Core Academic: Mathematics   
 Student engagement   
 Transitions   
 Parent involvement   
 Instructional methods   
Budget and Resources   
 High-quality staff   
 Staff Development (10% +)   
 Staffing Plan   
 Instructional Program   
 Technical Assistance   
1Incl t gaps, program gap, conclusions 
2Incl ss; researched based strategies and interventions 
3Includes clear objective, current status and identified benchmark assessments 
udes studen
udes evidence of basis of effectivene
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TITLE I DEPARTMENT:  
SCHOOL PLANNING COMMITTEE 
ROVAL SIGNATURES 
e 
committee’s su ities, affing e schoo pu rovement 
Adden ber lis ow s icip  the ool an  needs, in 
provid ise for plan de ent,  support g the implem ion proc nd approve 
the all n of resources. 
 
Instru s: Print each c ittee m er’s full name and obtain signatures. 
 
1. EACHER 
2004-2005  
 
APP
 
 
School:  __________________________________ 
Designated Status: School Improvement 
 
Note: This form is required by all Title I schools.  The purpose of this form is to demonstrate th
pport of strategies, activ
dum.  Each mem
and st
hould part
 for th
ate in
l Title I Cam
review of sch
s Imp
d studentted bel
ing expert velopm  and in in entat ess, a
ocatio
ction omm emb
T
2. TEACHER 
3. TEACHER 
4. TEACHER 
5. PARENT 
6. T1 STUDEN
7. TAFF SUPPORT S
8. E 2 EXTERNAL XPERT 
9. INSTRUCTIONAL FACILITATOR2 
10. SU ERE TIONAL DUCA P  SPORT V  ICES 1 
11. VICE PROVIDER SER 1 
 
 
 
_____________________________ Date ____________ 
 
1 Optio  
2 Requ   
 
Signature of Principal __________________________________ Date ____________ 
 
 
Executive Director _______
nal
ired (if assigned to School) 
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ey Questions 
ement plan and additional available 
ons 
 
rocess.  
enta tif hool Improvement for the following reasons: 
Student Group Math Reading Test Attend
Regular 754 452*   
K
 
Instructions: The school planning team will review the campus improv
data.  Answer the following questions, providing a complete discussion of data used to make decisi
about school improvement plan changes. 
 
1. Causes of Designated “School Improvement” Status 
Why was the school identified for “school improvement” status?  In your discussion, use
current API and AYP data and other information gathered in the needs assessment 
p
Sample Elem ry was iden ied for Sc
ance Total 
632 
ELL     295 
IEP     133 
All 5 9* 121 92%  3 386 
1 Safe Harbor 
 
API Performance Targets for 2003-2004 
API Domain Target API School API 
(2003-04) 
Attendance 664 892 
Mathematics 648 5391
Reading 622 121 
Percent Tested 95% 100% 
1 Safe Harbor 
 
API Performance Targets for 2003-2004 
3rd Math 3rd Reading 5th  Reading 5th  Math Student Group 
Regular 618 807* 322 712 
ELL --2 -- -- -- 
IEP -- -- -- -- 
All 219* 219 345 460 
2 The State did not report API scores due to the confidentiality regulations. 
 
 targets of that schools must use to measure progress toward making Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) wNote: The performance ere 
ed on four measures of student performance in 11 separate subgroups set in federal law.  
ny one of the following measures will cause a school to fall short of adequate progress 
chool site are:  
ading test score index 
athematics test score index 
• Percent of students tested annually in reading and mathematics, and 
• Either attendance rate or graduation rate. 
approved by the Federal Government bas
rmance targets in aNot meeting the perfo
measures. 
 for each sThe four measures
• Re
• M
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2. Improvement of Academic Content and Instruction 
 
Summarize the major changes needed related to school improvement in the areas of academic content and 
instructional strategies. 
3. Strategies for Closing Achievement Gaps (Student Subgroups) 
After reviewing your needs assessment information, discuss the needs of students based upon disaggregated data.  
What are the needs of the subgroups?  What strategies are included in your plan to address these needs?  What are 
your goals for proficiency for each group?  
 
Student Group Needs Area Strategies Goals 
Regular Reading  Current # ___ % ___ 
Target # ___ % ___ 
Regular Math  Current # ___ % ___ 
Target # ___ % ___ 
ELL Reading  Current # ___ % ___ 
Target # ___ % ___ 
ELL Attendance  Current # ___ % ___ 
Target # ___ % ___ 
 
4. Teacher Mentoring 
Bas
ment
refer
mo
of co
 
5. External Expertise a
How will external expertise be uti
and professional
assistan
outcomes. 
 
6. Revised Resources 
Use the School 
ed on y
ori
enc
del), 
ntact. 
our
will be 
o
 will p
Budget template and the staffing 
ment Team Mee
ssments 
 ne essment, identify the priorities for professional development.  Discuss how teacher 
ng d to support the plan for implementation of effective methods and practices.  Include 
e to y ur n and reference your strategy (for example: peer to peer, cognitive coaching, expertise 
who rovide the strategy (instructional facilitators, CSR model, teachers, etc.) and the frequency 
nd Technical Assistance 
lized in ways that will promote significant staff development, organizational change, 
 support for improvement strategies?  In your discussion include who will provide the technical 
ce (CSR provider, contracted vendor, online learning, etc.); what are the approach and the expected 
request to submit resource revisions. Please ensure that budget 
requests align to the priorities identified in your needs assessment and campus improvement plan.  Sufficient 
resources should be allocated to make significant improvement in levels of student proficiency. 
 
7. Two Year Timeline 
Develop a brief calendar that indicates your timeline for implementation for the next two years. Listed below are 
examples of the items that could be placed on the calendar.  Below these items the calendar months are listed. 
Needs Assessment 
School Improve
Staff Development 
Benchmark asse
Parent meetings 
Notices to parents 
eds ass
use
 pla
ting 
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ages 
TITLE I SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT ADDENDUM 
School Improvement Timeline (Year 1) 
 
Provide the information requested below to describe how your Campus Improvement Plan will be amended...  (Use additional p
as necessary.) 
Month Goal #3 Strategy #1 Description of Added Activities 
September 04    
    
    
October 04    
    
November 04    
    
December 04    
    
January 05    
    
February 05    
    
March 05    
    
April 05    
    
May 05    
    
Summer 05    
    
 
                                                 
3 Note: “Goal #” and “Strategy #” refer to the numbering used in your approved Campus Improvement Plan.  For example, if you are amending your second 
rategy of your first goal, notation would read “Goal 1, Strategy 2”.  If adding a new strategy, include “New:” in the column for description of activities. st
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on requested below to ent Plan will be amended...  (Use additional 
TITLE I SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT ADDENDUM 
School Improvement Timeline (Year 2) 
 
 describe how your Campus ImprovemProvide the informati
pages as necessary.) 
Month Goal # Strategy # Description of A tivitiedded Ac s 
September 05    
    
    
October 05    
    
November 05    
    
December 05    
    
January 06    
    
February 06    
    
March 06    
    
April 06    
    
May 06    
    
Summer 06    
    
________________________ 
1 Not  “Goal #” and rategy #” refe o the berin used in y r approv eme  Plan.  For e ample, if you re amendi our second 
strate y of your first goal, notation wo ld read al 1 trategy 2   If addi ud  “New:” in t  column for d scription o activities. 
 
e:  “St r t num g ou ed Campus Improv nt x a ng y
g u  “Go , S ”. ng a new strategy, incl e he e f 
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 Code: 515 
Position Name %Dist FTE Position # Employee Name 
Senior 
Date 
An
Salary Benefits*  
TITLE I SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT ADDENDUM 
Manpo f (date) wer for (Name) Elementary as o
PROJECTED ALLOCATION 
Project
Pers nual 
 FTE 04-05
                    
                    
                    
                    
Additional Positions F ement Plan unded in 2004-2005 Campus Improv
                    
                    
                    
                    
           
Verification of Principal _____________________________       Date ____________________ 
                            Signature     
oval ___________________________________       Date ____________________ 
                           Signature     
e                     Projec
If adding a new P raprofessional in an instructional support capacity - he/she must have 48 hours of college credit or have passed the ParaPro Test test if new to the 
Dist ct or new to the position.  All new positions/add/deletes must have a Personnel/Employee transaction form completed through the Human Resource
AS . 
N ew staffing positions are limited to the duration of the “School I g contained in this Annual  Campus Improvement Plan Addendum
Continuation of positions are subject to availability of funds. 
         
      
 
EDSP Appr
  
Return to the Title I Offic ted Allocation FY 04-05:  
a
ri
AP
 Office 
ote: N mprovement” fundin . 
  
    *Benefits: 
          Certified - 33.27% 
      
Support Staff - 
38.04%     
      All Stipends - 24%     
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Site Level Budget Justification 
 
Project 
Code:  515 Site:         District:     
      de Code
 TITLE I SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT ADDENDUM 
Name    Site Co     
County/District 
 
Provide the information requested below for each amount budgeted in the OCAS ary Budget.Summ   (Use additional pages as 
necessary.) 
Function Object  Expen ption zation diture Descri and Itemi   Subtotals 
1000 100 Name Position and Grade Salary FTE  
       
      $0.00 
1000  fits 200 Bene  
   
  $0.00 
1000  Services300 Professional   
   
  $0.00 
1000 600 Itemize all proje ted purchases foc r Materials  
   
  $0.00 
2213 100 Itemize Staff Training  
   
  $0.00 
1000 100 List any addition xplaal codes & e nations here  
   
  $0.00 
  Site Total $0.00 
 
 
 TITLE I SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT ADDENDUM BUDGET SUMMARY 
School:       School Number:       
 
FY: 04-05 Allocation $ 
 
 
 Instruction Guidance 
Services, 
Testing 
Health 
Services
 of 
, 
l 
nt 
Educational 
Medial Service 
School 
Administrative 
Services Office 
of the Principal 
Services 
Vehicle 
Operation 
Services 
In-service 
Training 
Services 
(non-
instructional 
staff) 
O
Su
Ser
Pa
 
Improvement
Instruction
Professiona
Developme
ther 
pport 
vices, 
rental 
 
 1000 2120 2130  2220 2410 2720 2573 2 L  2210 190 TOTA
1. 100 
Salaries 
                                                            
2. 200 
Benefits 
                                                            
3. 300 
Profession
al 
Technical 
                                                            
4. 400 
Property 
Services 
                                                            
5. 500 Other 
Purchases
, Services 
                                                            
6. 600 
Supplies 
                                                            
7. 700 
Property 
                                                            
8. 800 Other          
  
                                                      
9. 900 Other 
Uses of 
Funds 
                                                            
TOTAL                                                             
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT        2004-2005  
 
NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND 
New Horizons for Programs and Services 
NCLB: Evidence-based 
 Strat  eviewegyR
2004-2005 
 173
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Evidence-based Strategy Review 
Reviewer:  Date: 
I
ards of evidence-based practice 
tml
School:
nstructions: 1. Review program, related research and ma
2. Consider stand
terials. 
http://www.ed.gov/rschstat/research/pubs/rigorousevid/index.h   
  I3. Place a check in the appropriate colu
question mark. 
4. Summ
mn to . f information is unclear, check the 
arize your findings of evidence, comments, and questions. 
rch to t
6. Attach profile for school considering the use of this program 
 indicate your findings
5. Attach program materials and resea his form. 
Program:   
1. 
. Is there a clear description of the program objectives
Program Descri
a ? Evidence, Questions and Comments 
ption 
Yes  No  
? 
b. Is f the instructional strategies Yes  No    
and activities that are central to this program? 
 there a clear description o  
? 
c. Is Yes  No    the program clearly based on established learning 
theory? ? 
2. Implementation 
a. Has the program been implement in a variety of schoo   No  Evidence, Questions and Comments ls that Yes  
differ by school size and demographics? ? 
b. Is s 
i
i  Staffing requirements 
i  Support requirements 
 Yes    
No  ? 
  there a clear description of the implementation proces
ncluding 
i. Frequency and length of implementation 
ii. Grouping sized 
ii.
v.
c. Was there an evaluation of implementation at sites? Yes  No  
? 
 
d. Is an example of  in-district implementation? Yes  No    there 
? 
e. D  the level 
o
Yes  No  
? 
 oes the effect on student achievement vary with
f implementation? 
3. Effect on Student Achievement 
a. Are there multiple studies?(at least 5) evaluating the impact 
of this program (not related components) on achievement? 
Yes  No  
? 
Evidence, Questions and Comments 
b. Are there current studies that are central to this program? Yes  No  
? 
 
c. Do the studies show significant positive effect size on 
s t achievement? 
Yes  No  
? 
 
tuden
d. Is the positive effect consistent across meaningful variables 
(grade levels, student groups)? 
Yes  No  
? 
 
4. Research Quality 
a. Does the study use systematic, empirical methods to 
analyze data, including a report of procedures and methods? 
Yes  No  
? 
Evidence, Questions and Comments 
b. Are data gathered using reliable instruments that are valid 
for the population and topic studied? 
Yes  No  
? 
 
c. Does the study use experimental or quasi-experimental 
designs(comparable control groups, control for group 
differences, addresses alternative explanations)? 
Yes  No  
? 
 
d. Has the research been accepted and published by a  peer 
review process (scientific journal, formal expert review)? 
Yes  No  
? 
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5. Replicability 
s  No  ? Evidence, Questions and Comments a. Is the program described in enough detail to allow for 
implementation in your school 
Ye
b. Was the program  implemented in similar schools 
that are similar to your school (size, location, 
demographics)? 
Yes  No  ?  
c. Is the program clearly based on appropriate grade 
ranges? 
Yes  No  ?  
d. Are all  costs clearly detailed for implementation? Yes  No  ?  
e. Are the costs reasonable for projected outcomes? Yes  No  ?  
f. Are there available school resources to effectively 
implement the strategies? 
Yes  No  ?  
g. Is there technical assistance capacity to effectively 
implement the strategies (staff, expertise, distance)? 
Yes  No  ?  
h. Is the program clearly based on appropriate grade 
ranges? 
Yes  No  ?  
6. Summary 
a. Review your analysis of the program strategies related 
to the above questions.  In the comments column, 
record your assessment of the evidence presented for 
this program. 
Do you feel that there is enough evidence to make a 
recommendation at this time? 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes  No  ? Evidence, Questions and Comments 
b. Based on the evidence detailed above, what is  your 
recommendation for this program.  Should the 
program be considered for implementation at the 
proposed school?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes  No  ? Evidence, Questions and Comments 
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OCOL 
 PEER REVIEW PROTOCOL SUMMARY SHEET 
2003-2004  
 
Instructions:  
1. Reviewers read the School Plan without consulting with their paired partner 
[Questions may be addressed to other staff]. 
2. Reviewers identify evidence for each domain based upon the written plan. 
3. Scores are marked for each domain, based upon the implementation criteria. 
4. Individual reviewer scores are transferred to the Summary Sheet. 
5. Scores are reviewed for discrepancies [scores separated by more than one point (example: 3 
and 5)]. 
6. For discrepancies, review evidence and adjust scores to within one point. [Scores 
separated by more scores do not need to be changed or result in the same score; however they must be 
within one point]. 
7. Reviewers write specific feedback for the School Planning Team. 
8. When discrepancies are resolved, Readers sign and date the form. 
9. Either reviewer may request a second-level review. [Check the box by signatures and state 
specific reason for a second review or state specific questions about the plan.] 
10. All materials are returned to Educational Support Services [plans, score sheets, summary 
. 
 
School: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 Planning  
Process 
Needs 
Assessment 
Budget    
Planning 
Core 
Academic 
Program 
Transition 
Strategies 
Parental 
Involvement 
Highly-
qualified 
Staff 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PEER REVIEW PROT
EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES 
 
sheets]
Reader A        
Reader B        
 
Reviewer Signatures 
Reviewer A                   
REVIEWER B 
 
OTHER 
OTHER 
e 
      
Signature      Dat                       
 
 
 Signature      Date 
177Second-level Review  Requested
Campus improvement plan     2005-2006  
 
Reviewer: _____________________________School: ___________________________ 
 
1 .  N C L B  P L A N N I N G  P R O C E S S  
Legislation: A local education agency may consolidate and use funds under this part with other Federal, State, and 
local funds, in order to upgrade the entire educational program of a school. (PL 107-110 § 1114.a.1) 
Key Question: Does the plan show how the component parts will effectively upgrade the entire educational program of 
the school? 
References: Planning Guide: I-5, 6; II-all;  
 
  Definitions 
 
7—Renewal: The school plans show how the schoolwide efforts are reviewed, refined and 
coordinated for maximum impact. 
 
6—Implementation: The school plan includes strategies such as  schoolwide 
benchmark assessments,  horizontal and vertical curriculum mapping  schoolwide student 
engagement 
 
5—Basic use:  The school has a school team that meets regularly to review and plan.  
Plan includes schoolwide strategies. 
 
 
4—Training: The plan contains some schoolwide activities for a limited number of grades or 
content areas. 
 
3—Preparation: The plan mentions schoolwide activities, but does not indicate a 
schoolwide focus. 
 
 
2—Orientation: The school has interest in schoolwide strategies and approaches to 
improvement. 
 
 
1—Non-use: No evidence of plans or strategies to upgrade the entire school. 
Evidence: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feedback: 
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2 .  N E E D S  A S S E S S M E N T  
Legislation: A school operating a schoolwide program must conduct a comprehensive needs assessment of the entire 
school. (34 CFR 200.26) 
Key Questions: Does the needs assessment use available data to identify proficiency gaps and identify program gaps 
to address the identified needs. The following graphic illustrates the needs assessment process. 
 
 
 
 
 
References: Planning Guide: Section 2; Planning Form example pp. 1-11; FAQ 2 [disparities]; FAQ 3 [def. 
“proficiency”], FAQ 5 [measures], FAQ 7 [timeline]. 
 
Level 
Definitions 
 
7—Renewal: Needs assessment addresses each grade, multiple topics, and describes refined and 
practical processes for identifying and solving ongoing areas of concern. 
 
 
6—Implementation: Needs assessment report shows a thoughtful process of analysis that is  
addresses each of the NCLB goals  aligns student needs and program needs, and is likely to be 
understood and used by persons identified in the plan. 
 
5—Basic use: Data is used to identify needs according to the Oklahoma Core Curriculum Test 
(OCCT) in the required levels for the school (such as 3rd, 5th, 8th, and EOI). 
 
 
4—Training: Data is analyzed in a way that identifies gaps for one group or one level. All content 
areas related to NCLB goals are not addressed. 
 
3—Preparation: Appropriate student and program data is included. [School report card, OCCT, 
ITBS, Terra Nova, Supera, SAT9, Benchmark data [Scantron, EdVision]. 
 
 
2—Orientation: Needs assessment activities are present, however, there is no evidence of 
required data used to identify needs [gaps]. 
 
 
1—Non-use: No evidence of needs assessment process or report. No needs assessment report of 
conclusions.  
Evidence: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feedback: 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
– Relates to Goals  
– Aligned 
– Understandable  
Program Needs 
– Strategies 
– Staffing 
– Resources 
Program Data 
– Instruction 
– Materials 
Practices, etc. – 
Student Gaps 
– Title I goals 
– Disaggregated 
– Estimate of ‘why’ 
Student Data 
– Large-scale 
– Benchmark 
– Engagement 
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3 .  B U D G E T  P L A N N I N G  
Legislation: Schools will allocate sufficient resources to increase program effectiveness, eliminate duplication, and 
reduce fragmentation of the instructional program.  (PL 107-110 § 1112.e) 
Key Question: Are available strategically allocated in ways that are aligned to needs, appropriate, and sufficient to 
improve the levels of proficiency of all students within the specified timelines?  
References: Planning Guide: I-5, 6; II-3, II-10, II-13; Planning Form: 12-19, last column; FTE form; Proposed Site 
Budget, Budget Summary; FAQ 10 [programs] 
 
Level Definitions 
 
7—Renewal: Budget clearly makes maximum use of aligned resources.  Partnership resources are 
planned in the areas to maximize time, expertise, funding, locations, and staff capacities. School 
evaluates use of resources for efficiency and effectiveness. 
 
6—Implementation: Budget shows logical progression from proficiency gaps ¾ program needs 
¾  resources.   Budget planning includes  Site programs  School plan [resources column] shows 
integrated funding without supplanting.  
 
5—Basic use:  Budget is within allowable ranges. Basic forms are completed, including:  
Budget Summary,  FTE Request,  Site Budget [including: Intervention, Students served, and 
Costs]. 
 
4—Training: a Budget address NCLB goals; but does not include specific information related to 
interventions, number of students served or itemized costs. 
 
3—Preparation: Budget is addressed, but is not within allowable ranges or is not aligned to 
needs. Resources are identified, but have unclear relationships to the identified Activities [such as: 
Phonics lessons—Wal Mart] 
 
2—Orientation: Budget is submitted; request in “lump sum” format. 
 
 
1—Non-use: No budget is submitted. 
Evidence: 
Budget Total: $__________________ .OO 
 
Allowable Ranges 
Staff Development $____________.OO  x .05 = _______________ [min.];  SD $ 
x .10 = _______________ [max.] 
Parental Involvement $____________.OO  x .01 = _______________ [min.] 
Recurring Costs $____________.OO x .65 = _______________ [max.] 
Discretionary Costs $____________.OO x .25 = _______________ [max.] 
 
 
 
Feedback: 
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4 .  C O R E  A C A D E M I C  P R O G R A M  
Legislation: Using data from the comprehensive needs assessment, schools will describe how the school will improve 
academic achievement. (34 CFR. 200.27)  
Key Question: Does the plan strengthen the school’s core academic program so that by 2013-2014 all students (in 
aggregate and for each subgroup) will demonstrate academic skills at the “proficient” level or above on the State’s 
assessment and be engaged in high quality teaching and learning. 
References: Planning Guide: Page II-6; Planning Form: p. 9 section 3.1 and pp. 12-15; FAQ 3 [site goals for 
proficiency], FAQ 4 [strategy vs. activity], FAQ 5 [measures], FAQ 7 [timeline] 
 
Level Definitions 
 
7—Renewal: Core academic program is measured with benchmark assessments. Plan 
specifically addresses the needs of each grade level. 
 
6—Implementation: Plan describes how the school will improve with  scientifically-based 
research citations for strategies  a clear rationale describing relationship of strategy to student 
population as described in the needs assessment. 
 
5—Basic use: Plan describes how the school will improve with  All NCLB objectives  
Measures [FAQ 5]  Strategies [FAQ 4]  Activities  Timeline [FAQ7]  Implementation of 
assessments. 
 
4—Training: Information is provided for each component in the planning form. Approximately 25% 
of the plan contains clear and consistent content (see definitions of:  objectives, measures, strategies, 
activities, rationale). 
 
3—Preparation: The plan addresses goals for academic progress, but does not contain :  
objectives, measures, strategies, activities, or a rationale. 
 
2—Orientation:. The plan describes educational activities. NCLB goals are changed or missing.  
Plan shows little relationship to proficiency gaps or program needs. 
 
1—Non-use: Core academic program goals for NCLB are not addressed.  
Evidence: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feedback: 
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5 .  T R A N S I T I O N  S T R A T E G I E S  
Legislation: A school plan will coordinate programs, including plans for transitions of participants. (PL 107-110 § 
1112.B) 
Key Question: Does the plan describe effective strategies for students to make transitions into the school and 
facilitate their success upon leaving the school? 
References: Planning Form: p. 16; FAQ 9 [decision guide] 
 
Level Definitions 
 
7—Renewal: Plan identifies resources and engages partnerships to facilitate transitions.  School 
evaluates the effectiveness of strategies. 
 
6—Implementation: Plan addresses:  transition patterns for the school [ex: migratory students 
over several years]  strategies for transitions in core academic areas   strategies for effective and 
timely assessment and assistance 
 
5—Basic use: Plan identifies key  entry points and  exit points for the school.   Needs are 
identified about transition points [ex. 22% are proficient upon entry]  general strategies are identified. 
 
4—Training: Data is analyzed in a way that identifies gaps for one group or one level. Content areas 
related to NCLB goals are not addressed, or do not have strategies with clear alignment to increasing 
student proficiency or academic engagement. 
 
3—Preparation: Data about student transitions are included. 
 
 
2—Orientation: Plan identifies transitions in general terms [“we are a school with high mobility”] but 
does not provide data. 
 
1—Non-use: Student transitions are not identified or addressed. 
Evidence: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feedback: 
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6 .  P A R E N T A L  I N V O L V E M E N T  
Legislation: A school must involve parents in the planning, review, and improvement of the schoolwide program. (34 CFR. 
200.28.c)  
Key Question: To what extent does the plan include parents in collaboration focused on increased levels of mastery of high 
standards and delivery of engaging teaching and learning experiences. 
References: Planning Guide: II-2; Planning Form: p. 1 [team members], p.10 section 3.1[needs], p. 17 [objectives], Site Budget: 
Goal 3; Parent Compact form, FAQ 8 [two types]. 
 
Level Definitions 
 
7—Renewal: Plan clearly describes parental strategies for partnership.  The plan is evaluated and 
expanded annually.   
 
6—Implementation: The plan includes   needs assessment of parents   communication of 
assessment information to parents   strategies for specific needs [ ex: language barriers] 
 
5—Basic use: The plan includes:  parent membership on planning team   outreach activities 
to provide information to parents about NCLB [3.1]  strategies to engage parents in support for 
learning [3.2] 
 
4—Training: Data and parent needs are identified, but plan is not aligned to support NCLB goals. 
 
3—Preparation: Parents data are included in the plan, but the plan does not identify needs and 
resources. [or conversely] Parent strategies are planned without any supporting data. 
 
2—Orientation: Parents are identified in the plan, but there is no description or data about 
involvement. 
 
1—Non-use: Plan does not address parental involvement.  
Evidence: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feedback: 
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7 .  H I G H L Y  Q U A L I F I E D  S T A F F  
Legislation: Each local agency receiving assistance under this part shall ensure that all teachers hired and teaching in 
a program supported with funds under this part are highly qualified.. (PL 107-110 § 1119.a.1). 
Key Question: Is the plan f nd staff development sufficient to implement the strategies for increasing levels 
of proficiency? 
References: Planning Form: pp. 7-9, p. 10 [needs statement], p. 19 [objectives], Site Budget: Objective 4-5; FAQ 11 
[data], FAQ 12 [strategies]; FAQ 4-5: [measures]. 
 
or staffing a
Level Definitions 
 
7—Renewal: School has plans for multiple strategies to maintain highly qualified staff, such as: 
high-performance teams, peer-coaching, teacher induction process, hiring based on gaps, 
implementation process [example: RPTIM model]. 
 
6—Implementation: The staffing plans  relates to implementation of strategies [ex: Goals 1, 
2, and 3]  the staff development content is research-based   scope and timing support 
implementation [not just workshop attendance]. 
 
5—Basic use: The plan includes  a profile of school staffing [professional, paraprofessional]  
an assessment of staffing needs related to proficiency gaps or program needs  development 
activities aligned to identified needs   FTE request. 
 
4—Training: Data are presented, but not related to staffing strategies.  Staffing strategies seem to 
be high quality, but are show no relationship to the needs assessment. 
 
3—Preparation: Needs assessment activities are present, however, there is no evidence of a 
process used to identify staffing needs [gaps in: certification, job to skill match, ]. 
 
2—Orientation: Staffing requests are planned related to general goals. 
 
 
1—Non-use: Staffing needs and strategies are not addressed.  
Evidence: 
 
 
 
 
 
Feedback: 
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School Name (add) 
Campus Improvement 
Plan: Quarterly Review
2004-2005 
Q U A R T E R L Y  S E L F  M O N I T O R I N G  
 
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP) COMMITTEE 
2004-2005  
 
CIP REVIEW COMMITTEE SIGNATURES 
 
 
School:  __________________________________ Quarter:  1  2  3  4 
Designated Status: School Improvement 
 
Note: The purpose of the Plan Addendum funding is to accelerate and enhance the current school 
improvement efforts.  The purpose of this review is to help monitor support of strategies, activities, 
and staffing for the Campus Improvement Plan and Addendum.  Each member listed below should 
participate in the self assessment process by reviewing each component of the plan implementation.  
The committee should then report a) progress in student results, b) progress of strategy implementation 
and c) reflections/what could be done differently. 
 
Instructions: Print each committee member’s full name and obtain signatures. 
 
12. TEACHER 
13. TEACHER 
14. TEACHER 
15. TEACHER 
16. PARENT 
17. STUDENT1 
18. SUPPORT STAFF 
19. EXTERNAL EXPERT 2 
20. INSTRUCTIONAL FACILITATOR2 
21. EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES 1 
22. SERVICE PROVIDER 1 
 
 
 
Signature of Principal __________________________________ Date ____________ 
 
 
Executive Director ____________________________________ Date ____________ 
 
1 Optional 
2 Required (if assigned to School) 
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 CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP) COMMITTEE 
2004-2005  
QUARTERLY SELF ASSESSMENT 
 
School:  __________________________________Quarter: 1  2  3  4 
 
1. Reading / Language Arts Implementation4Low                      High 
16. Needs are clearly identified for each grade level, and student group. 
Staff utilizes benchmark assessments and barriers to learning. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
17. Evidence-based strategies are implemented for this content area. 
Documents showing review and adoption process are available. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
18. Annual proficiency targets are specified for this content area 
(Examples: Target for api, % proficient).  1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
19. A Rigorous Curriculum is implemented, based upon performance 
standards, and has significant impact on student learning. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
20. Benchmark assessments are administered and  are aligned to State 
performance standards. (Add current information below). 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
Grade-level      
%Proficient      
21. Research-based strategies for Transitions are identified, adopted, and 
implemented. (incoming students, grade-level transitions, continuation) 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
22. Research-based strategies for Parental Support for Learning are 
identified, adopted, and implemented. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
 
2. Mathematics Implementation1Low                      High 
a. Needs are clearly identified for each grade level, and student group. 
Staff utilizes benchmark assessments and barriers to learning. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
b. Evidence-based strategies are implemented for this content area. 
Documents showing review and adoption process are available. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
c. Annual proficiency targets are specified for this content area 
(Examples: Target for api, % proficient).  1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
d. A Rigorous Curriculum is implemented, based upon performance 
standards, and has significant impact on student learning. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
e. Benchmark assessments are administered, aligned to content and 
cognitive levels. (Add current information below)  
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
Grade-level      
%Proficient      
f. Research-based strategies for Transitions are identified, adopted, and 
implemented. (incoming students, grade-level transitions, continuation) 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
g. Research-based strategies for Parental Support for Learning are 
identified, adopted, and implemented. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
 
                                                 
4 Use the “Level of Implementation” Rubric definitions provided in the Campus Improvement Plan. 
1=Non-Use, 2=Orientation, 3=Preparation, 4=Training, 5=Basic Use, 6=Implemented, 7=Renewal. 
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3. Staff Development  Implementation1Low                      High 
a. Staff Development Needs are clearly identified.  Specific staff learning 
goals are established and prioritized. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
b. Evidence-based strategies are identified for staff development. 
Strategies focus on learning, implementation, and monitoring. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
c. Specific Technical Assistance Activities and ongoing follow-up 
support are conducted, and support implementation plans. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
d. A Rigorous Curriculum is planned, based upon performance 
standards, and has significant impact on student learning. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
e. Time for Team Planning and Learning is regularly scheduled, and 
focuses on implementing improvement strategies. 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
 
Planning Team Reflection 
1. Plus/What we have done well. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Delta/What we could do differently. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Quarterly Review Follow-Up 
 
 Establish the next CIP Quarterly Review Meeting.  Date ___________ Time____________ 
 
 Describe how this CIP Quarterly Review information will be shared with stakeholders: 
___ Staff Meeting __ School Newsletter __ Web Page 
___ PTA/PTO __ Conferences/Open House __ Other; Describe 
 
 Send a copy of this document, data, and meeting minutes to the Title I Office through the 
Executive Director for Student Performance for your feeder pattern. 
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New Horizons for Programs and Sevices 
Campus Visit 
Interview Protocol
2003-2004 
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 Site Visit Plan 
Date__________ 
School_______________________________  EDSP ___________________________ 
Address_______________________________________________________________ 
City______________________________ State________ Zip ____________________ 
Principal________________________________ School Phone __________________ 
 
Structured Interview 
a. Campus Planning Team Leader 
 (60 minutes) Interview a person providing school leadership related to the Campus 
Improvement Plan. This person could have a role such as principal, lead teacher, curriculum 
coordinator, or academic coach.  
 
Time _________ Name _______________________Role _______________________ 
 
School Staff Surveys 
b. Planning Team Member 
(30 minutes) Survey a person who served on the Campus Improvement Planning Team. This 
person could have a role such as principal, teacher, curriculum coordinator, or academic 
coach.  
 
Time _________ Name ______________________ Role ________________________ 
 
c. Staff Member 
(30 minutes) Survey a person who teaches full time in one of the core academic areas.   
 
Time _________ Name ______________________ Role ________________________ 
 
d. Staff Member 
(30 minutes) Survey a person who teaches full time in one of the core academic areas.   
 
 
Time _________ Name ______________________ Role ________________________ 
 
e. Staff Member 
(30 minutes) Survey a person who teaches full time in one of the core academic areas.   
 
Time _________ Name ______________________ Role ________________________ 
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 Campus Planning 
 
A. Planning Interview Questions 
 
[Question frame] “In this section we will be discussing Planning Processes for your 
school.  The NCLB law for education requires that each school has a systematic plan for 
how the school will improve.   
 
 
Please describe how your school approached the Campus Improvement Planning process 
to increase the number of proficient students (in the last 12 months). 
◊ How does your school organize staff to develop an effective plan? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
◊ How does your school gain school-wide commitment for the plan? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
◊ What are the main barriers your team faces in developing an effective plan? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
◊ What extent of change does the content of the plan represent for your school? 
 Circle one. 
Documents what we are 
already doing. 
 Extends and builds on 
practices that we are 
already doing. 
 The plan is  a major shift 
from past practices in most 
content areas. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Explain:   
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 B. Planning Participant Survey 
 
Consider the following capabilities used in the campus planning process.  Mark each item, indicating the extent to 
which the majority of educators at your school routinely will use the standards in planning.  Use your knowledge of your 
patterns of action during planning, mark each item according on the following scales. 
 Likelihood—What is the likelihood of successful implementation for the following standards, based upon 
observations of your school utilization of the Campus Improvement Planning processes.  Low=unlikely to occur; 
High=reasonably certain of implementation. 
Impact—What would be the impact on the effectiveness of your school, assuming full and successful 
implementation for the following practices. Low=minimal support for effectiveness; High=value-added to your 
school effectiveness. 
DK—Means that you “don’t’ know” or don’t have enough information to rate this item. Mark only if it applies. 
 
Likelihood Campus Planning Standards Impact  
Low                       High  Low                      High DK 
1    2    3    4    5 Student Needs are clearly identified. Staff members understand 
major underlying reasons for student groups. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Staff Development Needs are clearly identified.  Specific staff 
learning goals are established and prioritized. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Evidence-based strategies are identified for each content area. 
Documents showing research basis are on file. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Accurate annual proficiency targets are identified for each 
content area.  
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 A Rigorous Curriculum is planned based upon content 
standards, performance standards, and assessment blueprints for 
each content area. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Benchmark assessments, aligned to content emphasis and 
cognitive levels, are adopted for each content area. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Teams [content area, grade levels] identify and implement a 
Common Approach for improvement strategies and activities. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Aligned Resources and partnerships demonstrate appropriate 
support for each goal 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 School teams Monitor Strategies Quarterly for level of 
implementation. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 School teams Monitor Student Proficiency Quarterly using a 
standards benchmark assessments. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Clear understanding of Reading/Language Arts Content (e.g. 
National Reading Panel, NCTE, AP English) 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Clear understanding of Mathematics Content (e.g. National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, TIMMS) 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Clear understanding of Science Content (e.g. National Science 
Education Standards, Mathematical Education of Teachers) 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Team Data Analysis Practices are widely used and can predict 
performance on Large-scale assessments. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Research-based strategies for Parental Support for Learning 
are identified, adopted, and implemented. 
1    2    3    4    5  
1    2    3    4    5 Team Data Analysis Practices are widely used and can predict 
performance on Large-scale assessments. 
1    2    3    4    5  
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 Data Utilization 
 
C. Data Utilization Interview Questions 
 
[Question frame] “In this section we will be discussing Planning Processes for your 
school.  The NCLB law for education requires that each school has a systematic plan for 
how the school will improve.   
 
 
Please describe how the majority of educators in your school approach using data in the 
Campus Improvement Planning process to increase the number of proficient students (in 
the last 12 months). 
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 D. Planning Participant Survey 
 
 
1. What reading assessments do you use with your students?  When is each used? 
What type? (LS=Large Scale, BA=Benchmark Assessment, EM=Embedded in Instruction) 
 
Type Frequency Assessment Name 
   
   
   
   
   
 
 
 
Have you received specific assessment training in any of the following areas:   
 
Check all that apply 
  Using assessments to diagnosis individual student needs/plan instruction. If yes, please 
describe…. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
District-level assessments.  If yes, please list: 
 
  Data Analysis using class, grade-level or school level data.  If yes, please describe…. 
 
 
  Coaching/Dialoguing with colleagues.  If yes, please describe…. 
 
 
  Intervention Strategies based on assessments.  If yes, please describe…. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Other (Please describe): 
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LEADERSHIP FOR PLANNING 
E. Planning Interview Questions 
 
[Question frame] “Leadership provides a framework for ‘how things get done’.  Anyone 
in the school can provide some type of leadership to support the development of a high-
quality Campus Plan.” 
 
 
Draw a graphic representation for how your school organized the leadership for planning.  
Use the following key5 and examples  
 
◊ How does your school organize staff to develop an effective plan? 
Example: This example shows how four teams were organized to work with the 
Schoolwide strategy team. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
◊ Explain what your graphic means? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
◊ List the basic sequence of events to develop your
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
5 T=Teacher, P=Principal, TI=Title I office staff, IF=Instru
U=University partner, PI=parent involvement, C=Counselo
Foundation Grant.  
Schoolwide Team 
P, T, CSR Barriers to 
Learning 
T, C, PI plan? 
ctional Facilitator, CO=Central Office [specify], 
r, GU=GEAR UP, NSF=National Science 
Rea eamding T  
T, T, T, T 
Math Team 
T, T, NSF 
Transitions 
GU, T, C 
 F.  Planning Participant Survey 
 
 
Draw a graphic representation for how your school organized the leadership for planning.  
Use the following key6 and examples  
 
 
◊ How does your school organize staff to develop an effective plan? 
Example: This example shows how four teams were organized to work with the 
Schoolwide strategy team. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
6 T=Teacher, P=Principal, TI=Title I office st
U=University partner, PI=parent involvement
Foundation Grant.  
Schoolwide Team 
P, T, CSR Barriers to 
Learning 
T, C, PI 197
aff, IF=Instructional Facilitator, CO=Central Office [specify], 
, C=Counselor, GU=GEAR UP, NSF=National Science 
Rea eamding T  
T, T, T, T 
Math Team 
T, T, NSF 
Transitions 
GU, T, C 
 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
G. Interview Questions 
 
[Question frame] “In this section we will be discussing Technical Assistance for your 
school.  For the purpose of this interview, Technical Assistance (TA) is defined as any 
expertise that is external to the classroom teacher or teaching team.  This definition 
includes consultation, facilitation and training. For example, you might have someone 
housed at your building, such as an instructional coach, peer coach, or you might use 
expertise from outside of your building such as a consultant, university staff, or web-
based professional resources that provide technical assistance. 
 
Approximately what percent of students are proficient in… 
 ________% Reading / Language Arts / English 
 ________% Mathematics 
 ________% Science” 
 
As the educators at school seek to increase the number of proficient students, describe 
how Technical Assistance is currently used (in the last 12 months). 
 
 
 
 
◊ How does your school make decisions about which TA to use? 
 
 
 
◊ What type(s) of TA seems to “get results” for increasing student proficiency? 
 
 
 
◊ What type(s) of TA seems to help teachers learn stra egies, content, and practices? 
 
 
 
 
◊ What type(s) of TA seems to be less helpful for increasing student proficiency? 
 
t
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H. Participant Survey 
 
1.  Who gives your staff the most useful information, when your school planning team seeks to 
identify effective strategies and implement practices to increase student proficiency?  Mark your 
first three choices  
Roles or organizations for Technical Assistance Providers 
[ 1=the first person you would ask, 2=the next person, 3=another person you would ask]. 
 
 A. District Grant/Program  [Title I, NSF, GEAR UP, etc]  
D. University [consultant, 
certification, program] 
 G. Vendor [training for 
computers, textbooks, etc.] 
      
 B. School Grant/Program [e.g. School Reform Model]   
E. Instructional Facilitator / 
 Reading  Coach  
 H. Administrators 
[principals and central 
office] 
      
 C. State Dept. of Education [Video Conference, meeting]   
F. Another School or district staff 
or partnership 
 I. Other; please specify. 
      
2.  Consider the professional development in which the educators at your school participated over 
the last 12 months.  In what areas have the majority of educators at your school received  
Instructions: Using the roles listed above, write letters in the columns to indicate the frequency (how much) of 
technical assistance for the majority of teachers in your building. Example: 
Once or twice 
per year 
1-2 times per 
semester 
2-3 times 
per month 
During this school year, a school staff member or external 
consultant… 
 G, B E 1. Provided individualized and classroom-based follow-up with 
teachers to learn research-based practices. 
Your Observations: 
Once or twice 
per year 
1-2 times per 
semester 
2-3 times 
per month 
During this school year, a school staff member or external 
consultant… 
   1. Provided individualized and classroom-based follow-up 
with teachers to learn research-based practices. 
   2. Met with small groups of teachers to discuss curriculum, 
student assessment or intervention strategies. 
   3. Facilitated grade level team meetings. 
   4. Facilitated staff meeting discussions about instruction. 
   5. Modeled use of assessments, collection and analysis of 
data for designing instruction and interventions. 
   6. Modeled instructional practices or assessments with 
students in classrooms. 
   7. Facilitated and encouraged teachers to observe other 
teachers in their classrooms. 
   8. Assisting teachers in aligning their teaching strategies 
with appropriate standards, curriculum and assessments. 
   
9. Instructional strategies and early interventions, limited 
English proficient, special education, and/or migrant 
students. 
   10. Using benchmark assessments to monitor student progress toward proficiency of learning standards. 
   11. Other: (describe) 
 
